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Selected As A Beat All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
19, 1973
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22 Pages

Harry Sparks, MSU President,
Named 'Boss of Year' By NSA
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
President of Murray State
University, was chosen 1973
"Boss of the Year" by the
Murray Chapter of the National
Secretaries Association at their
Executive Night Banquet held
Thursday, April 19, at the
Waterfield Student Union
Building.
Speaker for the Banquet was
Mrs. Dolly McNutt, Mayor of
the City of Paducah. Mayor
McNutt spoke on "Love of
Work." She emphasized the
importance of work and the
need for it for the fulfillment of
a person in all aspects of his life.
Mrs. Patsy Ever, Chapter
President, welcomed the group.
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Responding was Mr. James L.
Johnson, Murray Chamber of
Commerce. The Honorable
Robert 0. Miller, Calloway
County Judge, gave the invocation preceding the dinner.Also on the program was
Miss Linda Farley, Chairman of
Secretaries Week Committee.
The bosses of the chapter
members were guests. Other
special guests were Louise
McKinney, Secretary to Mayor
McNutt and President of the
Lake
Paducah-Kentucky
Chapter, NSA., and Mrs.
Dorothy Phillips, representing
the Ledger & Times.
Sixty members and guests
(See Secretaries, Page 14)

Mrs. Patsy R. Dyer was named "Secretary Of The Year," at
the Executive Night banquet of the Murray Chapter, National
Secretaries Association, held Thursday, April 19; at the Waterfield Student Union Huilding.
Presentation of the "Secretary Of The Year," award was made
by Neva Grey Allbritten, 1972 Secretary Of The Year. Mrs. Dyer
has served as Executive Secretary to Dr. Harry Sparks,
President. Murray State University for the past 15 years.
She is a charter member of the Murray Chapter. Her
dedication and loyalty as President for the past two years has
truly impressed each member and contributed to the value and
success of the chapter.
Her husband, Joe R., is Coordinator of Food Services at Murray
State University They have one son, Kip, arid attend Sugar Creek
Baptist Church.
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HARRY SPARKS
Boas of the Year

Patsy Dyer Picked As
'Secretary Of The Year
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Joe Mark AIN
Gives Program,
Kiwanis Club

We've said it before and we'll
say it again. If you are
registered now, you can vote in
the May Primary. You do not
have to re-register for the
Primary. Re-registration is
only for the November election.
By the time the November
election rolls around every
voter must have been reregistered. As Dennis James
says, OK? OK.
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are listed in alphabetical order:
Jan Purdom, Wanda Rolfe, Jan
Shuffett and Julie Whitford.
Senior superlatives are as
follows: Best All-Round, Dean
Willis and Kathy Rogers; Best
Looking Roger Hughes and
Julie Whitford; Most School
Spirit, Joe Resig and Gail
; Best Dressed, George
flea
Landolt and Gaye Miller; Most
Likely to Succeed, Chuck
Hussung, Cathy Christopher;
Most Dependable , Larry
Lockhart and Anne Erwin;
Most Talented, Johnny Scott
and Kip Mason; Most Popular,
Joe Mark Alls, son of Mr. and Tim Lassiter and Jan Purdom.
Mrs. Willard Alls presented the
Class favorites include:
program on "Little Children juniors, Ray Lane and Cathy
and Big Poisons," at the regular Mitchell; sophomores, Brad
meeting of the Kiwanis Club Barnett and Lisa Harrell; and
Thursday night at the Woman's freshmen, Tony Boone, and
Clubhouse.
Linda Ransom.
The young speaker used
children
of
examples
take Prayer Breakfast Will
unknowingly
who
dangerous poisons which are
Inn
within their reach around the Be Held At Holiday
The Seventh Prayer and
home. Extra precautions are
necessary to avoid these ac- Service Breakfast of Key '73
cidents. The Drug Education will be at the Holiday Inn
Council will soon have a poison Monday, April 23, at 8:30 a.m.
control center in operation in The theme will be "Promises
Murray. There will be a from the Word of God" with
telephone number available for Rev. Martin Mattingly Phase
emergencies. Ails was in- III chairman, presiding.
Rev. Darrell Keith is the
troduced by Robert Daniells,
who presented him a certificate general chairman for Key '73.
The
Callowaly
County
of appreciation for presenting
Association sponMinisterial
program.
excellent
the
Willard Alls along with Merle sors Key '73 locally and is
Eversmeyer, brother of Dr. sponsored nationally by. over
Harold Eversmeyer, were 150 Christian denominations
and groups. Phase III focuses
guests at the meeting. Dr.
on "Calling our Continent to
Raymond Carter, president,
Resurrection."
presided at the meeting.

The students body at Murray
High School have selected the
finalists for the Miss Murray
High Title, senior superlatives,
and class favorites. These are
selected by popular vote.
Finalists in the Miss Murray
High contest are seniors who

Two turtles decided to stop in
for a beer. Just as they entered
the bar it began to rain. The big
turtle said to the little one, "Go
home and get the umbrella."
The little turtle said, "I will if
you promise not to drink my
beer."
(See Seen 8c Heard, Page 14)
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The Weather

Mostly cloudy and warm
through Saturday with the
chance of a few showers or
thundershowers. Low tonight
around 60. High Saturday in the
upper 70s or low 80s. Sunday
warm with chance of thundershowers.
Kentucky's extended outlook
Sunday through Tuesday
Mostly cloudy with a chance
of showers through the perio4
Daytime highs in the mid to upper 70s Sunday, falling to the.
.•
upper 60s and low 70s by end of
Joe Mark Ails, center, is presented a certificate of appreciatiqa
the period. Nighttime lows in
by Robert Daniel's,as president Raymond
lbe...mid—te_.upper..50s. Sunday, from the Kiwanis club
a program on"FA& Children and
presented
Ails
on.
looks
Carter
by
40s
falling to the low to mid
Poisons." fit a meeting of the club.
Rig
end of period.

Twisters Cause
Some Damage In
Area Thu rsday

4 •

Several tornadoes that touched down in Western Kentucky
caused no reported injuries but
did scattered damage to
houses, trailers, power lines
and trees.
The National Weather Service
issued a tornado watch for
parts of Western Kentucky between noon and 10 p.m. Thursday.
The twisters accompanied
heavy rains that swept through
the area, and the weather service also issued a flash flood
watch for the Jackson Purchase Thursday night.
Tornado touchdowns were reported at Paducah and in three
places in Marshall County: The
Little Cypress community, Oak
Level, and near Possum Trot.
There were also reports of
brief touchdowns in Northwestern Graves County and
south of Corydon in Henderson
County.
Marshall County was hardest
hit.
The funnel cloud that touched
down at the Little Cypress community damaged four houses
and two house trailers.
About one-half mile north of
_
_
Trot on Little Cypress
Possum
toys
building
their
of
UP-ANDIXVINN-LOOKERS—Having some outdoor springtime fun with some
Road, a tornado destroyed a
at Murray are eigheieer-eiCialui George, top, and his brother Joey, 6, as John looks down at Joey.
Photo by Wilson Woolley trailer owned by Ronnie Cope
They're tie children eller:ilhd Mrs. Dick George.
and damaged trees and power
lines in a 400-yard area. The
tornado touched down again on
Little Cypress Road, damaging
the roof of a house owned by
"
Leland Greer.

Senior Superlatives Lions Club
Named, Murray High Light Bulb

Fellow says you think you
have troubles. Says his sun dial
is slow.
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In Our 94th Year

Member of Associated Press

Banquet Planned For Saturday
By Gamma Gamma, Beta Sigma Phi

Sale Tuesday
Paul Mansfield, chairman of
the Murray Lions Club light
bulb sale committee, today
announced that plans for the
event are now complete.
He said members of the Lions
Club will assemble at the rear of
the Boom Laundry building at
5:00p.m. Tuesday, April 24, and
will then canvass the city
selling the bulbs.
The bulbs are packaged with 6
per package and sell for $2.00.
Scabbard and Blade and AT()
fraternity at Murray State will
assist the Lions in their sale.
Mansfield said the Lions
would also have brooms
available along the routes.
Rex Thompson, president of
the Murray Lions Club, said a
total of seventy five dozen
Packages of bulbs have been
ordered and expressed the hope
that all of them would be sold.
He said proceeds from the
project will be used for sight
conservation and community
betterment projects.
Groover Parker and Jack
Pearsall are members of the
committee with chairman
Mansfield. Advance orders may
be made by calling Enix Interiors, 753-1474.

District Methodist Youth
Fellowship Meets, Bethel
Youth
The
Methodist
Fellowship will have its sub
district meeting at the Bethel
United Methodist Church or.
Tuesday, April 24, at seven p.m
Each church is asked to bring
some talent to add to the
ProgramRefreshments will be served
All youth are invited to attend

Life Saving Courses To
Be At Pool Here Monday
Junior and Senior life Savin.:
courses will be conducted tp,
the Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross Aprl
73 to 27 from6:30to 9:30p.m. at
the ,,brray State University
pool.
The Junior course is for ages
eleven to fourteen and the
senior course is ages fifteen and
older.

Clinics Planned
For Vacation Bible
School Workers

The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will host the
celebration for the 42nd Anniversary of the organization's
founding on Saturday evening,
April 21. A banquet will be held
in the Thoroughbred Room of
the Watei field Student Union
Building on Muri ay State
University Campus.
The Apha Epsilon and the Xi
Theta Chapters of Mayfield will
join the 'Gamma Garnnra
Chapter of Murray for the occasion.
Entertainment for .the
evening will be provided by
David and James flayton sons
of Mr. and Mrs. James D.
(See Banquet. Page 14 )

MSU Choir To
Give Concert
On_Saturdajt
' The Murray State Choir will
present its "Farewell Concert"
Saturday in the Lovett
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
The concert is the choir's last
before its tour of Europe.
The choir has raised all but
$6,0013 of the-345,000 necessary
for the tour. The Saturday
concert will give persons who
haveid contributed the chance
to do so.
The choir will visit and
present concerts in Frankfort,
and
Nurnburg,
Berlin,
Rothenburg, Germany; Satzburg, Innsbruck, and Vienna,
Prague,
AUstir a ;
Czechoslovakia, and Lucerne,
Switzerland; ending with a
farewell banquet in Heidelburg,
Germany on the last day.
This "Farewell Concert" is
the last concert of the year and
is free and open to the public.
Everyone is invited to hear the
choir, which will represent
MSU, West Kentucky, and the
State of Kentucky on the Continent of Europe , according to
conductor Robert Baer,

Nursing Students Plan
Bake Sale On Saturday
The students from the Murray
School of Practical Nursing will
have a bake sale on Saturday,
April 21, is front of Littleton's
on Main Street.

Proceeds from the sale will go
to the American— Cancer
Society.

Bible School
Vacation
Clinics will be conducted for the
Blood River Baptist Association
on Tuesday and Wednesday,
April 24 and 25, according to
Warlord,
Earl
Rev.
associational missionary.
The Tuesday clinic will be
from seven to nine p.m. at the
First Missionary Church,
Benton, and the Wednesday
clinic will be from nine a.m. to
twelve noon at the First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Teachers for the clinic will be
Mrs. Roy Gibson, Middle
Preschool; Mrs. Lynn Walker,
Older Preschooler; Mrs.
Charlie Simmons, Younger
Children; Mrs. William Strong,
Middle Children; Mrs. M.W.
Fulkerson, Older Children;
Mrs. Gilbert Mathis, Younger
Youth; Mrs. David Brasher,
Older Youth; Earl Warlord,
General Officers.
the
in
church
Each
Association is urged to have
their Vacation Bible School
workers to attend one of the
clinics, Rev. Warlord said.

James Clayton

The Oak Level twister caused
some roof damage and also
knocked down power lines.
Paducah was hit by two
inches of rain in a four-hour period, which left some city
streets underwater, stranding
cars and two school buses.
Heavy rain, high winds and
hail were reported at Clinton in
Hickman County and at Marion
in Crittenden County, with
roads in the area flooded.
State Police also reported
flooding on roads surrounding
Mayfield, as well as damage to
trees and a few mobile homes
in surrounding communities.
The severe weather tapered
off later In the evening, and the
tornado watch was lifted at
about 10 p.m., though scattered
showers and thundershowers
kept moving across Kentucky
through the night and were expected to continue today..

0. D. Parrish Home
Damaged Thursday
The home of O.D. Parrish,
New Concord, was damaged by
an apparent lightning strike
during the thunderstorm
Thursday night. Calloway
County Fire-Rescue volunteers
responded to a call to a fire in a
fuse box, according to unit
reports.
A rescue squad spokesman
said that several windows. were
blown out, and knell fire was
started on a sofa.
Personnel answering the
alarm were Loyd Key, Mike
Farley, Charles Tubbs, Steve
Kemp, Jim Johnson, Jim
Wilkins, Jerry Edwards, and
Ed Jennings.

Flint Church Will
Have Revival Meet
Revival services will be held
at the Flint .13digIst, 214r4.
1
starting Monday, April 23, and
continuing through Sunday,
April 29.
Rev. Stanely Letterman,
pastor of the goring Creek
Baptist Church, will be the
guest speaker for the services
each evening at 7:30.
The song service will be
conducted by William B. Miller
with Miss Maurits Rickman as
pianist and Mrs. Bobbie
Garrison as organist.
Rev. Willie Johnson, pastor,
and the church invite ;he public
to attend the service*.

Dexter Man Is
Hurt In Fall

Three employes of Industrial
Construction Company were
injured Thursday in an accident
at the site of construction work
on the 1-24 bridge over the
near
River
Tennessee
Gilbertsville.
Choral and Organ music
Two of the men, Mitchell
David Claytee
written especially for this
and Bill Garland
McKinney
the
Sunday's service will be
while the
were
hospitalized,
highlight of the Easter
third victim, Larry Norman,
celebration at the First
required only emergency room
Presbyterian Church, 16th &
treatment at Western Baptist
Main Streets.
Hospital.
Dr. Carl, D. Mowery, Jr.,
McKinney, 24, of Kuttawa Rt.
has
Rev. and Mrs. B.R. Win- choir director at the church,
and Garland, 39, of Dexter
2,
chester will be honored with a composed organ music as well
were reported in satisfactory
reception in the educational as the choral anthems and
condition by a hospital
building of the Hazel Baptist responses which will be sung by
McKinney also
spokesman.
Church on Sunday, April 22, the combined Adult and Youth
sustained a broken arm in the
from 2:30 to five p.m.
choirs.
fall.
Dr. Mowery's major work is
The church is honoring the
Norman, 26, of Calvert City
pastor and his wife for their an Easter anthem "He Is Rt. 1, told hospital officials he
incorporates
which
Risen",
many years of service to the
and the other men fell about 14
Hazel Church since he began his narration, bass solo, trumpets, feet.
pastorate there eleven years and congregational resposes
C.H. Cooper, construction
into a 'joyful affirmation of the
ago.
superintendent for the firm,
resurrection of Jesus Christ.
said the men were washing dirt
Rev. Winchester has an"He Took A Cross" will tie the
and debris from structural steel
nounced his retirement efRev. Chuck
by
topic
sermon
in a well barge when the acfectiVe Sunday. April 29, after
Moffett. The Scripture readings
cideht occurred. He said the
over forty-three years in the
will be John 19:12-19 and 'John
men were involved ma fall, but
ministry.
20:1-18. .
cause and circumstances
the
The church invites the public
The public is cordially invited
their fat were not
surrounding
Rev.
for
reception
to attend the
to attend the Easter Sunday
known anti) are
ty
r
imulefigtte
Winchester arid his wife on. Service nf W'oeship at 1043 arm
being investigated
Sunday afternoon
I A nursery is provided.

Church Plans
Easter Services

Rev. Winchester To
Be Honored Sunday
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Word to the
Wise Consumer
"Beyond any doubt, the greatest engine ever invented for the
discovery of truth."
John Henry Wigmore, famed
legal authority, was not talking
about such modern devices as the
lie detector or truth serum. He
was talking about the ancient art
of cross-examination--that is, the
use of careful, patient question-

11.4 i
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as Second Class Matter
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Poems for this column should be typed double spaced if
possible. Poems should not be extra long.(16 lines or less) There
is no limit on the number of poems you may submit.
Anyone wishing to may set the following to music. It is one
stanza and the chorus.

ing to get at the facts.
EASTER

Population Control?

The King is coming,
Let the glorious sound
Touch the four cornered earth,
And beyond ever abound.

Sad news from Europe: Stroks are dwindling so
drastically in number that they are becoming an
endangered species.
We hate to think that the planned parenthood
movement could be responsible for wiping out the
picturesque birds altogether.—Columbia (S.C.)
State.

Potomac Fever

"engine" to good use every time
you go shopping. Asking the right
questions about a product can do
wonders toward helping you get
your money's worth.

The reactionaries in our midst should be satisfied
with the way things are going-mail is slower than the
Pony Express and we're fighting the Indians
again.—Tulsa (Okla.) World.

Good Morning
With 14 major currencies floating, maybe the
dollar can keep from going under a third time.—
Raleigh (N.C.) News and Observer.

Clean Caution
A housewife will tolerate criticism of just about
anything except her choice of detergent.—Oklahoma
City (Okla.) Oklahoman.

Deaths reported are Mrs. Pauline Oliver Lyles,
age 47, Collie Mac Brandon,age 83, Willie B. Crouch,
age 77, and Carlos Roberts, age 79.
Vesnon Riley, Joe Outland, and L.J. Hendon had
high individual games in bowling this week in the
Murray Merchant's League.
. Mr. and Mrs. Bruce King announce the
:imigagement and approaching marriage of their
• ughter, Paiiieia, to Jimmy Thompson, son of Mr.
:and Mrs. Pat Thompson.
f Births reported are a boy, Mark Allen, to Mr. and
"Mrs. Billie Ray Roberts, on March 28, a boy, Keith
Douglas to Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Finney on April
12, and a boy, Kelly Gordon, to Mr. and Mrs. Arwood
Park on April 13
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You as a consumer can put this

One of life's mysteries is why so many people as
they grow older don't grow smarter.—Charleston
(S.C.) News & Courier.

INSPIRATION (temporary lido)
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BUDGET 'KNIFE' FEARED

Navy approaches No. 2 status
Members of Congress have been
known to drop off to sleep during discussions of budgets. Long lists of
numbers can have that effect. However, the chief of naval operations,
Adm. Elmo R. Zumwalt, is presenting the Navy's budget in terms that
should keep Congress awake.
Progressive cutting of defense
budgets over the last three years finally is eroding the combat readiness of our fleet. Furthermore, if the
United States of America does not
reverse its course in naval funding,
we are heading straight into No. 2
status behind the Soviet Union in
naval strength.
The immediate problem described
by Admiral Zumwalt is "shortfalls"
in Navy accounts. The current budget is so tight that many fleet commanders simply do not have the
money for repair and maintenance
of their ships and thus are unable to
provide adequate training for new
sailors. The necessary funds, time
and a catch-up program in maintenance and training, can go far to
cure this immediate problem, but
the longer-range impact of austerity
in Navy budgets is a matter far
more grave. It affects not only the
United States but that large segment
of the world that relies on our Navy
for security and free use of shipping
lanes. By the middle of next year,
the number of active ships in our
fleet will have dropped to 523 — a 45

per cent cutback since 1964. For the
first time, the number of combat
ships flying the U.S. flag will fall below the number in the Russian navy,
which is more modern and already
boasts a numerical superiority in its
submarine fleet.
The administration is not unmindful of the implications in these
figures. In the new budget the Navy
receives $2 billion more than the Air
Force and $4 billion more than the
Army, reflecting the increasing role
which sea power must play in our
strategic defense in coming years.
What worries Adm. Zumwalt, and
should worry the American people,
is that Congress may approach the
new defense budget the same way it
has approached each one for the last
three years running — with a knife.
Seeing our Navy decline to No. 2
status goes far beyond any question
of national pride. What is important
is that the Soviet navy is on the...
threshold of becoming No. -1 and
there is nothing in history or the
stated aims of Soviet policy to suggest that Moscow will use its navy
for anything but international mischief and to further the goals of
Communist imperialism around the
world.
If any congressman does not understand what that means to the
United States and the free world, he
might as well go back to sleep.
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Morns
Christ, He is coming,
Coming again, as once He came,
Upon the earth in God's own name,
Blessing the earth with His sweet name

Morning W
Evening w

—Tom Perkins

But one vital distinction should
always be kept in mind—the distinction between questions of fact
"GOD" (Dedicated to Max Kaufman)
and questions of opinion. This
beyond the night
ll'o
fly
distinction is a key to your legal
And to be caught-up between the day's awakening,
rights as a consumer.
Is to envision Life as the Creator deemed it.
Suppose you ask, "How much
weight will this water bed support?" This is a question of fact. To spread wide your arms
The seller is legally bound to give
And to embrace the dawn before all mankind,
you accurate information.
Is to carry out the sanctaty of the soul.
But suppose you ask,"What do
you think of these water beds?"
That is k Mere question of opin- To be free beyond all independence
ion. The seller can say "They're -Kato soar pbove the Heavens,
just 'great!" or "They make you
Is to be as one with GOD.
feel 10 years younger!" without
incurring any legal responsibility
To seek silence in the midst of turmoil.
at all. The law assumes—realistiAnd to find peace hidden beneath strife,
cally—that a seller is likely to exIs to answer GOD when He softly whispers.
aggerate his enthusiasm and that
a buyer is likely to take such
statements with a grain of salt.
To humble yourself before GOD
Sellers are well aware of the
And to seek the shelter of His love,
difference between the two kinds
Is to be reborn with a new spirit.
questions.
The
stockbroker
of
who assures you that a certain
To conceive GOD as you would want Him to be
stock "has a terrific potential"
And to follow the GOD-concept of others,
(matter of opinion) will probably
choose his words more carefully
Is to be a mindless fool without the power of reason
when you inquire about the company's dividend record or outBut to search for GOD with all your heart
standing debt (matters of fact).
And to fully relinquish your life in His,
Consider an actual case. A cusIs to cast off the finite self and be joined with the Infinity of GOD.
tomer buying a short-wave radio
asked the salesman whether it
For GOD is beyond all dawns,all Heavens,all concepts.
would get broadcasts from Rome.
The salesman assured him it
He was when not/11'1g was,
would.
And He will be when nothing will be;
But it wouldn't. The customer
For GOD is all. .GOD
demanded his money back, and
a court ruled in his favor.
Leah Workman
"The radio, so far as getting
617 Elm St.
Rome is concerned, is a failure,"
Murray.
observed the judge. "The warranty is breached."
An American Her Asseeintien
public service feature by Will
Bernard.
0 1973 American Bar Association

— -•
TWO PRAYERS
Bless us Lord in all we doMay we be sincere and true
Seeking always for the right...
Grant us thy presence here tonight.
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BUILDING BOOM
Singapore is in the middle of
a building boom and recent
accelerated development of
Indonesia's rich forest resources has resulted in a substantial market for logging,
forestry and materials handling equipment.

Here at Thy Altar, Lord
We come to Thee,
Seeing yet Thy nail scarred haras
In deep humility.
We love Thy work, Oh Lord
We would be like Thee
Keep us in Thy fold, dear Lord
Until eternity.

Unclv

VI

Here at Thy Altar, Lord
We pledge our faith anewAmong the lilies., the Sacraments
May our heats be spotless too'

Deaths reported are R.O. Hutchens and Will H.
TrouSdale:

Mg
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Gold Emblem awards were presented at the
Purchase District Field Day for FFA chapters held
here. Accepting the awards for local chapters are
Dan Cain for Almo, Bobby Pickard for Lynn Grove
and James Outland for Murray Training School.
Calloway County toppea all counties in Western
Kentucky in the number of spring plantings in the
District Forestry porgram.
Sykes Brothers Lumber Company has an advertisement today wanting to buy dogwood

May we live in Holy splendor
As we live our life for You
Seeking Thee this Easter morning
As Thou would have us do
--Lillis Stocklose Wohlhart

•

Calloway FFA Names Officers
president;
Larry
Flood,
secretary; Donald Armstrong,
treasurer; Larry Tucker,
reporter; Ronald Armstrong,
sentinal; Randy
Wilson,
assistant vice-president; Kenny
Donelson, assistant secretary;
Officers elected for the Roger
Potts,
assistant
coming year are as follows:
treasurer.
Phil McCallon, president;
Refreshments were served by
Robert
Rowland,
vice- the horticulture class girls.
The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America held its
last regular meeting of the
school year on Tuesday, April
17.

Therefore, as ye abound in everything, in faith,
and utterance and knowledge, and in all diligence,
and in your love to us, see that,ye abound in this
grace also.—I1 Corinthians 8:7.
The Christian is expected to add one goodness
upon another.

John
'
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Isn't It The Truth!

THEATRE

IC
641 S

Carl Itiblet Jr.

When a young woman falls in love she has stars in
her eyes. When a young man falls in love he wishes
for the moon and, although they both try to keep
their feet on the groung thay cannot, because.their
feet, like their hopes, have wings
"Hope springs exulting on
triofflphant wing."
—Hobert Bdarna-3.
in'The Cotter's Saturday Night

Weeks
of
preparation
and
anticipation climaxed last year as
jockey Ron Turcotte on Riva
Ridge won the 98th Kentucky
Derby
and
accepted
the
traditional
garland
of
roses
before. a record-breaking crowd
of more thin 130,000. ,This year
Churchill Downs expects to at
least match last year's crowd
and
to
zit
on
another
speCt—
acIla'r -raCe—Tn— Tf;e 99th
"Run for the Roses."

PAGE CHREE
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Baptist

Methodist

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Scotts Grew,
worship Service
11 00 a.m
Evening worship
•
7 lOp

•

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
tamm
Evening Worship
4.30p m
West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
• 30p m

Pirsi Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10 45a m
6 30p m

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Church Of Christ

Lone Oak Primitive

lit Sunday
3rd. Sunday
Morning
Evening

2:00 P.M.

10:30 A.M.

Fall% Baiptist
11 AM.
Worship
Worship
6:30 P.M.

Nazarene
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
II.,m
Evening Worship
7:300.m.

Murray Church
10a m
Sunday School
11• m
Worship Service
Locust Grove Church
11• m
Morning Worship
7p.m
Evening Worship

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
Ila.m.
Evening WOrship
7:30piM.
11 a.m.
11:30p.M.

Morning Worship
Evening worship

Morning Worship

7 p.m.

E v ming Worship

Blest River
Morning Worship
Evening Warship

7:30p m.

First Assembly Of Gad
Church School
10 CP

salts, awl /*

• vero Geed Fees,

Presbyterian

.1•111

.011.1,41•Wi

Noe, -

itesis al

Eireeenr.pem's presser

(1481. 418

rse

eel/ levied Mr Tense

10 a.m.

sera aro ow ee

11 a.m.
Worship Service
Werth ;Natant Greve
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service

1618

iries leer.. see el e• ses witite

lase. orambeIle• ele (mediate.. Iheial mei

Nile..•e

IPA;
Saturday Mass

&we. A oars

4,Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services lit a.m., 7 p.M.
Mount Plesant

Salem Uplift
Morning Worship
11 /6.111.
Evening Worship
7:13P.m.

Sugar Creek

First Christian
Worship Services
10:30 a.m.,7
•
m

606 S 4115

Crafts

,

14

1101 Arcadia

Ph. 753-7494

TERMITE & PEST
t. KELLEY'S
CONTROL '

7 53

t.30..m

Sunday
411111

Way men Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services10:45 AM

Shady Oaks
Mobil. Home Courts
killifield Warr- 121

753-2411

0676

.

100 So. 13th St.

Ph. 753-5209

Phone 753-2202

lin:, main SWIM

7534025
-minms*.5.

111111111Wity dal*WM

@OP P Orivrip
Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

-Commercial-Residential.
Original Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd.
753-7117

Ph. 753-3037

American

Cain --11 Trees Motor Safes
Top Quality Used Cars

6/(e44,!! Restaurant
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 68 at Aurora
Phone 474.2202

Benjamin
paintsPh

753.3080

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales Service-Parts
Baitc
te °Boating Supplies
94 E. At Murray le

Sycamore at 12th

Main
"
5
7 53-373-t

So 12th & Story
753-6655

Grecian Steak House
Steaks - Chops • Seafoorl Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs., Chicken • Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 -Call In Orders to 753 4417

FTD P

tog,

SO2 N 4th St.

753.3251

Murray Livestock CO.
SALE

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency -

510 W. Main

Phone 753.7724

EVE,RY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M.- PH. 7534334
Hogs bought daily
WM E

'0. Shirley Garden Center
.. _,.
41;

DODSON, OWNER

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

SO Varieties of Roses
Shrubbery & Supplies
All Types of Bird Houses

BUILDING BLOCKS &

READY MIX CONCRETE
..„._

o

East Main Street

500 N 4th

-

. 753-1717
-

Murray, Ky.

Benton, Ky

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
Central Shopping Center
753-7175

• •

Rt 4.

Ph 753 9636

Murray, Ky.

753,3734

Residential - Commercial - Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buyino Selling. Leasing

MEMBER E.T.D.

Paschall Truck Lines

Joe Morris & Sons
Mobile Homes

--

•
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

COMPLIMENTS

Phone 753-6161

46mm

-.--

Shirley Florist

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

GRAIN DIVISION

Phone 753-8220

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales L Service
Repairs & Installation-Gas & Sewer

4
. . .:

Chestnut St
•53 1215

Warehouse Corp., inc.

Call in Orders 753-7101

501N 4th

753-7381

Highest Cash Prices for Corn,'Wheat & Soybeans
Holmes Ellis, Mgr.
E.W. Outland, Supt

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

PARK RENTAL

Hwy.94 1 Mi. E. Murray - Ph. 753-6685

Murray's Only Authorized Sylvania Dealer
Complete Repair Service On All Makes
1 Mi From 5 Points on N 16th Ext.

.-.4,11;.-1

ROSES

Member FDIC

Sales and Service

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
`;' ,ur Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
4th at Poplar
753-1372

COMPLIMENTS

-----

"T.HE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"

SALES . SERVICE

753.3164

_.,,._Ortett.'s--TV - .

Claude Vaughn

Fast Service - Open Sundays
Hwy. 641 North
Phone 753-2700

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
•VI

oore

1210 Main

753-7334

.Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING

ga
i
i4,
,

Oe •

Ph. 642-4624, Paris

.

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

A Choice Selection oi Relishes- Salads meats
Vegetables and Desserts

- Murray, Ky

South 2nd Stv•--'
Ph 753-3571 Murray

Taylor Motors, Inc. -

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Distributing Gulf Products

Phone 753440

,

Serving Murray State University

Tires--Baderies-Accossorias

Am bassador- H ornet-Maiairer-Gronsil*Jaap

808 Coldwater ltd.

Murray
Kentjlekv fried ekicket M

Wallace's
Book Store

1413 Olive Blvd

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co., Inc.

Motors

.Flyp Polies

"BIBLES &
RELIGIOUS
BOOKS"

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company '

Phone 753-4832

I

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 171

YOPr complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger Truck & Farm Tires

Alit CONDITIONING

753-1751

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*
Ky Lake State Park

r

'
T METAL
HEATING , SHEE

Stoke* Tractor-&-insp.feseent.Co.

J.W. WILHAM-MGR.

Phone 753-8181

Chestnut

Ewing Tire Service

DIV

4th at Chestnut

209 S. WA

SERVICE. THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802

Freed Cotham Co, Inc.

BURGER
QUEEN-Front

Kenlake Marina

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

JAS. D. CLOPTON

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
-Complete_ Automatic TransmissiOn Service
End Alignment-Cotholete Tune-up & Repair Service-

Amen

,

753-7992

Sholars
' Auto Repair

"BOWL.WW-Alr-tTS BEST" •

Randy'Thornton Service Co.
Air Condit/ening-Meeting-Commercial Pefrigerabon

With Over 20 Years Experience
Radio-Stereo- T. V
i 600 Dodson Ave.
753 7900

f

Five Points

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
---

Tucker TV Sales & Service
Your ,..Z.:1V-r" Dealer

Palace Cafe

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".
753.3914

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

;erved by
girls.

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st.
Sunday-11_00 a.m. 3rd. SuridelY:
Sunday School 11:00s a.m. let
Sunday-10 00 am.2nd. 3rd. I.
4th Sunday
Mt. Cermet
Worship Service 10:00 • m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 am. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd
4. 4th Sunday: 1100 a.m. 2nd

46

-Boone s Incorporated

iSSistant

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10 00 a m
1st & 2nd Sundays. 11 00 • m
3rd 1. 4715 Sunday, 4 - 30 p.m.
lit & 3rd I. ath Sunday

Immanuel Lutheran
• IS a m
Sunday School
10 30a m
Morning Worsh i p

The .1. H. Churchill
Funerall Home

Unlimited

.., i..., TP.--'4* :

v

Flood,
mstrong,
Tucker,
Mstrong,
Wilson,
it; Kenny
cretary;

3rd Sundays, 7 p m 2nd S. 4115
Sundays
Lynn Greve
Warship Service ail 9 45 a m lit
IL 3rd Sundays. 11 a m 7*KI "
4
Sunday
Cole's Camp Ground
10 00a m
WOrShip Service

Adventist
10-00 • m
Sabbath School
9 30• m
Worship Service

Pock's Auto a Furniture
Upholstery
MR. 4. MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS

11 a m

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a m 1st 6,

Seventh Gay

. •

v
7519 4005
Men)
( Wo rAs and
Boots a, shoe
Shoes For Any
Ath
&
Sycamore
rtivity Under The Sun

Morning Worship

6:70 p.m.

Morning Worship

4.3 a m., 7 p.m

ternon's Boot, Shoe & Western
Store and Shoe Repair, FREE
BOOTGIVE AWAY EVERY FRIDAY

10:50a.m.

51. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10 10 am

Murray Christi**
Worship Stryis
.es 10

Russells Chapel Uhited
10 a m
Sunday School

Weynnan Chapel A.M.*.
11 O.M.. 7 p.m.

eseira• eise semen
eme rase e
ie as•eseke see
es.•Sae ese ewe
eie mess ssera
rases"

•

10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Sunday School
First Methodist
8
& 10:50•.m.
Worship

Ila.M.

Worlihip Services

Christian

Morning worship
11 a.m.
Evening worship
7:15 p.m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00 AM
Evening Worship
5:30 PM

r of GOD.

6116 064
Dr Oggh Is

First Presbyterian
9:30a.m.
Church School
Worship Service
10:43 cm

1st &
& rth
1st &
& 4th

Temple 11111 United

Christian Science
Worship Service
11 Ctn.
Jehovah's Witnesses
30.4i_ni.
Watchlower
• 9:30•Tri
Bible Lecture

11 a.m.
7p.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

444
(4418,4,44
.
4(
..4444
.
4
•

Worship Service 11'00 a.m
2nd Sunday 10.00 a m. 3rd
Sunday School 10 00 a rn
2nd Sunday* 11 00 a m 3rd
Sunday

St. Lee Catholic Church
Sunder Mats Is m .114 m .4-30

Ileaseseere oi re teals Issas, Ms saes e• sealed
sera all de Aroma ii hone mew
caa sealeiersi

II 00a m
7 00 p m.

Rickety United
I 00• m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 OOP m
Coldwater united

Church*. Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10 ri_m

Oak Grove
11 a.m.
7p.m.

Independence United

1st & 3rd Sundays
2nd & 4th Sundays

Other
Denominations

is...

hop.,

l dee eliessins• feet new la its iecid

ogee is Sete 44. les Ise 1a11i1le4 Iasi-, it Me yeseeter el
is. mei eiesi Gracilsales lee me. eadse Sassy aiN Sep mese*,

Liberty Cumberland

Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
114.m
Evening Worship
7.30p m.

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

pi.. 11. Hod ,1e egg/ I.,: dm.thee

bee/ %ewes& lame, free this osesiee• *era

11:00

Sunday School

robe

esel 'release. of ties 4..1.14. p.....4 ...as NI
NON. 44. bees rated rasa tree 414. gr ave Sao. mad the iforo
one
TS* OW loser C....8.1 C18.4181 • M * •141 Sera

444.0819

14•aeritli lee tarred ole gisemiseve Dr* Priagly r

New Mt Carmel Missiorwry
Morning Worship
11:00a.M
Evening Worship
100 p.m.

7p.m.

10700•.m.
11:010*.M.

Morning worship

,,,,, eat overeat DIA Pees, Mies
Gel Nei mess is... 'Tes of to w•Olf• mod
boboro4
666 ere

C1o4.

Worship Service

Bethel United
11 -00a m
700p nl.
9 30a m.

1st Sunday

2nd &Oh Sundays
3rd Sunday

Friendship

Sunday School

1

m

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
1050a m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.

10 54111.m.
4p m.

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10a.m.
Worship Services
11• m .7:30

Kinsey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.

West M
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

7p m

United. New Concord
1041.m.
Sunday School
Worship SMV IC.% lie m.,7pm.

II• m
4:30 p.m

Evening Worship

11 P.M.
7:30p.m.

United, 1111 lrytin Ave.
10 a.m
Sunday School

1045 a.m.

Evening Worship

10:45 a.m.

10 SO •,m
Morning Worship
6 30P rnEvening Worship
Seventh I Pow.r
Worship Service
10 *Oa m
Evening Service
SP m
New Concord
10 SO• m
Morning Service
7p m
Evening Worship
Plosikat Valley
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Aline Heights

Grace Soptist

Green Plain
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Union Greve

Pentecostal

Poplar SWAP
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Brooks Chapel United
7 00p m
1st Sunday
9 30a m
2nd Sunday
11 cioa m
3rd & Alth Sundays

University
Mar nmg Worship
'0 30• m
Evening Worship
•00p.m.

aster

Locust Grove
Morning Worship
11:00a m
Evening Worship
7 -00p m

a m
11 p M

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m. lit
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Sunday School
10 30 a.m.
9 30a m.
Worship Service
South Pleasant Grove
Worship
Morning
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.00p.m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
11:00a.m
Sunday School
10:00.a.m

Phone 753-3540 4

753-8944

,

Fern Terrace Lodge
Mrs Mona Purdom RN.Admin.
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN"
Physician On Call At All Times
1505 Stadium View Drive
753.7109

Roberts Realty

.
viii.isiiii.
, __..„../t

Corner 12th & Sycamore

Phone

753-1651

Nile 753 3924
-

anew

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

12115

SPAGHETTI

Storey's Food

on All Orders

r
i
-----7-1- ''
.,---'
.-.•:"

Typewriters
Calculatori
115 So.

ir,

,

VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG

4I5..doPie

Giant

Sales .and Service

i
Air Shopping Center

PAaste1S3-002

Phone 753 2997

cc.ali
"
. --

,.
..V,,., .
rifit..Kentucky
Rural Electric
..
-

,

PHILLIPS

____ ,

Phone 753-12.1.3- . --.. -

----

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
No. 4th Street

Phone
.753 1921
Bus.-,

Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNi-ROyAtr,pRi DEALER

Co-Operatiy• cocp.

205 No. 4th Street

Hendon's Service Station

p Pagliai's
1117E2r.A\

•

---iii

Sam Calhoun-Plumbing-Electric

Authorited Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
....
Fiberglass 8 aluminum Boat Repairs
and
., FT-FREE•HOT DELIVERY
AddingMachines66
West End Etigners Ferry-Hwy 68
Main
510
W
753 2975
753 1763
Aurora
Ph 474 2344
_

Ward-ElkinsRea,

& Chestnut

MACK & MACK
• Soles and Service

SALES . SERVICE & RENTALS

Jack's Super. Surgat
-HOD Chestnut Street-Rhone 153-8488

Phone 753-1933

ool Office Equipment & Supplies
'

Aubiel Reba Parrish, owners

25 Cent Oil

PIZZA

Bel
Murray, Ky.

•

Wells Electric

HENNY PENNY CH , • EN

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates.
Ph. 753 7150
Hwy.641S.(Hazel Hwy.)

1

Trenholm's Drive-In

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

BERT, ALTON AND NED JCUVES

I

I

REALTORS
HOTY ROBERTS-RAY ROBERTS

1105
•---- i---,-

.,

----

7s3-s7e7

WINCHESTER PRINTING StRYIC[.
Ti.

Pogue , , 7 Block E. of 5.12th. Phone 753-14119
-.-i-

.

Businessman's Choice
-

I

-

For

Fine Pin ring

-- -iv- ...,-..M•5‘..• MorlilleAll•
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Cheerful Colors Mix
At Rive Gauche Show

DEAR ABBY I am 16 and a junior in high school, and
I live with my grandparents. My best friend [I'll call her
Donna] is my age and we've been like sisters all our lives
since she lives across the street.
My grandparents think Donna is an angel, so yesterday while they were going on and on about how perfect
Donna was, I got mad and blurted out that Donna went all
the way with Kenny, the boy she's been going steady with.
I was sorry right after I said it, but it was too late.
Well, last night Grandpa said be felt it was his duty to
tell Donna's father what I told him, but he needed my
cooperation. Now he wants me to repeat to Donna's father
what I told him, Abby, what I said was true, but I don't
want to repeat it to Donna's father.
My grandpa is giving me a week to decide on what I
want to say. I need your help, Abby Should I cooperate or
not? I really don't want to. I feel like a rat. BIG MOUTH
DEAR BIG MOUTH: You've already done too much
talking. Tell grandpa you don't want to repeat what you
said about Donna. If he wants to tell Donna's father, you
can't stop him. If be does. I hope you have a substitute
best friend warming up in the bullpen.
DEAR ABBY: My divorce will be final in three weeks,
but my ex is still following me around begging me to give
him another chance.
Abby, I still love him, but I don't want to live with him.
He's insanely jealous for no reason at all. I am a good
Christian woman and never gave him cause to doubt me,
but he has beat me up several times trying to get me to
"confess."
ciurfbitt-11y
—
Once he broke
had 22 stitches on my lip. Then he punted me up against
the wall and broke my collarbone That's when I filed for
divorce. My friendli.say I'd have to be crazy to take him back. I
IN DOUBT
still love him What would you dot
DEAR IN: I certainly woiddett take him back. But If
you do, you should try la God a psychiatrist with two
couches—one for you and Ma for him.
DEAR ABBY: In an attempt to criticize you for your
• views on bathing, a quartet of women from Hagerstown,
F. Md., wrote "You belong in India, where your views allow
you to label women `unclean' and 'untouchable.'"
First of all, the untouchable mete,'kith applied only to
men, has been outlawed in India since 1947. Secondly, Jodi.; ens are among the cleanest people on earth. Ifindus, who
E" comprise 85 per cent of India's population, bathe every
morning as a religious ritual And it is not uncommon for
an Indian to take three or four baths a day. They may be
poor, but they're clean.
And finally, anyone who believes that women take a
back seat in India should be reminded that India's leader is
UP ON INDIA
a woman.

t

DEAR UP: Three cheers for India'. People are usually
down on what they're not up on.
DEAR ABBY: I would like to ask Peggy, Marie, Judy,
\ and Susan of Hagerstown, Md., the following question: If
women in India are considered "untouchable," bow do you
explain a population of 550 million?
ARLTN WAGH, LOUISVILLE, KY.

(Caused by Pesteurelle multocida
and/or Corynebacterium ppogenes)

with

*TY
• LAN'PLUS SULFA..
. moss. tor..

By ALISON LERRICK
AP Fashion Writer
PARIS 4API
You don't go
looking for surprises at Yves
Saint-Laurent.
The fall and winter Rive
Gauche collection is simply as
pretty as clothes can be. Rive
Gauche means Left Bank, and
.Saint-Laurent's boutique, called
Rive Gauche, is on the left bank
of the Seine.
Saint-Laurent was the first to
put women in pants. And now,
even though skirts are back
with a vengeance, he hasn't
changed his mind.
His pants are straight, wide
and cuffed in tweed or way
flannel They come with those
famous long, belted jackets, often in suede, or a long Eskimo
parka with a drawstring waist
and fur-trimmed hood. You can
also have it for gala occasions in
black satin.
Otherwise, it's the pleated
tweed skirt at the knee with a
printed, silk shirt that ties in a
bow at the neck and a long,
knitted cardigan. The Rive
Gauche sweaters are cabled,

"It is difficult for a college
student to be a Christian?" was
the topic of the program
presented at the monthly
meeting of the Betty Sledd
Missions Group of Memorial
Baptist Church, held Tuesday
evening, April 17, at the home of
Mrs. Jane Rogers on Dogwood
Drive.
Mrs. Sara Johnson, Mission
Study Chairman, posed the
question to Miss Brenda Cypret
and Miss Nancy Sledd, guests of
the group who are presently
Murray State
students at
University. Each speaker
shared her personal experiences as a Christian and the
unique opportunities a student
has to witness on a college
campus.

Melber-Knight Vows Are Solemnized

.FT31j

The Baptist Women of the
Kirksey Church held its regular
April meeting at the church at
six-thirty o'clock in the evening
with eight members and one
visitor present.
Mrs. W.A. Erwin, was the
leader for the program on the
theme of "Mission and
Language Problems."
Others on the program were
Mrs. Fay Boggess, Mrs. Jackie
Trees, Mrs. Pete Carlisle, and
Mrs. Isaiah Treas.
Mrs. Urban Belcher read the
prayer calendar and Mrs. Jim
Washer led in prayer. Also
present was Mrs. Orland Tubbs,
member, and Mrs. Phillip
Bazzell, visitor.

striped, mottled or nubbly in the
same shades as the twee,
The colors, in fact, are the
most beautiful part of the collection and much more cheerful
than the serious 1950s shades
most designers are fond of.
Saint-Laurent mixes green, rust
and mustard, gray-blue and
royal, plum and mauve or bur1,undy and coral.
They also go on the crocheted
cap with a huge braided wool
border that hides every single
hair.
While you can still find a fewbulky polo coats at the Rive
Gauche, the better idea is a long
Sreular cape in the same color
is your suit.
For evening, it
black, as almost
does, over a black
dress with gold kid

DISMISSED FROM
HOSPITAL
Miss Deneshia Eldridge of
Murray Route Six has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

comas in
everything
silk jersey
boots.

Vickie McCuiston
Honored At Shower
At The Club House
Miss Vickie Karen McCuiston, bride-elect of Larry
Gene McCarty, was complimented with a lovely
household shower held at the
Murray Woman's Club House
on Friday, April 13, at seven
o'clock in the evening.

The kracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Ainai
McCarty, Jr., sister-in-la, of
the groom-elect, Mrs. Danny
McCuiston and Mrs. Mac
McCuiston, cousins of the brideelect, Mrs. Sharon Johnson,
sister of the bride-elect, Mrs.
Billy McCuiston,sister-in-law of
the bride-elect, and Mrs. Hal
Winchester, friend of the
honoree.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a floral print voile
dress over orchid crepe made
by Mrs. Otis Bucy. Her corsage
was an orchid. Her mother-inlaw to be, Mrs. Amos McCarty,
had a corsage of white daisies
Mrs. Bill McCuiston, mother of
the honoree, is recuperating
from surgery and was unable to
Mrs. Kay Outland, Mission attend.
Support Chairman, presented
Games ivere played with Mrs
the devotional thought for the Orlean Bucy, Mrs Patricia
day and read the missionary Wilson, and Mrs. Shirley
prayer calendar.
Robinson winning the prizes
The business of the evening who presented them to the
by
the honoree.
was conducted
Wilma
Mrs.
president,
The bride-elect opened her
Billington. After a report by the many gifts which were-Missions Action Chairman, displayed on a table covered
Mrs. Barbara Chilcutt, the with orchid net over white and
group voted to pursue a project centered
with
a
large
whereby each member who so arrangement of white dogwood.
desired could select e senior
liefrestienient of cake. punch,
citizen of the church that she nuts, and mints were served
would visit and remember on from the beautifully appointed
special occasions.
table overlaid with orchid net
At the conclusion of the over white and centered with
business session, a dessert an arrangement of spring
by the flowers
course was served
hostess, MI-s. Jane Rogers, to
Forty-two persons were
those in attendance; Mrs. Sara present including out of town
Johnson, Mrs. Nancy Cathey, guest. Mrs. Shirley McCarty
Mrs. Kay Outland, Mrs. Verna and daughter, Lisa TwentyHorning, Mrs. fla Brown, Mrs. four persons sent gifts who
June Cunningham, Mrs. Wilma could not attend.
Billington, Mrs. Barbara
Mis,s McCuiston and Mr.
Wire, McCarty will be married May
Chilcutt, Mrs. Glyna
Miss Nancy Sledd, and Miss 11 at seven o'clock in the
Brenda Cypret.
evening at the New Mt. Carmel
•
Baptist Church.
SPEAKER AT PARIS
Mrs. Jackie Overton of
WEEKEND GUESTS
Murray,formerly an instructor
Mr. and Mrs. Alan McAllister
LaLanne in
Jack
with
California, gave a talk on and daughters, Meredith,
physical fitness and demon- Ginny,and Sarah, df Cincinnati,
strated the use of the exercise Ohio, are the Easter weekend
equipment at the meeting of the guests of her parents, Mr. apd
Ambassador Health Club of Mrs. Charles B. Crawford, West
Main Street.
Paris, Tenn.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Steven Knight
Miss Susan Elizabeth Melber with white streamers are love wedding trip with the bride
wearing a pastel blue pants suit
became the bride of Edward knots.
Mrs. Glenda Phillips served with black accessories. They
Steven Knight in a March
candlelight ceremony read at as matron of honor. Her formal are now residing in Murray and
seven-thirty o'clock in the gown of purpole and pink floral both are seniors at Murray
evening at the Olivet Baptist print on white was fashioned State University.
with an empire waist, scroop
Church of Paducah.
Rehearsal Dinner
Rev. David McMichael neckline and long sleeves. She
Mr
and Mrs. Edward
performed the double ring carried a pink chrysanthemum Knight, parents of the groom,
ceremony. A program of nuptial with statice tied with purple entertained the wedding party
music Was performed by Jim streamers.
with a rehearsal dinner.
The bridesmaids were Miss
Lutz, organist, and Miss Pattie
Deborah Burchett of Kevil and
Legeay, ovcalist.
The bride is the daughter of Miss Linda Knight of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Melber of Their gotris were identical to
Paducah and the groom is the the honor attendant's.
The flower girl was Miss
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Karen Davis, cousin of the
Knight of Murray.
The vows were exchanged bride. She wore a floor length
before an altar centered with a gown of pink and carried a
three tiered candelabrum int- basket of pink carnations.
Bobby Knight served his
wined with boxwood and
-holding white tapers. At each brother as best man. Groom_side of the altar were placed smen were Allan Grogan and
four
baskets
of
white Jay Richey, both of Murray.
The ringbearer was David
chrysanthemums and garlands
of southern smilax. Tree ferns Melber, brother of the bride.
For her daughter's wedding,
completed the attar setting.
Hurricane lamps holding Mrs. Melber wore a pastel blue — EVERY HOUR — Fri. and Sat.Only
white candles complimented double knit dress. Mrs. Knight,
with boxwoqd and satin bows mother of the groom, chose to
— FREE REFRESHMENTS —
marked the family pews. wear a cranberry knit suit.
Placed at each window on the Each wore a corsage of white
sides of the church were white carnations.
Reception
candles surrounded
with
Following the ceremony the
boxwood.
reception was held in the
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage reeeption hall of the church.
Mrs. Reva Harper and Miss
by her father, was lovely-in her
753-6926
107 N. 4th
floor length wedding gown of Barbara Bichon served at the
white crepe. The bodice bride's table. Mrs. Jeanette
featured a high ruffled collar Travis presided at the guest
and empire waist trimmed with register.
The couple left liter for a.
ruffles and clumy lace. The
bishop sleeves had deep cuffs
********************************************* 4.trimmed in the same fashion as
-*
the bodice. The A-line skirt *
"*
swept into a chapel train with a *
*
CENTRAL CENTER
wide ruffle and clumy lace. Her
tiered veiling of English illusion
was heldinplace with a caplet of *
For Showtime
:
lace and pearls.
*
She carried a Colonial
bouquet of white carnations,:
Or Thei Finest in Movie Entertainment
Phone 753-0381
*
statice and baby's breath tied *

MERLE noRmnn
COSMETIC STUDIO

*

**

CENTRAL
CINEMAS

* *

GRAND OPENING WEEKEND * *
Watch For
Free Passes
At Your
Murray
Merchants!

*
*
1
*
*
*
*

hen pneurmnia strikes, only a few pigs may show signs
of the thsease. Chances are, however, that all the pigs are
xposed to the infection. TYLAN3Plus Sulfa in our feeds
elps control bacterial pneumonia in the entire herd.

*i*
FUN!
* .* * *
*s'
*mow.
Passes
*
MTRSK011.1 THOMPSON lACX MULLANEY
INGE SCHOMER mg "GEORGE-ter looMif owtto
A film

for the whole family,filmed,entirely in the Swiss Alps.

Joseph E Levine

Phone 382-259.3
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MRS DAN Hetson of Murray, right, was the guest speaker at the luncheon,held by the Mayfield.
Cairn*
Women's Club at the Holiday Ina there. She reviewed thy book, "The Absolutely Complete Hook ot
Perfect Housekeeping" by Elinor Smith abil Jane Goodall. Others,left to right, are Mesdames Louis
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ALLBRITTEN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Allbritten of New Concord are
the parents of a baby boy, Mark
Anthony, weighing seven
pounds twelve ounces, born on
Friday, April 13, at 1:06 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Ronnie
age ten. The father is employed
by the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Demona Allbritten and the late
• Boron Allbritten of New Concord and Mrs. Juanita Lax and
the late Thomas B. Lax of
Murray. A great grandmother
is Mrs. Jethe Allbritten of
Murray.

Brian Wayne is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Krutsinger of 613 East
12th Street, Benton for their
baby boy, weighing seven
pounds 131
/
2 ounces, born on
Tuesday, April 17, at 10:56 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father LS employed with
Valley Steele of Centralia, Ill.
Grandparents are Mr. and
'Mrs. Howard Krutsinger of
Flora, Ill., and Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Foley of Benton. Great
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
!Ben Nation of Fairfield, Ill., Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Shoemaker of
C.armi, ill., Mr. and Mrs. D.
gen of Marion, Ill., and
ur Krutsinger of Louisville,
DAR SPEAKER
Mrs. Barletta Wrather spoke
"American Heritage and
entucky Folklore," at the
meeting of the Paducah
Chapter DAR held at the home
-of Mrs. Thomas Ward,
Paducah.

Saturday, April 21
Monday, April 23
The Hazel School Alumni
The Blood River Baptist
Association will have its annual WMIJ will meet at the Kirksey
reunion at the Murray Woman's Baptist Church at seven urn.
Club House at seven p.m. All with Jagdish D. Dassaru, MSU
graduates including those from student from India, as speaker.
the 8th grade since conSenior Citizens will have its
solidation are urged to attend.
Reservations should be made exercise program at the Ellis
with Gerald Coles or Hubert Center from eleven a.m. to
noon.
Barrow.
The Tony Fontane Story film
will be shown at the Memorial
Baptist Church at seven p.m.
Easter Egg Hunt for preschool through third grade
children of members of MurrayCalloway Country Club will be
from 10 to 11 a.m. at the
clubhouse. Each member is
asked to bring three eggs to
hide.
April dance at the
Murray-Calloway Country
Club will be from 9 p.m. to
1 a.m. with the music by
"Stump Daddy." Tickets
are $7.00 per couple and no
reservations are
necessary.

Mr and Mrs. Glen D. Lovett of Hardin announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Janis
Gail, to Dan Adams Woods, son of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Woods of
Benton
Miss Lovett is presently a junior at South Marshall High School.
Mr Woods graduated from Benton High School in 1972 and is
now employed at Benton True Value Hardware.
The vows will be solemnized at the Hardin Church of Christ on
Saturday, June 2, at seven o'clock in the evening with Bri2,3)014
Brown, Jr., officiating.
No formal invitations are being sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the ceremony and the reception which will
follow in the church building.

Only

MODEL GSD461N
4 PUSHBUTTON CYCLES
• PoSt Scrub' Normal Wash
550,
1 West, and Rinse 6 Hold
• Automatic Delerg•ni & Rins•

Oto Dispensers

Plus small installation charge

k****

-*

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 E. Main
Phone 753-1586

Slave Day will be held by the
Senior Class of Calloway County
High School with proceeds to go
for Senior Prom expenses. For
odd jobs call 753-5479 or 753-4141
after 7:30 a.m.
Clean up day will be held at
New Concord Cemetery.' All
interested persons are urged to
come early with their tools.
The Young Teenagers Club
will have a bake sale in front of
the Big K Department Store and
also at 401 Ash Street starting at
nine a.m.

.uAt-4

01.2
C;c•-is

An Easter Egg Hunt will be
held at the Oaks Country Club at
one p.m. with Glenda Wilson,
Linda Cooper, and Shirley
Grasty as hostesses.

By Isabel Crutchfield
Put Metter Clothes Away
Clean. It is about time to get our
summer clothes and store
winter ones. Getting spring and
summer clothes out of storage
is one of the nice things about
warmer weather. But it's just
as important — although not as
tentage.
Nage winter
clothes preitithrly.
•
First, go through your ,:itirber
wardrobe and take out those
clothes-you didn't wear either
this past winter or the one
before. Why not give these to
someone who can use them or
throw them away instead of
using valuable storage space
for them? Check all the other
garments for rips, missing
buttons and other needed
repairs and mend them if
they're worth saving. If you
know hem er-seem will need te
be changed next fall, this is a
good time to take it out -- before
the garment is laundered or
cleaned
Next, launder all garments
that are washable. Don't starch
them, for starch attracts
silverfish and crickets. There's
no need to iron them, either, for
this will have to be done again
next fall. Clothes that need to be
dry cleaned should go to the
cleaners, but ask them to leave
off the pressing — this, too. will
need to be done when the garmelts come out of storage.
Dry cleaning or washing
the best way to make sure the
garments are free of moths, hut
brushing and sunning also gets
rid of moths, moth eggs and
larva( -- the larvae do the
damage to clothes Be sure to
brush the garments thoroughly.

especially in the seams. folds
and pockets And remove all
spots and stains -- they'll set
during storage and be hard to
reruns e next fall, and they also
can attract insects.
Put the clothes in a chest or
storage bag or wrap them in
heavy wrapping paper and seat
them. Label each package so
Ye01-1, knqw 14#i4t, it holds. Foj
"IA044PF4eicti94WgailSkrriPh4'
you may wantipori6 4,pc, clean
garments with a moth rePellent
or use "moth balls." Be sure to
follow directions and observe
the cautions on the container
label. Remove plastic buttons
buckles and other plastic ornaments belore staring the'
garments -- and don't use
plastic hangers The plastic
could cause a stain or melt

RILEY GIRL
A baby girl, Jill Melisa,
/
2
weighing nine pounds 31
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Ronnie D. Riley of Benton
Route Three on Tuesday, April
17, at 11:45 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Jennifer, age two. The father is
Air
with the
employed
Reduction and Chemical
Company, Calvert City.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Talmadge C. Riley of
Benton Route Three and Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Thomas Brooks
of Benton Route Six. Great
grandparentsare Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Hurt and Mrs. Clarence
C. Riley, all of Benton, and Ivan
Carter of Lynn Grove.

The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet at 9:30 a.m, at
the club house with Mesdames
W.B. Graves, Jules Harcourt,
Dale Lemons, Henry McKenzie,
and Robert Miller as hostesses.
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with the program by the
Music Department. Hostesses
will be Miss Beth Broach, Mrs.
Z.C. Enix, Mrs. J.B. Burkeen,
and Mrs. C.W. Jones.
Murray Secretaries will meet
at Triangle Inn at 12 noon for an
election of officers.
Tuesday, April 24
Senior Citizens will meet at
the Ellis Center at ten a.m.
Table games will be from one to
five p.m.

The Kirksey School PTA will
meet at 1:45 p.m. at the school.

Luncheon, Bridge
Held Wednesday At
The Murray Club

The women of the Murray
Country Club held their luncheon and bridge session on
Wednesday, April 18, at th/
club.
Winners for bridge were Mrs
Buddy Spann, first high, Mrs.
Richard Knight second, Mrs.
LD. Miller, third, and Mrs
Chad Stewart, low.
Mrs. Ed Carroll and Mrs.
Thomas Miller were bridge
hostesses.
Luncheon hostesses were
Mesdames A.L. Willis, Charles
D. Clark, J.M. Converse.
Maurice F. Crass, Glenn Doran,
T.C. Doran, William T. Doss,
Charles A. Dozsee, M.C. Ellis,
Z.C. Enix, and Gaylord Forrest
The next luncheon will be held
Wednesday, May 2, with Mrs.
Clyde Adkins as luncheon
chairman. Mrs. Buddy Spann
and Mrs. Lawrence Philpott
will be bridge hostesses.
The ladies kick off coffee for
Miss Gina Lynn Williams .
Rev. and Mrs. Billy N. Williams, Grampian Hills, Madisonville, golf will be held at nine a.m. on
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their Wednesday, April 25, with the
daughter. Gina Lynn, to Gary Bruce Morefield, son of Mr. and officers as hostesses.
Mrs. William Thomas Morefield, Mayfield Route Two.
Miss Williams is a senior at Madisonville North Hopkins High
School. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rayburn of
EASTER GUESTS
800 Meadow Lane, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Dunn of
Mr Morefield is a graduate of Southwest Miami High School, Atlanta, Ga., are the weekend
Miami, Florida and attended Murray State University. He is guests for Easter of their
presently employed by the Winn-Dixie Company.
mothers, Mrs. Ballet Dunn,
The wedding is planned for June 15, at First Christian Church, Faulane Drive, and Mrs. John
Madisonville.
Workman, Parklane Drive.

"Cokes and Conversation" for
Cadet Wives and Fiancees will
be at Col Peterson's quarters,
1709 Johnson . Boulevard, at
eight p.m.
Murray Quota Club will meet
at Triangle Inn at 12 noon.
Murray Lions Club Light Bulb
Sale will start at five p.m.

Miss Jan Hart was selected
for the "Most Congenality"
award at the kickoff supper held
by the West Kentucky Horseman's Association at the
Cabana
Club on Saturday
evening, April 14.
The Murray girl represented
the Wranglers Riding Club in
the queen contest. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Hart.
Miss Linda Lee, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Armin Lee, was
the queen contestant from the
New Providence Riding Club.
The name of the queen will be
announced at the first horse
show of the season to be held
May 5, at the Reidland Riding
Club.

Tuesday, April 24
Murray-Kenlake Flotilla safe
boating course will be at the
Benefit Musical Show to Murray Vocational School
at
finance New Concord 4-H Talent 7:30 p.m.
Act's trip to perform at the
Kentucky State Fair will be held
The Foundational Sunday
at New Concord School at seven
School Class of the First Baptist
p.m.
Church will meet at the home of
Western Section of the Mrs. Linda Waugh,811 Guthrie,
Kentucky District Fellowship at 7:30 p.m.
and Youth Rally will be at the
Wednesday, April 25
Calloway County High Schaal
Kick off coffee for lady
gym at seven p.m. with the
United Pentecostal Church as golfers will be held at nine a.m.
at the Murray Country Club
host.
with the officers as hostesses.
X1 Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will have bake
Oaks Country Club will have
WALKER GIRL
sales at Littleton's, Big K, and its first ladies day luncheon at
Roses, starting at 8:30 a.m.
noon at the club. For reserMr. and Mrs. James Dale
vations call Marilyn McCuiston
Murray Brownie Swim day 753-5367 or dole Campbell 753- Walker of 3081
/
2 South 16th
will be at the MSU Pool from 12 4698 or sign up at the pro
shop Street, Murray, announce the
noon to 130 p.m. Note change in
birth of a baby girl, Dorothy
by late Monday.
hours.
May, weighing nine pound ll 11a
-ounces7born on Tuesday, April
• LIONESS SPEAKER
Sunday, April 22
Larry Contri showed slides of 17, at 1:50 p.m. at the MurrayRev. and Mrs. B.R. Win- the Land Between the Lakes Calloway County Hospital.
Their other children are Lori
chester will be honored with a and
discussed
the
Enreception at the educational vironmental Education Center Ann, age eight, Randy Lee, age
two, and Mary Elizabeth, age
building of the Hazel Baptist there at the meeting of the
/
2. The father LI employed at
Church from 2:30 to five p.m
Reidland-Farley Lioness Club 11
Owen's Food Market.
All friends and relatives are at Reidland.
Grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
invited.
John Henry Harris of Bowling
PADUCAH PATIENT
Green Route Nine and Mr. and
Linens and c.ittons di ppv4i 11
James Cates of Murray has Mrs. Cecil Moor of Marion.
a light starch solution are less
been a patient at the Western
apt to soil, and stains sa ash 011i
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
more readily.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Tracy Lee LaMastus of
Murray Route Seven was
dismissed April 11 from the
Community Hospital, Mayfield.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
James Everett Burkeen of
Murray Route Five was
discharged April 12 from the
Community Hospital, Mayfield.

T.G. Alexander, LIRE. Murray.
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It needn't be a whole ham to be fit for the feast. A Oa led loaf
can be.festive. kr°, and far easier on the budget. It's easy for
the cu4k and the carver, too.
• Thia ham loaf is unusually flavorful. In addition to the
11,11t- some ground fresh pork is used. Spiced crab
apples, b4Sccoli or asparagus and scalloped potatoes are good
served wit ham loaf.
The
e..used in basting this loaf during the baking process
is one of he favorites in the KAro kitchens at Best Foods. It is
made sim —Z.', blending dark Corn syrup with vinegar and
mustard and boiling 2 minutes, stirring occasionally. The corn
syrup helps make for shiny not too sweet glazes. This sweet
tart mustard glaze is suggested for use on a whole ham as well
as on this loaf.
1 1(2 pounds ground ham Han' l'°af
milkker crumbs .
' 2t3
1 "eisp
a erac
1 pound ground pork
up
2 eggs
114 teaspoon pepper
recipe Glaze
. .
Mix together ham, pork,
I eggs, crckee crumbs. milk and
pepnyr. Shape into loaf and place in Wait* pan. Raisin a
3000F. oven about 2 Flouts, bilatifie tedjappilly With -mai..
.
Makes 8 to 10 servings
•
Glaze Stir together 3/4 Cup Karo dark corn syrup:I/3 cup
vinegar and 2 teaspoons do nauitard in. a small saueepan..
Stirring occasionally, bring to boil and.hoil...,.
2 minates. ‘.
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Agriculture Secretary Earl
Butz to declare the county a
disaster area.

Fruit Crops Seem To Suffer Most From Cold
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Fruit crops, especially
peaches, seemed to suffer the
most from spring weather that
numbed many areas with
record cold spells or drenched
them with record rainfalls.
Extensive flooding, especially
in Mississippi, also took its agricultural toll as farmland was
too saturated for planting.
The cooperative extension
service at Mississippi State
University said Monday,"As of
right now every acre in the
state is too wet to plant."
Nearly a half million acres of
Mississippi farmland are under
Converse,
water.
Ray
agriculture statistician for the
of
Department
state
Agriculture and Commerce,

The Illinois crop -reporting
Officials in Chilton County,
Temperatures plunged into
said one million acres were
the teens in some areas during Ala., say record low tempera- service estimated 80 to 90 per
covered at one point.
the cold snap the second week tures virtually destroyed the cent of Illinois' $1.38 million anConverse said it would be im- in April, nipping peach and county's $3 million
peach crop. nual peach crop will be lost as
possible to determine just how apple blossoms in the bud.
Sen. John Sparkman asked well as 50 per cent of the
much of a financial loss is involved in state agriculture due
to the flooding.
He said between $6 million
and $8 million in soybeans and
cotton from last year still
hasn't been harvested and "it's
pretty much gone."
The state university extension
service estimated 100,000 acres
of potential cotton land are under water and noted that cotton
planting should have begun
April 15 and ended by May 15.
It said only 35 per cent of the
cotton land has been readied
for planting.
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said 50 to 75 per cent of the
strawberry crop grown in central Arkansas was wiped out
and Michigan cherry growers
Lost up to one quarter of their
$22 million crop when the mercury nosedived to 10 degrees
along Lake Michigan.
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744beaddae
For Today ancf for Years to came,a
Restocrcrt is everyone's favorite relaxer. Rock
or—e-rifoir-Stal comfort in two body--adjusted
reclining positions. it's a handsome addition
to any home,and a generous gift of lasting'
thanks! Upholstered in your choice of stainresistant polyester plaids, solid color textured
olefins, or luxurious vinyls.
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state's $6 million annual apple the Winchester Fruit Research
crop.
Laboratory said as a result
Temperatures that dropped consumers can expect higher
retail prices for the two fruits
as low as 18 degrees at points
this
summer.
20
in Virginia damaged some
'The same was true for sevper cent of the peach crop and
5 to 10 per cent of the state's eral other fruit crops damaged apple crop. Dr. Ross Byers of by the cold. Arkansas officials
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Pen Pals To Marry Without- Having Met

Sunday
School
Lesson

engineer leaves May 3 for the
Philippines to marry a pen pal
he has never met.
Word has been exchanging
letters and recording tapes with
20-year-old Grace Darlene Tor-

CHICAGO (AP) — "I've told
myself at times that this is crazy and that I can't go through
with it, but I will," says Ron
Word.
The 26-year-old productions

ralba for 18 months. They also
have exchanged photographs of
each other, but attempts to
make connections by telephone
have failed.
"About last December we

CHRIST CONQUERED SIN AND DEATH
First Corinthians 15 opens with a summary of the gospel,
namely, the death of Christ for our sins according to the scriptures, the burial of His body in establishment of the fact that He
had died, and the resurrection of Christ in fulfillment of the
scriptures. No other event in history is supported by such an
unimpeachable body of testimony as the resurrection of Christ
from the grave. In the treatment of sin and death this chapter is the clearest and most definitive passage in the Bible. Unless
Christ returns before we ;lam from the scene of action, all of us
will experience death.
The Certainty of Christ's Resurrection
I Corinthians 15:20-28
The record of the resurrection of Christ is found in the gospels.
Then, in the fewest words possible, Paul gives us the most comprehensive explanation of its meaning, significance, and value in
First Corinthians 15.
Verse twenty enables us to turn aside from the black path of
incredible assumption and stand again in the light of the
resurrection and rejoice in the words, "But now is Christ risen
from the dead, and become the firstfruits of them that slept." It
was customary for the Jews to display a sheaf of wheat at the
beginning of the harvest. The first sheaf was a token of assurance
of a good wheat harvest. It was a guarantee of more grain in the
field. when our Lord Jesus Christ was raised from the dead the
glory of that event consisted in its being the pledge of the
resurrection of all believers. The assurance of their bodily
resurrection rests upon the fact of the resurrection of Christ,
which was one of the bast attested facts in history. Christ's
resurrection was a pledge of our resurrection as believers in Him,
.anti as a sample of what ours will be like. He pioneered victory
ove*: death and the grave in which all Christians will share. It
means so much to know that historic fact, spiritual experience,
transformed lives, and unimpeachable testimony an against His
_being yetIn death's dreary dominion or the tomb
Because Christ won the victory over sin, death, and the grave,
the sting of death has been remOved for Christians. As certainly
as Christ arose, those who believe on Him will arise also. We are
grateful for the blessed assurance that we, His followers, shall
conquer death and the grave also.
Adam's sin separated him from God and brough upon him
spiritual and physical death. Just as in Adam all die, even so all
believers in Christ shall be raised from among the dead and be
made alive that which was lost through Adam's disobedience
and sinfulness has been regained through Christ. But it must be
remembered always that only those who are "in Christ" will be
victorious over death and the grave.
Whereas the resurrection of Christ has already taken place, the
resurrection of His own will take place when He returns. When
our Lord comes again, "the dead in Christ shall rise first" ( I
Thessalonians 4:161. Immediately thereafter the Christians living
on the earth will be changed from mortals to immortals. Then the
resurrected dead and the transformed living shall be caught up
together to meet the Lord. What a day that will be!
When all of Christ's enemies have been defeated and all things
have been subjected unto Him, He will cheerfully subject His
domain to the Father. His heading over His kingdom to the Father
will be a wonderful event. After all, Hw erII strive for His own
glory, but that of His Father. Wen His work has been completed,
Christ will bring all of the prizes He has won and lay that at the
feet of the Father.
The Consequences of Christ's Resurrection
I Corinthians 15:51-57
Christ's triumphant victory over death and the grave is
pledge and guarantee of the victory of His followers- over the
same. How grateful we should be for the assurance that the time
is coming when death will be overcome completely and abolished
entirely and forever!
' In his use of the word "mystery" Paul was referring to that
-which was hitherto uninown hut now -triade knowte Paul-declared
that when the Christian dead shall be raised with incorruptible
bodies the bodies of the living Christians shall be transformmed
and have bodies like that of Christ after His resurrection without
their having to go through the experience of decay, death, and
corruption.
Victory over sin, death, and the grave will in no sense be due to
ourselves. We can never earn or merit it, but it is the gift of God
through our Lord Jesus Christ. Christ's victory over sin and death
is the pledge of ours, Because He lives, all who believe in Him
shall live also. This blessed assurance of our being resurrected
from the grave and becoming like the Lord Jesus should be a
sufficient incentive to steadfastness in the work of -our Lord.
Living for Him and serving Him are our greatest privileges in the
Christian life. Let us make the most of them as long as He permits
us to live in this needy world!

* VOTE FOR *

T. G. (Ted)
Alexander

Prices Good Friday & Saturday Only, April 20 & 21
414,,

for

Sheriff
of
Calloway County

"Your Candidate for
Law and Order"
Paid Pol. Ad. by- T.G.
Alexander, RR2, Murray.

It was announced in Essen
recently that West Germany
is to deliver 500,000 more tons
of coking coal, in short supply
be9use of a U.S. steel boom,
to the United States following
the delivery of 200,000 tons A
few weeks ago.
The suppliers are Ruhrkohle, AG, Esaen, which has
more than 8 million tons of unsoil coal in stock.

`NeatIre
for

An
VI/

88
Reg.
36.64

MEAT
DISHES

MORTON HOUSE
MEAT 'N GRAVY MAIN
Compare
COURSES
at 63C

3-PIECE PADDED
LOUNGE SET

Cut your grocery bill! Buy this
quick-serve dish in many flavors.

Padded outdoor furniture in a brillant, "festive pattern. Plastic
ara1s, polyfoam pads,
tufted cushioos.

EASTER
BASKETS
- TAKE YOUR CHOICE Bountifully stuffed baskets PLUS
toys to delight them for days! Your
choice of Pinocchio &Mickey Mouse,
18W Flower Basket or Doll with
Truck Basket!

"SURPRISE
PACKAGES"

ow
/
.
Easter treats plus toys to enjoy for many
Shovel,/004
from
Choose
gonel
is
candy
after
the
hours
Cowboy Hat, Sand Pail with
Metal Drum, Filled Basket, Plastic Pail.

oo

EASTER
GRASS

EASTER
BASKETS

Candy 111 Playthings!

70 to 44e
For the do-it-yourselfers

large selection of round or

Two Days Only

ovals in colorful bamboo

33c
Zes ounces of realistic shredded cello grass Bright green
color!

Each

KNIT
TOPS
177

Chocolate Rabbits

JAMAICA SHORTS

191

Compare
at 2.29

100% nylon tops with
butterfly cap sleeve,
contrasting stitch on
armhole and
bottom
hem. Solid contrast
binding around U-neck.
Sizes S, M and L in

Corn pare
at 2.29
Nylon double knit lamaicas
with front stitch crease, 17"
length. Sizes 10 to 18"in
lovely colors.

Hershey Choose miniature
bars, kisses or
Favorites individually wrap-

Frankie or Hero Bunny
... both delicious hollow milk chocolate!

Marshmallow Eggs
28-ounce marsh
mallow eggs, assorted sizes .
Easter colors

'LIL TOT
TRAINER

ped eggs!

Your 77t
Choice I

11"

Compare
at 14.99

Kiddy's first horse! It's a
walker and adjustable too'

;re
Two Days

Only!

spring'colors.

LADIES
PANTS
354

Model 18O

Chocolate Covered
Marshmallow Candy

Compare
at 4.99

2 styles of 100%
cotton pants. 24"
leg opening, 22"
knee, fly front, 2"
tuxedo waistband,
2 front pockets.
Sizes 8 to 16 in assorted colors.

hocolate covered
'aarshmallow eggs
[r rabbits!

354

Compare
at 4.49

Polyester cotton pin'
dot and patchwork print
smock. Short sleeve,
button front, 2 pockets.
S, M and L in navy and
yellow.

--

20-PIECE SET
IRONSTONE

3T

PATCHWORK
SMOCK
TOPS

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 153-1272
rittsettrrriows A srzermirr *
Have It —We Will Get It—Or It Can't Be Had

Morton House

Two Days Only!

Warner is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John A. Warner of 723
Drive,
Greenwood
Elizabethtown. He is active in
Beta Club and has also been
active-In Math Club, Latin Club,
varsity football and track.
In addition to having his
biography published in the
book, he will also compete for
one of ten $1,000 scholarship
funded by the
awards
. publishers
John plans to attend the
University of Kentucky or
Western Kentucky University
and major in pre-medicine.

More German coal is
being shipped to U.S.

foolish," Word said, adding that
at first he was uncertain about
the marriage plans.
However, he said his conviction was strengthened by the
responses of his parents and
friends.
Word said his parents "were

FRIDAY—APRIL 21, 1273
surprised, but surprisingly happy. My mother is worried about
the cost ( for travel) but that ;I
was the only objection."
Word "met" his future wife
through a pen pal advertisement. He described their relationship as "very compatible."

* CLOSED ALL DAY SUNDAY *

John A. Warner Is Honored
John A. Warner, Jr., senior at
Elizabeth High School, will be
featured in the seventh annual
edition of "Who's Who Among
School
High
American
Students," 1972-73, national
student award publication.
He is the grandson of Mrs.
C.G. Warner, Heirs' Street,
Murray, and of Mrs. E.C.
Parker of Elizabethtown,
formerly of Murray.

found we cared for each other
more than friendship," Word
said of his fiancee, a medical
student at the Nagaview
campus of Philippine Union
College. Her hometown is Legazpi, a small community on
the main island of Luzon.
"Never having met is kind of

Easter
Price Explosion

By Dr. H. C. Chiles

We

-

18" TABLE-TOP
GRILL

A super idea for summer
picnicing!
Adjustable
grid.

10 lb. bag

CHARCOAL
BRIQUETS
Be ready for
outdoor grilling
with this big
value!

Model TH0-2

FILL 'N THRILL
EASTER EGGS
DUCK TRIKE

6"

Compare

at 7 99
A
ly Pedal trike for the
yst,' , beginner! Made of hirip ' plastic.

53c
A full dozen brilliantly colored
plastic eggs to fill with surprises yourself! To hide or give

9-9 Mon.-Sat

BEL AIR-SHOPPING.CENTER

Stodgy

— Acres of Free farkiniL-,
-Frve
Limit
Quantities
The
Right To
We R,

GILLETTE
MINI-MAX
WASH & 'COMB
SHAMPOO

44

Brand new' Doe'
not tangle hair

1291

Compare
at 14.99

A great idea for wellroomed hair! Style and
dry at the same time!

FRIDAY—APRIL 20, 11173
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Lakers Defeat Golden State To
Take 2-0 Lead in Playoff Games

Chicago Delayed In
Hockey Playoff Games
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Chicago Black Hawks,
who need only one more victory
over the New York Rangers to
move into tha Stanley Cup finals, aren't dismayed that their
wings have been clipped for
five days so the sister series in
the National Hockey League
can catch up.
"To me, it doesn't matter,"
said goalie Tony Esposito after
the Hawks beat the Rangers 3-1
and took a 3-1 lead in their
best-of-7 semifinal series. "But
you never know. With a team
like they have, if they get
hot._"
And that's just what the
Rangers are counting on.
"There's lots of time for
change," said New York Coach
Emile Francis after Esposito
kicked out 38 shots for the second straight game and held the
Rangers to only one goal
Thursday night.
"We're getting excellent goal
keeping," said Vic Hadfield,
who scored the' Rangers' lone
goal, of Ed Giacomin. "But you

Messing Signs
NEW YORK ( AP ) — Shep
Messing, a former U.S. Olympic team and Harvard goalie,
Signed a contract Thursday
with the New York Cosmos of
the North American Soccer
_ League.

H. Ed
Chrisman
Candidate for the

City Council
I am a native of Nashville,
Tennessee but have been a
resident of Murray and
owner of Chrisman Popcorn
Company for the past seven
years. My family and I live
at VI worm Mb Street; evi•
are active in religous, school
and civic affairs
It is my feeling that everyone
has a responsibility to
contribute to the well-being
of his community and I am
concerned about Government in general. Value
received for every tax dollar
spent is essential and
economics practiced where
possible and practical. The
facilities and services of
Murray must be upgraded
where needed and careful
planning for the future is
necessary for orderly growth
without disturbing the basic
characteristics of our area.
Some of you do not know me
and it is not possible for me
to ask each of you personally
for your vote. Buttpgparse ask
anyone whom I do know for
my
their
of
opinion
qualifitations to properly
represent the City Of Murray
on the council. If -you feel
they do, then I will greatly
appreciate your vote.
My one promise is to do the
very best lob possible which
my ability permits, to be
concerned and involved for
the mutual benefit of the
people, the
City
and
Calloway County and to
:make every effort to merit
your confidence and Support,
pol Ad paid for by H Ed
Chrisman, 814 N 20th St )

can't win if you only score one
goal. We have to come out of
It."
While the Hawks rest and the
Rangers mull new tactics, the
Canadiens will try to stretch
their lead over the Philadelphia
Flyers to 3-1 in Montreal Sunday. The Canadiens beat the
Flyers 2-1 in Philadelphia
Thursday night.
Chicago's Pit Martin broke a
1-1 tie with leas than six mines to play in the third period
then Dennis Hull, who opened
the scoring with a power play
midway through the second, got
his fifth of the playoffs.
The Canadiens got off to a 2-0
lead in the first period when a
25-foot backhander by Rejean
Houle, a 23-year-old forward,
flipped into the net from the
post. Henri Richard made it 2-0
when he combined with Frank
Mahovlich on a two-on-one
break.
In the World Hockey Association, the New England Whalers beat the Cleveland Crusaders 3-2 and took a 2-0 lead in
the East Division final series.
"The Pleau line continues to
excel," said New England
Coach Jack Kelley of Larry
Pleau who scored twice in the
second period to put the Whalers ahead to stay.
The WHA West semifinal
series opens tonight in Winnipeg where the Jets take on the
Houston Aeros who will be
without the services of their
leading scorer, Gordon Labossiere. Labossiere tore knee
ligaments in the winning quarter-finals game against Los Angeles.
Meanwhile, WHA President
Gary L. Davidson said informal
merger talks would continue
between owners of the two
leagues despite an announced
ban by NIFL President Clarence
Campbell.
However, Davidson said the
WHA "feels we don't need the
NHL at this point'' and "will
remain independent, continue
with our growth patterns and
be very aggressive in signing
*Ms."

By FRED ROTHENBERG .
Associated Press Sports Writer
When the Los Angeles Lakers
are playing an important game
and it's close going into the final quarter, you can expect to
read about Jerry West and Wilt
Chamberlain.
So here goes.
With the score tied 77-all
after three periods, West
scored 14 fourth-period points
while Chamberlain grabbed 12
final-period rebounds as the Lakers defeated the Golden State

HONORED AT BANQUET—The Murray High banquet for basketball players was held last night
at the Captains' Kitchen. Presented awards were from left to right, Danny Hudspeth, rebound
award; George Laudon,free throw award; Joe Resig, bustle award and co-captain and Dean Willis,
co-captain.
'Staff Photo by Mike Brandonl

Basketball Banquet Held Last
Night for Murray High Tigers
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Members of the Murray High
basketball team were honored
last night at a banquet held at
the Captains' Kitchen in
Murray.
Three awards were presented
and the co-captains of the
Tigers were recognized.
The speaker for the banquet
was Hickman County High
School basketball coach Dale
Ray. Recently, Ray was chosen
as the Coach of the Year in the
First Region and was honored
by the magazine "Inside
Kentucky Sports" as the Coach
of the Year in the state.
Ray led Hickman County to a
Regional championship and all
the way to the semifinals of the
State Tournament before the
Falcons were eliminated by
powerful Louisville Male.
Eli Alexander, principal of
Murray High School, introduced
the guest speaker. Alexander
praised Ray and congratulated

Jim Colbert Leading
Tourney First Round
By B3B GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
RANCHO LA COSTA, Calif.
(AP) — Jim Colbert refused to
.get,ym
. excited about his sixunder4or 88 that estiblished
the first round lead in the $200,000 MONY-Tournament of
Champions.
"I try not to get too elated,"
the chipper little man said

Officials Of
Little League
Hold Meeting
Officials of the Little League
met Wednesday night in
Murray to discuss plans for the
season and new rules.
On rule will require all
youngsters to present a birth
certificate at registration. for
Little League. No youngsters
will be allowed to play this
summer unless they have a
certificate.
Officers for the Little League
are Richard Kline, President;
Noble Knight, Vice President;
Bailey Hendricks, Secretary;
Steve Yarbrough, Treasurer
and Player Representative;
J.C. Kemp,Safety Manager and
Mason McCuiston, Manager
Representative.

* ELECT *

John B.
Watson
For

Ala Sheriff
Your Vote & Influence Will Be Greatly Appreciate,

I Pledge You SERVICE
and HONESTY
Paid Politicial Advertisement,
Paid for b John B. Watson, 1612 Olive

him for producing the team that
"captured the imagination of
the entire state."
Ray spoke briefly about his
team and praised sophomore
Ricky Weatherspoon whose two
free throws in the final second
gave the Falcons a 6745
win
over
quarterfinal
Maysville.
At the conclusion of his talk,
Ray opened the floor for
questions from the audiencce.
When asked about his team's
deliberate offense, Ray said "It
was simply self discipline and
at times, I didn't know what
they were doing myself."
One thing which helped every
team in the Region was when
Lone Oak defeated Paducah
Tilghman in the District.
"Down here you just don't
play as well against the big
schools as you do in the State
Tournament," Ray said.
"The kids talk and act like
they can beat Tilghman but
when they see those blue
uniforms they begin to think
differently. The greatest
'problem is' getting the kids to.
believe that they can really
Hickman County was a loser
In their District Tournament as
Carlisle County whipped the
Falcons 89-78. But when the two
teams collided for the
Regional title Hickman Cotinty
came out on top 52-48.
"It wasn't Carlisle County
that we were afraid of," Ray

Calloway County, who his team
beat in the opening round of the
Regional 56-49.
Murray High basketball
coach Bob Toon took the opportunity to assess his own
team's season.
"We had our ups and downs
during the year and at times we
looked better than we really
should have.
-We beat some outstanding
teams during the course of the
season. We also had five men
who averaged in double figures
for us. This just goes to show the
type of team that we had.
"There were some injuries
that hurt us but I thought that
the kids came through well,"
Toon added.
Assistant Coach Jerry Shelton
presented Joe Resig with the
hustle award. Resig, the sixth
man for the Tigers and a spot
starter over the season, is a
senior.
Clayton Hargrove presented
the free throw 'award to senior
George Landolt while John Hina
presented junior Danny Hudspeth the rebound award.
Those receiving certificates
for letters were Dean Willis,
George Landon, Joe Resig,
Charles Scott,
Ray Lane,
Danny
Hudspeth, Glenn
Jackson, Johnny Shelly, Dale
McCuiston, Phil Miller and Bob
Wilder. Team manager Phillip
Adams was also presented a
certificate for a letter.

Royal-Regal Takes
Win At Keeneland
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Aisco Stable's Royal and Regal
tuned up for the May 5th Kentucky Derby with a close win
over Can County in the seven
furlong Forerunner Purse at
Keeneland.
Carl County, with Don
Brumfield aboard, was first
from the gate and led almost
all the way, with Royal and
Regal taking a brief lead near
the top of the stretch, losing it
and getting it back in the last
few strides.
Jockey Walt Blum beat a tattoo with the whip as Royal and
Regal pulled ahead to win by a
nose.
Blum said he wasn't worried.
"Shoot, I thought I had him
beat at the quarter pole," he
said. "I had to ride, but I didn't
have to punish him. "Royal and
Regal ran a good race," Blum
added. "He did everything
right."
Shore Leave, ineligible for
the Derby but unbeaten this
year, finished third Thursday,
with Run to Glory fourth, I'm
Guaranteed fifth and King of
Yams last.
It was the fourth win in six
starts this year for Florida
Derby winner Royal and Regal,
whose next likely start is the
$50,000 added Bluegrass Stakes
April 26 at Keeneland.
Before the Florida Derby the
son of Vaguely Noble accounted
for the Bahamas Stakes and
the Dade Turf Classic. He was,
laid up in be:lween with a
bruised hoof.
As the odds-on favorite, the
winner paid 82.60, $2.40 and
82.20 after covering the seven
furlongs in 1:23 4-5. Carl County paid $3.44 and $2.20. Shore
Leave, six lengths behind the
first and second finishers at the
wire, returned $2.20.
In 23 years the Forerunner
has produced seven Kentucky
Darby winners and eight horses
who finished second in the classic on the first Saturday in May
at Louisville's Churchill Downs.

after he took a one-stroke lead
over Homero Blancas in Thursday's first round of the event
that brings together an elite
field of the winners of regular
The co-captains as voted by
pro - golf tour tournaments for
members of the team,Joe Resig
months.
the last 12
"We were afriad of the team and Dean Willis, presented the
"If I don't let myself feel any that had beaten us twiee in the guest speaker a ham at the
elation, I find that I function season." Ray was referring to conclusion of the ceremonies.
better," Colbert continued.
girt
"That doesn't mean that I'm
out there going grind, grind,
grind. That'd be just as bad. I
just like to keep it level. I don't
know how else to say it—just
level.
"The only guy I'm trying to
California Grown
impress is me.'
— 50 Varieties
Blancas, the last player in
4
for
qualify
field
to
the 31-man
the tournament that offers $40,Complete Assortment of Shade Trees,
000 to the winner, was alone in
second with his 67.
Fruit Trees, Hollies, Junipers, Ground Covers, Azaleas, Flowering Trees and
British Open Champion Lee
Shrubs.
Trevino birdied the first three
holes he played, made the turn
in five-under par 31 and once
are jammed full of BEDDING PLANTS OF ALL KINDS1
was seven-under-par for the
day before he cooled off for a
— RHUBARB, TOMATOES, PEPPERS, CABBAGE,'EGGPLANT, PANSIES,
68 and a tie with chunky JimGERANIUMS ... YOU NAME IT, WE HAVE IT!
my Jamieson.
Grier Jones was alone at 69
while three-time T of C ChamCREEPING PHLOX - ASTERS - DELPHINIUM - CANDY
pions Arnold Palmer and Jack
TUFT AND OTHERS.
Nicklaus headed a group of a
half-dozen at 70.

rebounds, and both Bill Bridges
and Keith Erickson echoed similar sentiments. "With Wilt as
good as he is defensively," they
said, "He just makes it easier
on everybody else."
As devastaing as Chamberlain was defensively, West was
offensively as he scored 36
points. After the game, West
revealed some information
which should help the gamblers. "When we have our
morning shootarounds, you can
almost tell how you're going to
play or at least how you're going to shoot at night. Tuesday
morning, I couldn't do anything
The Wilt and Jerry show, right, but this morning I felt
also known as "The High and much better and I knew I
the Mighty," drew rave re- would have a better game
views from the critics. Golden tonight."
At Indianapolis, Mel Daniels
State's Abdul-Rahman, who had
20 points, praised Chamberlain. scored 23 points and Don Free"The older he gets, the tougher man added 21 to pace the Inhe gets," said Rahman. "He diana' victory. Also incan play ill he's 50 if he wants strumental was the Pacers' superiority off the boards where
to."
But only a teammate can they held a 65-49 edge. Willie
fully appreciate the 7-1 center, Wise kept Utah in the game acwho ended the night with 30 counting for 34 points.
Warriors 104-93 to take a 2-4
lead in their NBA Western Division finals.
So what else is new?
In the ABA, the Indiana Pacers topped the Utah Stars 104102 and grabbed a 3-2 lead in
their best-of-seven West Division finals.
Tonight in the finals of the
ABA East, Kentucky travels to
Greensboro, N.C: to meet the
Cougars in game No. 5, after
splitting the first four contests.
While in NBA's Eastern finals tonight, Boston hosts the
Knicks with the series tied at 1-

BATEAU REPARER, Inc.
Is Now An Authorized Dealer for

We Offer:

Complete Boat Service
Fiberglass Repairs
Heli-Arc Welding
Sandblashn&
Complete Woodworting Shop
Propeller Repair Service

Sport Boats, Cruisers and Yachts
* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY *
Visit this Modern Facility between Murray and
Kenlake State Park off Highway 94.

BATEAU REPARER Inc.
Jan Dalton, Mgr.

Phone (502)474-2228

Time To Plant ..
POTTED ROSE BUSHES
NURSERY STOCK

GREENHOUSES

PERENNIALS

FERTILIZER and INSECTICIDES
PEAT MOSS-MULCHES-GRASS SEED
FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEED
MEXICAN POTTERY - TOOLS
TRELLISES - BIRD BATHS & HOUSES

Baseball
Standings
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League
East
W. L. Pct. G.8
7 4 636 —
Baltimore
7 4 616 -Detroit
5 6 455 2
New York
4 5 444 2
Boston
4 5 444 2
Milwaukee
4 7 364 3
Cleveland
West
9 3 750 ,)
Kansas City
5 4 446 lt
Minnesota
4 4 500 3'
California
4 4 500 3
Chicago
3 7 300 S
Oakland
2 5 286 46
Texas
National League
East
W. I. Pct.
Pittsburgh
7 1 .875
Chicago
7 4 .636
New York
6 5 .545
Montreal
,
S .5 .500
Philadelphia
4 6 .400
St. Louft
1 9 100
West
311,1- Krancisco II 4 .733
cimennati
, 9 4 692
tiouston
6 8 429 41/6
Los Angeles
6 8- 429 41.2
Atlanta

3

9

1

All of Calloway County, including the city of Murray, is divided into four "districts," and every four years a
magistrate representing each of these districts is elected
by the voters of this county These tour magistrates
constitute the FISCAL COURT, and have among their
duties the following powers.
—to appropriate, regulate and control COUNTY
FUNDS and disburse them.
—to sell and buy 'tad 6dr county use
—to erect, keep in repair public buildings,
bridges, highways and access roads
_
—to exercise all the corporate powers of the
county, unless otherwise provided by law
CARROLL W GUY, CANDIDATE FOR MAGISTRATE
FROM DISTRICT No 1, IS WELL OUALIFILD TO
PERFORM THE
ABOVE
DUTIES FOR
THE
FOLLOWING REASONS

ITt We had many administrative responsibilities
While serving tor 26'; years in the United States
Air Force For example:
—Adviser to the Turkish Air Force
under the U.S. AfD program (THIS
INCLUDED ENGINEERING OF

a0M351,,
—USAF adviser to the 011ie Air
National Guard
• • ..,--Directors,.of Engineering for Communications and Electronics for the
continental US.
(2) He studied engineering and military. law at
the University of Illinois, University of Maryland
and Wittenberg University
131 He served..as alrport manager at Kyle Field
from March 1969 to September 1970 but is now
FREE to devote FULLTIME to this job.
(4) He grew up in west Tennessee and has
resided with his wife and children on Kentucky
Lake since August 1967, and thus can Understand
and represent the interests of the people of this
county.
IS) He promises to
ALL the petiole, not any
SpeCtif interest group.

Most Complete Garden Center
Come In and Browze Around
-Closed Sunda ys-

1

Shirley Garden Center
Murral, Xentucte

500 North 4th Street

750 6!

0..

it

ia

"tiofE FOR

ADMINISTRATIVE KNOW How." ELECT
CARROLL (WELL fl GUT MAGISTRATE IN THE
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY MAY )29.

Paid for by Sadie T. 066Y, treasurer
Pt 6, Box 717, Murray
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Billy Tohill Making Plans To
Return To Sidelines Next Year

Oranges And Spectators Greet Murray
State Athlete In Boston Marathon

By DENNE H. FREEMAN
Associated Press Sports Writer
FORT WORTH, Tex.(AP) —
Billy TohW's mornings are
fusses with the nurses, X rays
and strength-sapping therapy.
'The afternoons are wife Bobbie Jean with fried chicken livers and mail and dizzying visits
from nurses and doctors, shoving down pills and probing.
The nights are loneliness, periods of slumber and sudden
hell at 3 a.m.
But Bobbie Jean in a cherryred pants suit is here now on
the third floor of John Peter
Smith Hospital. The eyes of the
Texas Christian football coach
sparkle.
"How did it go last night?"
she asks, inspecting an abrasion on his arm.

Editors' Note: Mark Bauman minutes or less, which is an
is a studnet at Murray State average of about 8 minutes per
University and a former erou mile.
Despite the restrictions put on
country rtinner for the Racers.
Monday Bauman participated qualifying for the race, there
In the world famous Beata* were over 1,500 entered in the
Marathon. The following is the race and better than 1,300 who
started the race officially.
account of his experience.
Usually there are 200 or more
that run the race who did not
By Mark Bauman
enter, because they had not
Running in the Boston qualified or they missed getting
their entry in before the dead
Marathon!
The 26 mile 285 yard foot race line.
My wife Debra and I decided
is the ambition of a lot of
distance runners and for a long to go only after long discussions
distance runner a marathon is a about finace and missing two
days of classes.
necessity.
We left Murray on Friday at
The only reason I can give for
running a marathon is to be able noon and drove straight through
to say I finished without to the motel we had reservations at in dowtown Boston.
walking.
In my ten marathons, in- The drive took us a little over 20
cluding running the past four hours. To save money we took a
years in the Boston Marathon I cooler with sandwiches and pop
have gone into the race first in it and went through Bowling
hoping to finish and then Green to save on tolls.
thinking about bettering my
Saturday and Sunday in
previous time.
Boston it was sunny and warm
The Boston Marathon is the but the weather man predicited
grandfather marathon having cloudy and warm for the race
been run for the past 77 years as Monday.
part of the Patriots' Day
Monday morning it was sunny
and very warm when the
celebration.
The race this year was last' runners gathered at the finish
Monday starting at 12:00 noon line in front of the Prudential
at Hopkinton, Mass. The course Center to ride the charter buses
goes through the small towns of to the starting point in
Ashland, Farmingham, Natick, Hopkinton.
We were suppose to be ready
Wellesley and Newton with the
final five miles in Boston.
to leave at 8:00. My bus was one
Up until 1970 any male who of the last to leave and it
was registered with the departed at 1000, the same
Amateur Athletic Union could time the runners were suppose
enter the race by sending in a to be at Hopkinton High School
two dollar entry fee.
gym getting their numbers.
All runners are required to
With over 1,000 competing in
the race, the sponsoring have a physical prior to the race
agency, the Boston Athletic and the B.A.A. suggested
Association, placed restrictions getting one in advance and
on entry into the race. This past sending a statement of your
year the requirement for entry having had one in with your
in the race was completing of a entry. To save waiting in line to
marathon in 3 hours and 30 get a physical before the race I
had gotten one in advance and
sent in my certificate with my
entry
Some where along the line the
television
BAA had lost it so me and quite
ABA Playoffs
a few others who had sent in
All Best-of-7 Series
their proof of a pre-race
Division Championships
Thursday's Games
physical had to wait in the long
West Division
line while the nine doctors
Indiana 104, Utah 102,
examined us.
diana leadS 3-2
Friday's Games .1;
After the physical there was A
,east
Kentucky vs. Carolina at wait in another line to get our
Greensboro. N.C., 8:10 p m., packet containing our number,
tied 2-2
safety pins and a stub to put on
Saturdays Games
our clothing so that we could
East Division Carolina at Kentucky, 2 p.m. find it after the run.

Tohill answers through chapped lips "My leg really got to
hurting about 3 a.m. I had to
ask for a shot...I just bad to."
It is a moment of embarrassment for the armadillo-rugged Tobin who has been hanging tough since his automobile
smashed into a guard rail a
month ago and flew apart like
a bamboo hut in a hurricane.
The speedometer was stuck on
90 miles an hour. Someone
found a shoe out near the center stripe hundreds of feet from
the wreckage.
Tohill recalls little of the accident,
"I must have fallen asleep
because I don't remember a
thing until I woke up with the
nurses and doctors crowded
around," Tohill says. "I'll tell

Detroit Outscores
Bosox In Home Park
By KEN RAPPOPOR1
topped the Baltimore Orioles 6-1
--- Associated Press Sports Writer and the Kansas City Royals
Fenway Park is the home of defeated the Oakland A's, 16-8.
the Boston Red Sox—and a
In the National League, the
home away from home for the New York Mets beat the ChiDetroit Tigers.
cago Cubs 3-1 in the first game
The Tigers feel very comfort- of a doubleheader before losing
able there, says Bill Freehan.
7-0; the Montreal Expos topped
'In this ballpark, you just the Philadelphia Phillies 6-5
blow you'll get.youe„ share of and the......niabergInSt. Louis
hits," the Tiger catcher said game was postponed by rain.
after his team got more than
Freehan collected four hits
its share with 16 in an 11-7 vic- along with Aurelio Rodriguez
tory over the Red Sox Thurs- and Mickey Stanley belted a
day.
three-run homer in Detroit's
The triumph gave the Tigers wild victory. The defeat was
a sweep of their four-game the fifth straight for the Red
series, a rarity in Fenway Sox, who opened the season by
where the Red Sox usually are winning their first four games.
extremely tough. The lusty hit"We certainly didn't look like
ting gave the Tigers 56 hits for an Over-The-Hill Gang, did
the series and raised their we?" said Detroit Manager Bilteam batting average from .165 ly Martin,. whose team has
to .239.
been criticized by some for its
"I've seen some wild games, veteran-studded roster.
but I can't remember a series
George Scott hit two home
with so many runs and so rims and Darrell Porter
many hits," said Freehan. slammed one to lead Mil"This is an exciting ballpark waukee past Cleveland. The
for the fans. Let's hope we've Brewers twice came from begot ourselves into a groove go- hind, locking up the game with
tog into Baltimore. Maybe we a three-run rally in the eighth
5hauld go ta' Baltimore and inning that broke a 7-all tie.
bring the Orioles back to play
Bobby Murcer's three-run
in Fenway."
homer on the first pitch from
In other American League reliever Orlando Pena capped a
games, the Milwaukee Brewers six-run New York outburst in
trimmed the Cleveland Indians the second inning that carried
10-7, the New York Yankees _the Yankees past Baltimore.

you one thing, Ole Billy is going to get out and walk around
the next time he gets sleepy
while driving."
Tohill must do his walking
with an artificial right foot.
Doctors amputated it above the
ankle because the main arteries were cut. His pelvis was
crushed. His left wrist was broken. A cruel scar runs down his
face.
Bobbie Jean is flipping
through the mail and pulls out
a crayola drawing of a smiling
face from one letter.
"This little girl sends one every week," she says. "We've
gotten thousands of cards and
letters."
Tohill says, "I wish I could
personally thank everyone.. you
don't know how encouraging
the mail has been. It can be
hard being on your back every
day when you've never been in
a hospital before in your life."
Tohill turns the conversation
to his future plans, saying "I'm
going to be out of this place in
five weeks. We hope to make it
to the (National) Coaches Tournament in Hot Springs the second week in June. I'm going to
be playing golf before football
season gets here. I'll get that
artificial foot and who knows—
maybe my slice will be cured."
Tohill says quickly "You can
count on my being on the sidelines next fall. I'm going to
start looking at (spring training) films soon—maybe next
week."
TohW is told that most of the
writers will pick TCU deep in
the second division of the
Southwest Conference race this
fall.
"Well, that's probably where
we should be picked but we
could be a surprise if we have
several young kids come

Pro Cage Standings
Pro Basketball Glance
By The Associated Press
An Starting Times EST
NBA Playoffs
All Best-of-7 Series
Semifinals
Thursday's Games
Western Conference
Los Angeles 104, Golden State
93, Los Angeles leads 20
Friday's Games
Eastern Conference
New York at Boston, 7 - 30
p m , tied 1-1
Saturday's Games
Western Conference
Los Angeles vs Golden State
at Oakland, 11 05 pm
Sunday's Games
Eastern Conference
Boston at New York,
p411,:r

Or 8:10 p.m.
West Division
Utah at Indiana.. 2 pm., na
tonal taraniitiori
- Sunday's Games
No games scheduled

After about a mile and a half
things started to thin out a little
so I could run without worrying
-about getting tripped by
someone.
Shortly I came up on my
former track and cross country
coach at Flint Community
Junior College in my home town
of Flint, Michigan. He is 37
years old and was running in his
fourth Boston Marathon.
We chatted about old times
for a while until I foolishly
decided we were going too slow
and took off from him. Part of
the reason was because he kept
saying it was hot and he needed
water.
After leaving him I started
thinking about needing water
and how good it would feel to
use the rest room at one of the
gas stations along the way,
after eight miles I found one
vacated. But I could not get any
water because the cooler was
only dripping.
A mile later some of the
nearly 100,000 spectators lining
the course had sliced oranges to
hand to the runners and over
half of the runners took a piece
as thy ran by, including me.
The piece of orange was not
nearly enough to do any good
for it was near 78 degree high
for the day and the sun was still
as bright as ever.
By 10 miles my mouth was
very dry and my betty quite
moist. There was one runner
yelling at the:peopie to get
water fri—thii - behind us
because they would surely need
it.
It was not for another two
miles that there was enough
water to go around. I poured
most of the water over my head
and to cool off but I did drink a
little.
Some very kind people had
thier garden hoses stretched out
to the road and would squirt the
runners as they went by if they
requested a quick shower. Most
did and I did not miss a hose
along the way.
I got a cup of Gator Aid at one
stand and drank it while running. What did not go in my
mouth went on my face.
There were runners starting
to walk befere the half way
point at Wellesley College, An
all girls school which in three
years I have not seen a runner
walk past. This year was no
exception.

The place provided for us to,
At the next Gator Aid stand I'
change was the gym and there
were only two restrooms with took two cups and walked to
long lines of nervous runners drink them. I kept one of the
cups for ice cubes that kids
waiting to use them.
I wanted to get toward the would hand out along the
Trentof the paciflifthe ititrtiloT -course. -A -youngster
Pro Hockey Glance
By The Associated Press
waddled up to the starting line wet sponge attracted my atNHL
and
sat in the shade 45 minutes tention and I took it to wipe as
Stanley Cup Championships
much of my body with it as
before the race was to start.
All Best-of-7 Series
All Times EST
The temperature was already possible.
Semifinals
I kept both the sponge and the
70 degrees and no cloud cover
Thursday's Games
was in sight. The ideal con- cup for the rest of the run, which
Chicago 3, New York 1, Chicago leads 3-1
ditions for me to run would be was really a slow painful jog
Montreal 2, Philadelphia 1,
40-50 degrees and a light rain to because I had developed a side
Montreal leads 2 1
Friday's Games
keep the body cool. For most ache and it only went away for
No games scheduled
other runners, the same is true short periods of time.
Saturday's Games
I thought another glass of
unless they do not like to run in
No games scheduled
Sunday's Games
Gator Aid would help but that
the rain.
Montreal at Philadelphia 3
The starting is on a city street did no good as the toughest part
p m national TV
WHA
with 30 runners at the most in of the race was till tome. The
World Trophy Championships
the front row and the rest Newton hills, which begin about
AN Best-of-7 Series
17 miles from the start and
smashed in behind.
Quarter-finals
All Times EST
off continue one after the other
At
12:00
noon
the
gun
went
Thursday's Games
and everyone took a step for- until there is five miles to go.
East Division
Up the hills the course is
New England 3, Clevelana 2,
ward, even thaugh there was
New England leads 2,0
rolling but no steeper hill than
not
enough
room
to
move.
The
Games
Friday's
runners near the back of the the last of the Newtons, which is
West Division
Houston at Winnipeg'St
pack had to wait as mush as two appropriately named "Heartgame
minutes to get to the starting break Hill". While you go up
Saturday's Games
East Division
line after the race had begun. heartbreak hill, the people are
New England at Clevelan:1 8
I had hoped to go fast for the clapping as they do along most
m
first 10-17 miles but should have of the course but these people
Sunday's Games
East Division
known better on a hot day, plus keep saying that is is all down
New England at
. Cleveland 8
not training the near 100 miles a hill after the top of the hill. It
p m, games 5, 6,' 7, if _neces
sary, not set
-week required to condition a might be on a map but after
West Di v isiest
running 21 miles, nothing seems
runner for a marathon.
Houston at Winnipeg
downhill.
I started wondering why I had
driven over 1,000 miles to put
my body through the pain it was
now in.
From 21 miles on, I knew my
(FORME
iinLENTINE PRINTING)
time
was slow arid all I could
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.
think of was getting to the finish
line and the long drive back to
Murray that night.
WHILE-YOU-WAIT
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
In many places the people
PRINTING AND
lining the course were so deep
that there was only enough
DUPLICATING
room for one or two runners to
get through.
With only a mile to go I
started getting cramps in my
toes and could feel my legs
getting very tired and wanting
to cramp.
With the Prudential Center
and the finish line only a few
hundred yards away, I decided
not to try to finsh fast because it
might casue me to cramp up, se
I kept the same slow pace
through the finish line.
p#495)4E.
STRE.ET
111414411
An effininl handed me a ,di.sc,
11 with the number 560 on it and I

Alabama, Louisiana
Open Series Today

realized how poorly I had run,
having once finished as well as
114th. The guy in front of me
took a dip in one of the fountain
pools as did many of the runners. But not me, I wanted to sit
down.
I could only walk about 50
yards before having to sit or lie
on a bench. Once in the locker
room,[be runners were all over
the floor and standing in lines to
get a drink, to get ther clothes
and to take a shower in one of
the five stalls.
I relaxed on a table for 10
minutes and decided to go up to
the dining room to see if the beef
stew would help me any. I sat
for nearly an hour trying to eat
but leg cramps and light
headedness kept me from
eating.
I went and got my bag,
showered and met my wife to
walk the mile to the car to start
our trip to Murray. The walk
was slow but not as bad as
running.
[no way looked forward to the
drive but lack of money and
time forced us to drive straight
back. Everything caught up to
me around 2:90 Tuesday
morning, so I pulled over and
slept until 5:30 in a rest area
and then drove the rest of the
way back to Murray.
Don't ask me why, but I
already have the motel picked
out where I want to stay in
Boston next year. But this time
I will rue a little smarter
_ race!

By THE ASSOCIATED PREfilli
Alabama and Louisiana Stet*
launch a three-game series today for the Southeastern Conference Western Division baseball lead with a doubleheader
at Baton Rouge.
The full slate of activity also
has Mississippi at Mississippi
State in another Western twin
bill while the East Division
slate has Vanderbilt at Georgia
for two and Florida at Auburn
and Kentucky at Tennessee in
single games.
Saturday's slate, all single
games, has Alabama at LW,
Ole Miss at State, Vandy at
Georgia, Florida at Auburn and
Kentucky at Tennessee.
Alabama currently leads the
West with an 8-2 record and
could clinch the championship
by winning two games from the
Bengals, 4-3. Both teams close
their division activity next
week, Alabama entertaining
Mississippi State and LSU visiting Ole Miss in a pair of
three-game sets.
The East race could go down
to the final weekend of action
on May 4-5. Florida currently
leads with a 6-2 mark followed
by defending division champion
Vandy at 5-2. Tennessee is 5-4
and Auburn 4-5.
BOSTON (API — The Boston
Bruins, eliminated in the first
round in defense of the National Hockey League's Stanley
Cup championship, are making
ticket refunds at the Gardea's
North Station box office.

THIS IS THE
YEAR
OF THE WELL-DRESSED

Pro Hockey

Have you
looked at the
price
of as
IIuv
•

ATE
TO
1HE

HAVE YOU BEEN
WEARING THAT -

SAME .01D11111
FOR YEARS & YEARS
BECAUSE YOU COULDN'T
FIND A NEW ONE IN
YOUR SIZE??
WELL. . . .
WE HAVE SIZES 48-60
IN REGULARS & LONGS!
WE ALSO HAVE SIZES 40-56
IN EXTRA LONGS!
OUR SUITS ARE ALL NEW
CURRENT STYLES. SO LET
US MAKE THIS A YEAR
YOU'LL LONG REMEMBER!

Fast Print Copy Center

Few things in life
work as well as a Volkswagen
H

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC,
$OO Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone 7534550,

"'Weetnrroll\IM d r:117,
,"'"""."

I

J. GORDON LTD.I
MEN'S WEAR
Paducah, Ky.
207 Broadway,
„pt..' Phone 442-6314
-OperrPri.- MOW T
30
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Worst Odds For Murder In U.S.;
Japan Has Lowest Rate of Murders
NEW YORK, N.Y.,—If you
have been wondering where in
the World you can escape the
violence of murder—wonder no
rpore—there is no place to tto.
However, if you want to know
where you stand a better chance
of not being killed, pay attention
to a recently released report.
The report shows that your best
hope for survival from murder
is in Japan,and your worst odds
are in the United States.
According to the study,
homicide rates have doubled for
men, and increased by 50 per
cent for women, in the United
States compared to 15 years
ago. The rate for Canadian
men,and women also rose over
this period, about 50 per cent for
both.
Men in Western Europe and
Japan were more fortunate.
Homicide rates there either
declined or showed little
change, during the past 15
years. While women in the
Scandinavian countries and the
Netherlands as a group were
also quite lucky, experiencing
no change in their homicide
rate, women in the central block
of industrialised countries of
Western Europe, (United
Kingdom, Ireland, Belgium,
France, Germany and Switzerland) were not so fortunate—they experienced a 25
per cent rate increase.
According to the study, the
homicide rate for white males
in the United States in 1968, the
latest year for which official
figures are available, was about
three times higher than in
'Canada,' more than 10 times
ihat in the Scandinavian
countries and the Netherlands,
and more than six times as high
as in the central block of
Western Europe. The homicide

rate for nonwhite men in the
United States was about 10
times that of white men.
The 1968 homicide rate for
white women in the United
States was about 50 percent
higher than in Canada, about
four times more than the
Scandinavian countries and the
Netherlands, and more than
double that for women in Japan
and in the central block of
the
Europe,
Western
statisticians note.
An analysis of homicide rates
by age groups between 1956 and
1967 reveals several interesting
trends. For men aged 15-24
during this period, homicides,
climbed by 50 percent in the
United States and almost
doubled in the United Kingdom;
however, there was little
change in Canada and in the
Scandinavian countries and the
Netherlands as a group. In the
central block of Western
Europe, men of this age experienced declining rates, and
there was decrease of about 50
percent in Japan.
Among men in the 25-44 age
groups, the homicide rates for
the United States and Canada
increased even more sharply
during 1956-67. Rates delcined
in the countries of Western
Europe, but German men aged
25-44 suffered an increase in
death from homicide of about 50
percent. Homicide among men
from the Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands in the
25-44 age group also showed a
marked rise. As at the younger
ages, Japanese men in this age
group also recorded a delcine
in their homicide rates.
At ages 45-64, the homicide
rate among.men in the United
States again registered an increase during the period

SOFTBALL
JERSEYS
$4.75

0 New
•
0

rising in the United States and
Canada,to a much lesser extent
in Western Europe, and have
continued to decline in Japan.
The worsening problem of
murder in the United States
poses a number of questions as
to the reasons for this sboddng
rise in deaths from violence. .
The answers to these
questions are not hilly known;
in
decline
however, a
traditional values in many
segments of the population,
seems to have contributed
dramatically to the breaking
accepted
down of previously
inhibitions on violence.
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TORNADO CLEANUP—Residents and friends gather to help the Forest Mickey family whose home was destroyed in a tornado
that struck the west Texas city of Plainview.
1AP 1,% irephoto

Enjoy The Special Charm
Of This American Traditional
Bedroom
At Very Special Savings
eBig Triple Dresser
.Framed Plate Glass.Mirror
_
•Roomy 5 Drawer Chest on,hest
•Cannonbal I Spindle Bed wilagh Foot

2 Drawer Commode Night Stand

II
Book
Wallace's
•
Store
•
Across From MSU Library
•

Mwurnize
Workmen
Walk in wale,
Moriarnmecter
name
55 Symbol for
tantalum
57 Domestic
servant
61 Meadow
62 Competent
64 Exact
65 Hinctu cymbal
66 Beverage
67 Japanese
beverage
DOWN
1 Posed for
portra it

okue

559is

Waft

Irep

BLOND!!

pi 9l-04401E, I
WOULD 'VOL
STOP Kk.II
FOR A WI

April 16-1973
ADULTS 106
NURSERY 2
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Larry Edward Adams, Rt. 3,
Rusband Rd., Paducah, Harvey
Dale Puckett, Dexter, Mrs.
Martha Dale Sammons, 1103
Olive, Murray, Clifton Elbert
Todd, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Thelma Lee Simmons, 101
Lincoln, Royal Oaks, Michigan,
Mrs. Lula Mae Roberts, 306 S.
4th St., Murray.

SPECIAL TEAM PRICES
All-Purpose Athletic
SHOES
White
and
Red,
Blue
19.95

48
50
53
54

BET
NICKEL —WHAT
CAN 40U CO WI
A NICKEL
THESE DAYS?

Hospital Report

•
•
•
• Inquire About.
0

studied, while that of men at the
same ages in Western Europe
was lower. A decrease was also
reported for Japanese men
aged 45-64.
For women at ages 15-24, the
homicide rate rose by 50 percent in the United States, while
Canadian women experienced a
marked increase of 70 percent.
Women in the Scandinavian
countries and the Netherlands
were more fortunate, reporting
no change in their rate, while
women in the industrialized
countries of Western Europe
suffered a doubling of their
homicide rate. As in the case of
Japanese men, Japanese
women of this age group
reported a decline.
Women aged 25-44 also experienced increased homicide
rates in the United States, as did
women in Canada. There was
only a small use for women in
Western Europe, Scandinavia
and the Netherlands. Japanese
women again registered a
decrease.
American women aged 45-64
also suffered an increase in
homicide rates during 1956-67.
Canadian women were a little
more fortunate, experiencing
virtually no change, while rates
rose in the countries of Western
Europe. Japanese women in
this age group as with the other
Japanese people studied,
showed a significant decline in
homicide rates.
More recent figures show that
homicide rates for men in the
United States, have continued to
climb. Male homicides have
also increased moderately in
Canada, but they have declined
in the Scandinavian countries.
and the Netherlands as a group,'
and in the central block of industrialized countries of
Western Europe.
For
women, currently,
homicide rates have
been

ACROSS
I
5
g
12
13
14
15
17
18
19

SOMEONE
INVEkJT
T
NEEDL

RUBBER BOIJNCES
Worldwide natural rubbei
consumption will climb 3.9
per cent to a record 7.2 billion
pounds in 1973, according to
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Thank You for your Tremendous
Response to our Grand Opening!

THE PHA

cwoote

Denim

Men's First Quality

—TEARS—

DOUBLE-UR

Size 36 to 52
Men's First Quality
DOUBLE KNIT

Sportcoats
'30'

Men's
DOUBLE KNIT

(Slightly Irregular)
Sizes 29 & up

SLACKS
Thousands to Choose From!

— New Shipment
Ladies Famous Name Brand

SPORTSWEAR
Just Arrived!

50%0FF or More!!

This is the look-the style-the dream you've.always wanted,for your bedroom! Authentic detailing-rich
hand brushed finishes and heavy drawer pulls combined with selected hardwoods- carefree burn and stain

FIND THEM - AND 5TAY
ALIVE, sPIKE.

free formica tops.-now it citn be yours at special savings. You'll enjoy years of beautiful use from this
With high-foot. Bed will take regular
American Traditional bedroom. Suit includes massive cannoribatt-SM-

FOR I3E IEV1P46
HERE- -IT 1VM.
FIRST 'TIME I I
ADMIT THE TR

or modern queen size bedding. A roomy 5 drawer chest on chest of drawers plus an unbelievablely
beautiful 60" triple dresser with 8 drawers give loads of storage space. The mirror is quality plate glass
-„
framed in wood. Complete your room with one or two-two irawer commode night stands for lamps or
handy bedside phone.
The regular price on this suit is less than riled expeclIo pay -only $429.95. Buy it now during

LOW DOWN PAYMENTS — BANK FINANCING — FREE DELIVERY
215 POPLAR

217 So 6th ,Street

Spring

Sale days for only $369.88. Night stands-Reg. $69.95 each-are now only $59.88.

"Everything to furnish your home"
Paris, Tennessee

IOU MADE
ME FEEL - LIGHTER.

Phone (901)642-4724

BEATLE E

srroNG
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1
5
9
12
13
14
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19

Sow
Transfixes
True oriel
Toward shelter
Ox of Celebes
Crony (colloq.1
CiaM4 tIt

Sun god
Macaw
Genus of
maples
21 Evaluates
23 Fnghtens
auddenty
27 Pronoun
28 Convnonplace
29 Preposition
31 Ocean
34 Faroe Islands
whirhyrid
35 Music- as
within
37 Article of
turniture
39 Conjunction
40 Marry
42 Crafty
44 Scorches
48 Print.,,
measure
48 Minimize
50 vVorx rnen
63 Walk in water
54 Mohammedan
name
55 Symbol for
tantalum
57 Domestic
servant
61 Meadow
82 Competent
84 Exact
65 Hindu cymbals
66 Beverage
67 Japanese
beverage
DOWN
1 Posed for
portrait

rnado
ioto

2 Guido it high
note
3 Without and
(poet
4 Loaves
5 Jury list
8 Preposition
7 Conjunction
8 District in
Germany
9 Freshets
10 Rabbit
11 Word ol
sorrow
18 Group of eight
(p1)
20 Arbiter
(coiled I
22 Pan of to be
23 Pack away
24 Woody plant
25 Three-load
sloth
26 Cry
30 Dwell
I

2

3

4

12

GIORIG1(3 3001M1M
DeltierICI
Mem MIPICI3111DII
11101ri 3r11103 Mil
1311113230 Dtflfl
nirontr Town
POVI WWI
nomeri nenzowari
Jr Git11:111111
GIC10111151 ROrl
0E1 nomen mono
ORMSMQ MSOMMO
ODOMM IMMO
32 Nobleman
33 The caarna
36 Priest $
vestment
38 Payola
41 Negation
43 Everatien
shrub
45 Now
47 Doctor (abbe)
49 More crippled
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6
*
'oe:
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16

13
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50 Slop
51 Appellation of
Athena
52 Pierce
56 Man's
nickname
58 Mans name
59 Diving bad
00 Confederate
43 French
;
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r crlarticle
8
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RERUN, YOU
REALLY LET
ME DOWN!

I liA5 THE ONE WHO TALKED
CHARUE BRIM INTO LETTIN6
YOU FLAte:50 71.1EN ItOU 60
AND 6ET U5 INVOLVED IN
A 6ETTIN6 SCANDAL!

YOU'RE'THE F(125T PER5Ct1
Wt43 EVER HAD THE
COURA6EID BET Ct4
CHARLIE 8RO616
, TEAM

BLONDIE
THE CLJ CKING
OF THOSE NEEDLES
MAKES
NERVOUS
TONIGHT
_

SOMEONE SHOULD
INVENT SI LENT
KNI TI
'
NEEDLES

Pr
WHY DON'T I JUST
SEND THESE our TO BE
UPHOLSTERED"?

THE PHANTOM

ich

FIND THEM AND STAY
ALIVE, SPIKE

I stain
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FOR SATURDAY, APRIL
Look in the section in which don't make drastic changes in
your birthday comes and find projects now running smoothly.
what your outlook is, according VIRGO
to the stars.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 73)
ARIES
A fine outlook for thaw of you
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
who make the best use of your
There will be persons and talents and who are alert to
things which could cause opportunities-even small NNW
aggravation and seemingly
LIBRA
unwarranted delays. Curb your
(Sept. 24 to oct. 23) Aril
tendency to "'strike back" and
Mild planetary influences.
determine to be patient.
Day will be largely what you
Everything will work out.
make of it. Stress your sense ct
TAURUS
values and aim only for the
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tiecit, worthwhile.
Social activities
Stellar aspects indicate new
and travel especially favored.
projects, some reconstruction
In your life, but you could Wee SCORPIO
out on good opportunities if you (Oct 24 to Nov to nVelP
There may be some stress
are lethargic or indifferent-a
and strain early in the day, but
tendency now.
you can alleviate much of the
GEMINI
difficulty by using good
May 72 to June 21) n
Originate'and invent, as you judgment, common seiniw-and
usually do, but do not sum- your fine sense of humor.
marily reject the ideas of SAGITTARIUS
others. You may be able to work (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
with them in several productive
Your innate self-reliance and
ways.
ability to come back stronger
CANCER
after meeting and besting
(June 22 to July 23)
challenges will serve you well
You shouldn't face many now. Think and judge with
obstacles now, but be on guard tolerance.
errors, CAPRICORN
against
-little"
miscalculations.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
LEO
Consolidate gains made over
(July 24 to Aug. 2Iti 61241titk the past week. Implement good
Put aside all thought of ideas and embody them into
frivolity and concentrate on the next week's schedule.
business of the day. Don't AQUARIUS
overtax yourself, however, and (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)

80

va

By DARRYL ARMSTRONG
AURORA-One of the major
problems that has confronted
the Venetian Nights, Inc., the
promotion organization of the
Venetian Nights pageant, an
Italian water spectacle to be
held July 3 at Jonathan Creek,
has been acquiring an authentic
gondola.
If you don't think it's been a
problem ask Harvey Conaway,
treasurer of the organization
and one of its ten directors.
The gondola is a long narrow
Venetian
pleasure
boat
propelled by one oar and
acquiring them in the United
States is out of the question.
Only one is known to exist and'it
is in Chicago.
Several possibilities were
investigated. Rumors had one
in Indianapolis-but upon investigation there wasn't one.
The one in Chicago was a gift
from the Mayor of Venice when
the city began their Venetian
Nights program. It, quite
naturally, was not for loan.
Inquiries suggested that the
organization contact the Italian
Airlines and they might fly one
over for the pageant. A letter
has been sent to them to see
about that possibility.
But Conaway has apparently
found the best or at least the
most
tangible
solution.
Conaway spent several days
and several hundred dollars in
telephone calls tracking down a
rumor that 12 gondolas were at
the Montreal Expo in 1967.
Finally, a contact was made
and information was obtained
placing the molds for the
gondolas used at the Montreal
exhibit in Toronto, Canada. The
molds were exact replicas of the
Venetian pleasure crafts-32
feet long; 5 feet-9-inches wide
but made from fiberglass.
Conaway reported to the
organization that the molds
could be obtained for $1750-the
directors estimated shipping
and handling would eventually

set the price $2500.
But, the cost of the molds
alone were less expensive than
the one gondola used in the
little Italy Festival at Clinton,
Indiana, according to Conaway.
Conaway stated that in
contacts with the chairman of
the festival he had understood
the promoter had obtained an
original gondola from Italy at
the cost of $1400, plus import
and transportation costs of
$1300, not including the added
costs of the promoter in
maintaining the boat.
Thus,effort,were set forth by
the Venetian
Nights to investigate the possibility of a
local boat manufacturer handling the molding of the crafts.
Reports indicated at the
meeting Monday night that
material and labor for one
gondola would cost ap-

Good influences. A novel.,
twist, a new approach to a
stymied project could spark
iresh interest, relieve the
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FOR RENT
monotony of details. New gains
indicated.
NE OR two bedroom apart- NICE 3 bedroom brick home, 13Y OWNER; Three bedroom,
PISCES
ment.
Ideal for 2-3 girls or near downtown, hospital and brick house, air conditioned,
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
married
couple. Two blocks from High School. Large living room, carpeted, built-in - appliances,
Kinks in your plans and
university
at 104 Williams Ave. dining room, utility, garage ceramic bath utility room-.
tactics can be detected, ironed
attached, paved drive on shady carport and patio, 1610
Kirkwood
out. You should be able to in- Contact Bill Coker at 753A25C lot, possession with deed, priced Drive. By appointment only.
terpret and handle situations 0094.
to sell.
Phone 753-5782 after 5:00
well now. In aiming for goals,
however, don't exceed your MOBILE HOME,on Highway 94 Nice 2 bedroom home, large
family room, kitchen comEast of Murray. Phone 474limitations.
A21C bination, built-in BY OWNER; House, 1318 Poplar.
YOU BORN TODAY are a =36.
stove, fireplace, large utility three bedrooms, living room, din
highly imaginative and sensitive individual, intellectually NICE FURNISHED one bedroom screened in back porch, carport, trig room, kitchen, utility room
good well, on five acres about 4 fireplace,
inclined but, nevertheless, apartment, carpeted,
garage, nice lot, al!
air con- miles South.
endowed with a special sense of ditioned,
appliances, including dish
electric heat. Partial Nice 2 acre building
lot
on
Hwy.
humor: subtle yet brilliant in its
washer, refrigerator, stove,
utilities furnished. $85.00 per 94, near
lake for only $1,600.
Impact. You have perception
washer and dryer. Phone 753month. University
couple
Galloway Insurance & Realty, °871.
and intuition to a high degree;
A20C
make excellent surgeons, preferred. Inquire at 1414 Vine Murray, Ky. Phone 753-5842. A23C
Street.
A20C
scientists, nurses, educators,
IN GATESBOROUGH by owner,
artists and entertainers, and
brick home, carpted three large
GARAGE APARTMENT, furmay well have two occupations
TWO BEDROOM masonary bedrooms, living room, den,
nished,
conditioned,
air
wall
to
going at once. All forms of art
house, carpeted. On one acre of kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
enchant you and if you do not wall carpeting, electric dish- land. Located it block north of
two baths, double garage with
take up one of them as a career washer. Married couple only. No 121 bypass on North 16th Street.
storage
room, patio, central heat
children
or
Available
pets.
May
or avocation, may turn to inHouse completely furnished, and air, nice lot. Shown by
apA23C
tenor decoration, designing or 1. Phone 753-1300. $85.00.
everything in good condition. pointment only. Phone 753-8742
woodcarving as an outlet for
Good investment for the future. after 5:00 p.m.
A25(
your talents. You acquire
Phone 753-0060.
A26C
knowledge quickly, have a
UNDER $10,000. 3 Bedroom
retentive memory and can
Is Now
Frame, Large Kitchen, 1 Bath, 2
apply the ideas of others to suit
GOOD
INVESTMENT
home
as
your own needs in a most
Acres. Keith Hays, 489-2488, John
or rental property. Brick, three or
ingenious manner. Birthdate
Joretta Randolph 753fa May & June
bedrooms, bath, living room, all
of; Queen Elizabeth II, of
8382.
A20C
Available
carpeted.
will
be
Large
kitchien-dioing
2
England; H. A. Tame, French
area and utility with tiled floor.
bedroom apartments,
critic, historian.
Air conditioned. Near high school ONE ACRE lot at Harrisgrove.
furnished or
in Robertson School district. Five approximately 7 miles from
- unfurnished.
closets and extra dry under house Murray. Water, septic tank, pote.
storage. Near playground and Ready for mobile home. Phone
Phone 753-4331
A24P
park. Make an offer we can't 435-5715 or 753-7592.
proximately $1000. The original
refuse. Phone 753-8654.
A24C
program called for 12 gondolas.
TWO BEDROOM house on one
Hank Lindsey, secretary of the
organization, noted that in a WILL BUY or trade old guns, acre of land, four miles south of
conference with Tom Ewell, used guns, or new guns. Will buy New Concord. Phone 436A23P
director and producer of the laying hens. Phone 753-6940. Ma 2185.
17 ACRES
spectacle, that the gondolas 16C
TWO LARGE water front lots in *
could just be "frosting on the
Blood River Subdivision. $4500.00 * Located at Coldwater. *
WANT TO BUY 10' wide mobile for both. Phone 436-2427 or after
cake."
* Has good building lots,
Apparenty the gondola home. Must be in good condition. 600p.m.753-8997.
MayllP
t some wooded. Excellent*
Phone
Mrs.
Brandon Dill, 7,53problem was solved but at the
;
Venetian
A21C BY OWNER new trick three
for sub-dividing.
Night
meeting 1551.
Monday night no definite
bedroom house with living room,
committrnent was made.
WANT TO BUY 10 to 40 acres kitchen and utility room, built-in
So, the question foremost in within 3 miles of lake, with or stove, storm doors and windows
mind-will Venetian Nights without house. Prefer Blood Located 1612 Catalina Drive
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP 3
have gondolas to accent their River area. Phone 636-2280.
$17,500.00. To see this house
Bedrooms, 2 baths, central hest
water spectacle. July 3? The
phone 753-0675.
A24C
and air conditioning, shag carboats would hightight the
pets, large kitchen, bar and
evening preceded by a.baautsr
family room combination, dishcontest and folllowed by 'a $2500"
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted, washer, built-ins. Afternooh
display of fireworks, accented
air conditioned, color T.V:, water shaded lot on Camelot Drive.
by a gondola for a center-piece.
and gas furnished. Available John Radolph Realty & Auction
And as one director noted, only
April 23. Deposit required. Phone Co. 753-8382 or Keith Hays,
time will tell.
489753-7358.
A23C 2488.
A20C
THREE
APARTMENTS
downtown. One-3 rooms and bath, EYE CATCHING. 3 Bedrooms,
one-2 bedroom and bath, and one- (Master bedroom has two
2 bedroom and bath with air closets), 2 spacious baths, central
conditioning. All completely heat and air, shag carpet, kitchen
outstandint
furnished. Available May 1. features:
Phone 753-1257.
A25C decorating, built-ins, dishwashet,
garbage disposal, and Chins
FOUR ROOM unfurnished house cabinet. See to believe! Jolt
in New Concord. Stove and air Randolph Realty & Auction Ca.
conditioner furnished. Phone 436- 753-8382, Keith Hays,489A20C
5621.
A21C 2488.

Embassy Apts.
RENTING

FOR SALE

GONDOLA SEARCH-This is an authentic gondola, one of the proposed highlights of the Venetian
Nights,Pageant scheduled for July 3, at Jonathan Creek. Only one exists in the United States, ills in
Chicago, and was donated to the Venetian Nights festival there by the Mayor of Venice. Several
possibilities have been investigated but at least one seems tangible as the story on this page notes.
The pageant is under the direction of Tom Fuel!, well-known movie star and talent, who is presently
working with the Kentucky Department of Parks. Ewell is coordinating efforts with Venetian Nights,
Inc:,a ten director organization based in Aurora.
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- 071.0v•E- Ill,
•
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BEATLE BAILEY

LW ABNER
SO YOU OWN
THE FIRST COPY
OF'CORPORAL
CROCK"?
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NEATLY FURNISHED tine COUNTRY LOTS for sale. Call
bedroom apartment, carpeted Sam Harris 753-8061 or your
May 24C
and air conditioned. Married realtor.
couple or singles. May be seen at
Kelly's Pest Control, 100 South
13th Street. Available May
BY OWNER: Apt.
3.
A21C
house, 5 apts., completely furnished.
Permanent tenants.
TWO BEDROOM apartment
Very high income on
couples preferred. 915 North 16th
investments. Also four
Phone 753-7276.
A21P
bedroom brick house
with carport, wall to
ONE BEDROOM furnished
wall carpet and drapes.
apartment, partial utilities paid,
Phone 753-1257.
available May 5, air conditioned,
no pets, married couples only.
BY OWNER: three bedroom
Call 753-9741.
A23C
brick h9use at 1717 Keeneland
MOBILE HOME, two bedroom Drive with den-kitchen, comprefer couple Phone 753bination, with all built-ins, (in.143.
A21NC cluding refrigerator, dishwasher
and garbage disposal), central
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished heat and air and garage. Call 753apartment, wall to wall car- 5625.
A23C
peting, good location. No lease
required. $120.00 per month. CORNER LOT, extra large,
Phone 753-4331.
April 26C 215'x105', in Grove Heights, 5
miles East 94. City water.
$1975.00. Phone 474-2308.
A23P
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
and shower and bath. One or two
Sharpe Street, beside park,
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartnear schools, shopping center,
ments, South 16th Street, 753university. Phone 1606) 5496609.
May0C
2494.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE:

YOUR OWN Territory! Build on
your own 3102 acres and face
North or West, both on a blacktop
road. 6 miles northeast of
Murray. John Randolph Realty &
Auction Co. 753-8382, Keith Hays,
489-2488.
A20C
100 Acres. Northwest Calloway
County, $200 per Acre. John
Randolph Realty & Auction Co.
7534242,Keith Hays,4892488
A20C

IttAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Vacation-Retirement
$10,008
Large
living
room,
fireplace, one bedroom,
complete kitchen, full bath,
furniture, boat and motor,
lake access, lot 150' x 100'.
Call A. Simmen
Llle Real Estate
and Auction
Home 354-8353
Office 474-2717

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SA1

(•,=ulf.q

REDUCED!!THREE BEDROOM AND FAMILY room
home on large lot in Grove Heights. Has carpet, utility room
and on city water In excellent condition and priced to sell at
$20.250.00.
AT PANORAMA SHORES,extra nice 4 bedroom brick home
on large lot Year around home. Has 2 baths, carport and on
paved street Has fireplace, dishwasher and draperies. A lot
of house for the price. Call Us for more details.
KAY'S RESTAURANT, JUNCTION OF Hvrys. 68 and 80,
with 3 acres and all fixtures, alse,gottage with 4 units. A fine
piece of commercial property in a perfect location. Don't
pass this up. Inquire at office.
SUNSHINE NURSERY at 305 N. 7th St. Has aluminum
siding, large lot and 3 baths. Owner's apt. has 4 bedrooms,
Some carpets. All furniture and fixtures except in owners
apartment. Could accomodate 35 children. Shown by appointment only. Call for details.

FOUR MILES NORTH OF MURRAY we have the Herman
Lovins home and used car business for sale. House consists of
3 bedrooms, kitchen with all built-ins, large living room with
fireplace, beautiful family room, full basement, central heat
and air Has both garage and carport, all fenced with chain
link fence. Several out buildings, good pond. Clean up shop is
50'x46'. Lots of parking out front, office space. All this and 6
acres of land. Give us a call and look at this beautiful home
and business.
AT PANORAMA SHORES-TWO STORY Cottage on lake
-7- front lot with beautiful view of lake. Cottage has 2 bedrooms
upstairs, a large all purpose room downstairs, two baths,
-carpeting ire all rooms, large walk-in .clesets, baseboard- heating. Stone fireplace downstairs. Included are two air`
conditioners, draperies, metal tool house on concrete slab,
snack bar and outside shrubs. See to appreciate.
1605 LOCUST DRIVE. HOME WITH two apartments, 3/
1
2
baths, central heat and air. On 100'1E200' lot. A lovely home
with good income. Near schools and university. Call for
appointment to see.

MEADOW GREEN ACRES-BEAUTIFUL large three
bedroom brick veneer house on 3,4 acre lot. All built-ins, two
baths, central heat and air, full basement.

PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across
from Holiday Inn. 150' frontage and extra deep. Ideal for
most types of businesses. Call for details.

IN FAIRVIEW ACRES 4 MILES Southeast of-Miirray,on 121
real nice 3 bedroom brick veneer. Large living reom,kitchen
and dining -combinatidir Bulhaths, 34 acre lot. All this for,
only $19,500.00.
••
•

REDUCED!! 808 NORTH 18TH STREET-Attractive three
bedroom brick veneer house on large lot, 75; x 225'. Plenty of
shade abd &Need.Carport, utility and-large rooms. Price at
only $18,900.00.

LOOKING FOR A FINE BUSINESS near the University? If
so - we have the University Inn on North 16th Street for sale.
Business, good will and all equipment. Call Guy Spann for
details.

GROVE HEIGHTS-PERFECT' THREE bedroom brick
veneer house on large size lot-100'x215'-central electric
heat and air. One and half bath, plenty of built-ins, fully
carpeted,
Fireplace and waiting for someone. $28,500.00.

160 ACRES-70 ACRES TENDABLE new well, and rest is
beautiful woodland. Located near Pottertown. Unbelievable
price.

FIVE ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley
Lake Al? are wooded and with view of Highway 68 bridge. On
paved road and city water. This is a prime location and
priced right

PEGGY ANN DRIVE-READY TO MOVE IN-Brand new
three bedroom brick veneer house with two baths. Fully
carpeted. plenty of cabinets and dishwasher, carport, centra.
heat and air, and large patio. Cannot beat this price.
AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET, four bedroom brick veneer.
Large living room, family room, large kitchen and dining
area, 3 baths, central heat and air, garage with automatic
Zoor openery.paveddrive
and patio. ean nice corner lot
TWO WATERFRONT LOTS ON KENTUCKY LAKE near
Aurora. Each lot Vz acre and wooded. Gentle slope to water
and beautiful view of Hamra Ferry Bridge. We don't
know of any better lots left on the lake. Priced to sell.
704 FAIRLANE-PERFECT TlfREE BEDROOM BRICK
Veneer house. Recently built, plenty of built-ins, storm doors
and windows and priced right. This house is ideal for the
young or old at heart. $17,500.00.
A LARGE LIBRARY IN THIS LOVE
c;
e
lnYARICK home in
Bagwell Manor. Hai three bedroomn,
heat and air, 3
baths, built-ins, Drastically reduced.
EXCELLENT LOCATION AT 1614 KEENLAND. New 3
bedroom home with all built-ins, 2 baths,family room. Large
double garage has big storage room Also has covered patio
and central heat and air. A most desirable home. Call us to
see.

NEAR HARDIN-LARGE THREE bedroom brick veneer
house on 51
/
2 acres. One bathroom, good well, built-in oven
and range, and has good barn. Acreage is cleared and
fenced. Excellent pasture. Price can't be wrong.
BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Bagwell
Manor. Has all built-ins,central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet,
draperies, fireplace, double carport. Really nice. Call for
appointment to $ee
•
706 ELM STREET; A REAL FINE FOUR BEDROOM stone
and brick veneer house on 80'x160' size lot with l'2 stories,
basement. fireplace, central gas heat, two air conditioners,
and priced to sell $28,750.00.
H ARDW ARE STORE,IN HAZEL. All stock, building and lot.
Building is in good condition. Can be bought at a bargain..
ON DORAN ROAD, THREE BEDROOM brick. central air
and heat, two tile baths, formal dining room, foyer Huge
living room and family room. All built-ins, beautiful hardwood floors, carport.
NEW FOUR BEDROOM HOME in Gatesboro, near completion. Central heat and air. Large living room and extra
Large family room, two baths, built-ins, carpet: Ready soon,
so rall to see
P,IT,GET PRICE ON A COMFORTABLE and well located 2
bedroom home at 1105 Mulberry. Masonry Construction
with gas heat New carpet. Priced to sell at $10,500.0C
ON NORTH FORK CHURCH ROAD, mile north,
of 1 acan
Grove Road, a large three bedroom brick home, tw(,
baths,
large lot All paneled, carpets and built-in range Has
carport, electric heat and good well. Priced to sell
121,50000
REAL NICE BRICK HOME in Lynn Grove, Has 3
beoruorns,
Pa baths, built-ins. Family room with fireplace,(la
water
and on wooded lot 95'1490'and priced to sell.

Puy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St
Phone 753-7724
Our Sales Staff ...
Home Phones:

Guy Spann 753-2587
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 .
Louise Baker 753-2409
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Jack Persall 753-8961
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Tripp Williams 753-0310

irB .c1.(111).2 C1Z1

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE
ALMOST NEW zig zag sewing
machine, in perfect condition,
A20C
$35.00. Phone 489-2236.

Help Wanted
Waitresses
Caller

TRACTOR, 1949 Red Belly,
double scalloped disc, double 214
bottom plow and corn plow.
A2OP
Phone 75113290.

Loki

Not Many Left.
/
2 minutes from Murray
171
Phone 753-1833 after 5:1111 p.m.

.90 ACRES LAND on state road, No. 614 one mile North of
Highway 121.-835,000.00

811 NORTH 16TH STREET-Four bedroom masonry house
plus two complete apartments. Built on 100'z200' size lot,
central heat and air. Live and rent, or live and have separate
quarters for relatives. Zoned R-4,and Priced to move,

RISIERELESIMERVIENSIIMMIERE •-•;)

Another View

Right on The Water Boat Dock, Boat House,electric beat,
big fireplace, screened in front porch, patio overlooking
the lake. One of the most beautiful views you've ever seen.

9 MILES EAST ON HIGHWAY 94-Attractive two bedroom
brick veneer house, less than 2 years old, with central gas
heat and one air-conditioner, located on one and three tenths
acre. Plenty of carpet and one bath and good size single
carport. Priced right-$17,500.00.

WESTWOOD-HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL brick veneer
duplex. Two bedrooms on each side with stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, and central heat and air. Located on large lot
and priced to sell.

El

ON KENTUCKY LAKE

WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKF' LOTS, City and County
lots. Some small, some large. All different price ranges.
Check with us for residential or commercial lots.

PAGE '1111
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3 1916
75C

Year Around Cabin

For Buying and Selling Real:Estate Contact
Guy Spann Realty. We have a large staff
of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.

ON OLIVE STOREET, NEWLY PAINTED four bedroom
hotne with central gas heat, bath. on each floor, separate
garage in the back yard, also has fireplace The price is
816,900.00. Better hurry, it won't last long.

C.'

T ADS, wAy

TRAVEL TRAILER, 1970-14',
fully equipped, $1495.00. Phone
753-7400.
A24P

Mostly Night Shifts
Available

GUIDE
TO -THE

1-0

BATTLE1

SOUVENIRS

IN GATESBOROUGH,BEAUTIFUL HOME with ten rooms,
double car garage, fireplace, central gas heat, central air
conditioning, 3 baths, 4 bedrooms, carpeting throughout Try
and build this one for the asking price.

FRIDAY-APRIL M, 1973
-

COUCH AND chair,$10.00. Phone
7534786.
A20('

Apply In Person

\FIELD

ZisaXiAlitt
440tHAV WItt
14,73

Palace Cafe

1972 FISHERMAN'S Favorite
bass boat, 50 H.P.
Mercury,new tilt trailer. Will sell
16th & Chestnut
or trade with or without trolling
motor and depth finder. Will
trade for aluminum boat. Phone
WANT A second income? For 753-6809.
A21C
opportunity to work part time, set
own hours, have financial KIRBY VACUUMS
-The shag
T Reg U.
.
/
(m.
011.-^*,,i4,,,//
)•1971 Iaf oft.. Nieto. Spne.r.•••
security. Phone 753-1470. May 1IC rug specialist that adjusts to any
-4-20
665
carpet. New and used vacuums
WANTED SOMEONE to mow for sale. For
demonstration
our
FOR SALE OR TRADE
yard.
Phone
436-2462.
A21C phone Mike Hutchens, your local
AUTOS FOR SALE
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753COMET-1965, four door. Two
wimkueskiikmimww)0359.
May19C
new tires. Good condition. Will BUICK, 1962. Runs good, $125.00.
A21C
!trade for good pickup. Phone 436- Phone 753-5877,
PART lk FULL TIME
GEESE, DUCKS, Bantams,
2334.
A23C
DAY COUNTER HELP •
CAMARO, 1967-327 four speed.
Pigeons, Chickens, young and
NEEDED
Phone 753-2264 after 6:00 p.m.
old. Fancy and old favorites.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
AMC 0 Must be neat, clean and 0 Hubert Alexander, Sedalia, Ky.,
phone 328-8563.
AMP
LNDEPENDANT OIL Co. has ANTIQUE 1938 Chevrolet pickup, 0 dependable. Apply in
person from 2-5 p.m.
new service station for Lease in good condition. Phone 753Murray selling gasoline below 0374.
Contact Mr. Larry Bar- 2 VA LOANS,no down payment for
ADC
nes-Mgr. at Burger Chef, 5 qualified veterans. 12' years to
major prices. Located on busy
•
pay. Drive on out almost to
highway. Individual selected PLYMOUTH 1971 station wagon, 0 2304 West Mato.
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline
must be financially responsible 10 passenger. Power, air and top
and have some capital. Company rack. Excellent condition, AILWW411.4akM&MIMMS111.111 Bank financing an spot. Bill's
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
A21C
will assist to some extent. Call $1250.00. Phone 436-2427.
Beltllne Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
Collect 901415-0253 or write P.O.
AUCTION SALE
443-6150.
FORD GALAXIE, 1965. In gooc/
A21C
Box 476 Union City, Tenn.
A21C condition. One owner. $700.00.
ANTIQUE AUCTION, Saturday, RABBITS; 8 small, 2 adults.
Can be seen at 1500 Johnson
April21, at 10:00 am., rain or Phone 435-4640.
Blvd.
A2IC
•
shine Two miles west of Murray
MANAGEMENT &
CHEVROLET 1965, four door and State University, on Highway BOAT, MOTOR and trailer, 151
/
2'
• 1964 Chevrolet four door
hardtop. 121 adjoining the fairground at fiberglasss with 60 H.P. Johnson
MANAGEMENT
• Phone 753-7143.
A20C the collector's corner. Owners: motor. In excellent condition.
•
•
Mrs. Annette Hood and Mrs. Phone 753-3376.
TRAINEES
A23NC
• VOLKSWAGEN 1967, black. Irene Ray
• Good condition. Phone 753-7842 This is a complete close out
KNIT SPORT coat, size 16, $10.00.
openings
Immediate
after 5:00pm.
A20C sale, nothing withheld or rejected Pair of white pants with brown
available. Must be neat, •
regardless of price. Will sell oak knit shirt, $3.00. Phone 753clean, enthusiastic,
1970 TORINO GT, two door and walnut fuentiture, bedroom 3830.
A2IC
energetie and be capable to
hardtop, power steering,-power suite, wishbon mirror dresser,
assuming responsibilities. Li brakes,
vinyl roof. Good con- golden oat wig dresser, $ COMPARE and
save S.
Attractive salary ranging • dition.
Reduced. to $1150.00 refinished round dining table, Seamless aluminum gutters
from $110 to $150 per week
Phone 753-0310.
A24C walnut over 100 years old, large Atkins Gutter Installation
and other benefits offered.
oak bedstead, stage coach and "Financing available." Phone
Contact Mr. Dailey in •
CORTINA GT 1966, 4 cylinder. bamboo rockers, 3 washstands, 753-8401 or 753-8992.
May 234:'
person or send resume to
Good gas mileage, $400.00. Phone drawers and doors, a marble top
Burger Chef, 1304 West
753-6609.
A21P base, others with towel racks, KEEP carpet cleaning problems
Main.
oak dining table with designed small-use Blue Lustre wall to
legs, small Queen Anne table wall. Rent electric shampooer $1
•
1971 ROAD RUNNER
with drawer, picture frames, Kwik-Pik Market,Five Pointwalnut and tin portrait plaques, s.
Automatic, ralley wheels,
A21C
mirrors, and small pieces.
bucket seats
Approximately 250 pieces of EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT.
depression glass, all colors, cups, economical, Blue Lustre carpet
• 753-5260 or 753-3511
•
dishes, plates, large and small, cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
A career sales opportunity
cookie and candy jars, pitchers $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
TWO TRUCKS for sale. If in- also pressed
for ambitious person
and pattern glass, Center.
A21C
terested phone 474-2236.
currently in sales or
A21C berry bowls, covered and open
represent
management to
(grape and dogwood design),
GERRARD TURN table, A-70
one of the nation's largest
three bowls and pitchers (two
HELP WANTED
Late new. Three 735x14 used
companies. Management
unusually rare), cake stand
tires. Two 775:14 used tires and
the
opportunities
in
honey
and
salad
pieces,
vases,
MANAGER NEEDED now.
wheels for Ford. Phone 753Mayfield area. A comInsurance managers opening in salt and peppers, pick holders, 1497.
bination of salary and
A20('
table of everyday gifts, Tom and
travel,
area.
debit,
this
no
No
no
commissions for the first
Jerry
set,
cups,
mugs
and
hand
draw. Salary, overwrite, exTRUCK LOAD'sale Thomas A
three years of training.
receive made items, variety of china,
Agents
penses.
Unlimited earning
plain, enameled and designed, Edison air conditioners. 10,000
guaranteed
income,
commission
potential. Excellent emBTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00,
and vested renewals. Help in occupied Japanese pieces,
ployee benefits. Call
figurines, five star and other 20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
recruiting
training.
We
and
are
Forrest Glover, 247-8334
an old line company in the upper cruits, clocks, twisted handle $2135.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby
between 9:00 and 11:00 AM
5 per cent in size of all com- butter knives, Santa Fe.Tea Pot Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
at Mayfield, Kentucky.
May 2C
panies. We have the most up to other plated ware, granite, irons, Kentucky.
An Equal Opportunity
kettles, lamps, jars, jugs, churns
life,
consisting
of
portfolios,
date
Employer, M-F
hospitalization and income with lids, spring seat for wagon SEARS ROTOTILI.ER, 3 H.P.,
protection. For confidential in- and miscellaneous pieces are completely overhauled. In
terviews send resumes to Per- singles, pairs and sets, some perfect condition, $85.00. Phone
AUTOS FOR SALE
sonnel Director. P.O. Box 220, jewelry, Indian arrows,and some 753-1686.
A21C
Benton,111. 62812.
A26C beautiful old carnival ware, the •
excellent
large pieces windmill pattern, NEW 19" color Television,$299.95
MGB GT, 1967, in
condition. Phone 753-0960. ANC WANTED RECEPTIONIST for also cobault blue and other while they last. Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky. Ma)
office in Aurora. Must be neat colored ware.
We invite our friends to this 2C
CHEVROLET-1959, automatic, and pleasant. Some light typing
power and air. Great condition. required.
Phone
Harvey sale as it is one of the best sales,,
FENCE SALE-Chain link
Phone 767-4308 after 5:00.
Conaway,753-9007.
A26C items and quality wise. Instant
fencing
now on sale at Sears. Call
parking, eats and drinks, not
AM&
p.m.
'Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free
responsible
for
accidents.
WANTED: COMPETENT lady to
Douglas Shoemaker in charge estimate. Expert installation also
CHEVELLE SS, 1968. Extra care for two small children
in my
available.
753-1632
April 284:'
sharp. New tires. Phone
horne. Would like references. of sale. Associate of Shoemaker
Auction Si Livestock
before 1:00 p.m., or 753-2864 after phone 753.4165.
Co
A20C
A26C
For Information phone 753- LATE MODEL boat, beautiful
1:00p.m.
WANTED BACKHOE operator. 3375, Murray, Kentucky,
A20C condition. Complete for $1850.00.
SKYLARK BUICK-1971. Power Must be at least 25 years of age
Phone 753-6262. You must see.
steering, brakes, factory air, new Hex Camp Ditching, phone 753May 21C
FOR SALE
tires. Price $2500.00. Phone 489- 5933.
A23P
2522after 4:30P.m.
MOBILE HOME, 10'x56', 1964
A23C
THREE BEDROOM double- model, completely
furnished.
wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile Washer, carpet, air
CHEVELLE SS 1970, good BODY MECHANIC'S helper
conPhone
436Homes,
$2,000.00.
condition,
South Beltline Highway, ditioned, porch and steps. Phone
wanted. Apply at R & R Body
A23C Shop, behind
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443753-9941.
2385.
Trenholm's. A20C
A23C
6150.
A2IC
WIG: HUMAN hair, shoulder
RANCHERO GT-1972. Power IMMEDIATE OPENINGS in
and air. Loaded. Private owner.' electronics field. No training BOXER PUPPIES, five weeks length, brunette, with stand and
Perfect mechanical condition. necessary. Will train with old. Phone 436-2367.
A20C case. $20.00 or best offer. Phone
753-0930,
May be seen at 1704 Magnolia or benefits and good pay. Only those
1TNC
A23C willing to travel and having math COLOR T.V. console, 23". Exphone 753-6496.
background need apply. Age 18 to cellent condition. Turn table AM- AVON TO buy or sell. Call 753• DATSUN 510-1970, four door 31. For appointment call Monday FM stereo radio. Phone 753-8824 8706 or 443-3366. Write Glenda
automatic- transmission, radio, through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 after 6:00 p.m. Must sell im- Duke, P.O. Box, 247, Paducah,
good tires. Phone 753-0652. A26P p.m. 753-6439.
A23C Kentucky,42001.
April 26C
A2OP mediately.

fiberglass

a

•

NO
RELOCATION

VOLKSWAGEN, 1967. Can be WANTED COOK and
MOBILE HOME; 1967 model,
general MOBILE HOME, 1171-12'x60'.
10':52', Parkwood. MI electric
seen at 916 North 18th
clean up help. Apply in person to Phone 753-9929 after 3:30
central heat and air, all carpeted.
A23P 1113 Sycamore.
AMC
A21P
P.m.
_
bone 73-4923.
,..A23/s1C.

•
eaaes

o s 84 a

21" MO
engine, $4
Briggs 8c
reverse, $1
mower, 2
Stratton e

riding
Stratton e
riding mow
Stratton
$399.95. Ro
Benton, K
SEWING
duty, full
Sale $47.99.
regular
Deluxe zig
Sale $95.47.
Regular $
Roby ,Sales
Kentucky.
GUTTE
seamless
your spec
Lyles
at
estimate.
TOY
registered,
silver, $80.
Phone 489-2
14' CHERO
Johnson mo
767-4384 af
COUCH, I
Three f
each. Bed
bookshelves
Pair table
6555.
USED B
Used Bald
Baldwin
Piano
Post Office,
nessee.
RABBITS:
breeding
bitry. phone
BALDWIN
Rent to
Piano
Post Office,
ARMSTRO
nylon white
775 x 14 or
825 x 14 or
855 x 14 or
Armstr
Ply Poly
tires.
F78 x 14 or
6,78 x 14 or
1178 x 14
J78 x 14 or
A rmstron
polyester g
tires.
F78 x 14 or
Wr14 or
,1178 x 14 or
.178 x 14 or
L78 x 14 or
Armstron
polyester St
tires.
F78 x 14 or
G78 x 14 or
1178 x 14 or
Armstron
belted wide
white letter
G70 x 14 or
1170 x 14 or
Armstro
wide 60 seri
letters.
G60 x 14 or
1.60 x 14 or
,Arrnstron
tread truck
650 x 16
670 x 15 700 x 15 750 x 16 825 x 20 - 1
900 x 20 - 1
1000 x 20 1000 x 22Armstron
traction t
600 x 16 -.6
670 x 15 700 x 15 750 x 16 825 a 20- 1
900 x 20 - 1
1000 x 20-?
_-„.1090 22
- Roby Sa
penton,Ky.

I. Xi, 1173
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A21C
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e for $1850.00.
I must see.
May 21C

10'156', 1964
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NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

Pol. Ad pd.for by John Scott, box 390, Murray,Ky.

FOR SAI.E
1.00. Phone
A20C

\MICE

NOTICE

FOR SALE

21'' MOWER, Briggs & Stratton
engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller.
Briggs & Stratton engine, power
reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding
mower, 25" cut, Briggs &
Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P.
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
Stratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P.
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
Stratton engine, electric start,
$399.95. Roby Sales Highway 68,
Benton, Kentucky.
May2C

FOR SALE

r*************************451

LEGAL NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

See Us for That . . .

THE COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY CALLOWAY
Circuit Court WILLIAM EARL
CHARTRAND,ET AL Plaintiff,
BULLS or HEIFERS
VERSUS FRANK KEEHN, a
single person, Jim Keehn and
wife, MRS. JIM KEEHN
Defendant.
By virtue of a judgement and
order of sale of the Calloway
Circuit Court rendered at the
March 15th Term thereof 1973, in
the above cause, and by
SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy
agreement of the parties hereto
duty, full size. Regular $79.95.
and its cost therein I shall
Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig zig. 1960 MODEL 941 Ford tractor.
753 3251
proceed to offer for sale at the
regular $99.95. Sale $63.96. Good condition. Phone Howard
CARPORT SALE
Court House door in the City of
1)eluxe zig zig. Regular $139.95. Brandon, 753-4383 or nights, 753Saturday, April 21
Murray Kentucky, to the highest
'. = A23C
Sale $95.47. Super deluxe zig zig. 5960.
111:11 a.m.4:00 p.m.
bidder, at public auction on the
Regular $159.95. Sale $114.37.
Place: Baxter Bithrey's
RESOLUTION
'REE BOOT give away, every
23rd day of April 1973, at 1:00
Roby ,Sales, Highway 68, Benton, HIGH CHAIR, like new. Also
106 North 7th Street
In view of the seriousness of the
boy's
men's,
women's,
Friday
(
O'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon
Kentucky.
Quilts, bedspreads,
May2C channel 6 antenna and one old 8
or girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe problem of drug abuse in Mara credit of six months, the
day striking clock. Phone 753drapes, afghans, electric
Western Store and Shoe shall and Calloway Counties, and
&
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears 7209.
following
described
property
to1TC
percolators, grill, deep fat
ir. Corner of Sycamore & Recognizing difficulties involved
seamless gutters, installed per
wit:
fryer, large G.E. mixer,
A77NC In the enforcement of the laws
4th
your specifications. Call Larry VICTORIAN LOVE seat and two
Seventeen
1
17)
acres
more
or
portable
clubs,
golf
concerning drug aline, and
Lyles
at 753-2310 for free matching chairs. Also antique
less,
being
the
remainder
tract
typewriter and table, solid ,
Chit of concern lee-the many
estimate.
May l
hall tree and chest type' deep cherry telephone stand, conveyed to Gilbert Colson by
students in our schools and
Osie R. Parrish on 10 October,
freeze. Phone 753-7327.
A23P
cherry magazine rack, old
colleges,
TOY POODLES, two ARC'
1946, shown in Deed Book 83 page
pictures, wall plaques,
We, the members of the Misson
registered, One black and one ANTIQUE CLOCK-1879 Jerome
498 it being the north east half of
maple dinett-table and
Board
of the Blood River Baptist
silver, $60.00 each. 10 weeks old. & Co. wall clock, weight driven.
the northwest quarter of section
chairs, maple corner
Association, wish to go on record
Phone 489-2189.
A21C Excellent condition, $125.00 or
20
township
3
range
6
east,
cabinets, metal bunk beds,
commending the law encontaining 80 acres more or less.
best offer. Men's suede coat, size
maple drop leaf table and 6
forcement officers of our cities,
14' CHEROKEE boat, 28 H.P. 40, dry cleanable, $20.00. Phone
EXCEPT, the following tracts
chairs, maple corner
counties and state for their unJohnson motor and trailer. Phone evenings 753-6090.
A23P
cabinets, metal bunk beds, heretofore sold to Oliver Durrer
tiring efforts on behalf of our
7674384 after 6:00 p.m.
A25C
deeds to Jack Steppy, to Martin
maple drop leaf table and 6
people in the apprehension of
Pol. Ad., Paid for by Earl
chairs, large swivel chair, Exner, to Bud Geer, to Norma
Termites
abusers and pushers.
Spiders
Futrell, RR. 1, Murray,
COUCH, IN good condition. GOING OUT of business sale.
Jimmie
Swain,
Cross, to Henry
to
wash
marble
basin,
Ky.
Furthermore, we wish to pledge
Three formals, small sizes, $7.00 Cook's General Merchandise,
complete with fittings- Naskinhoff, to Chester Hinton, to
our support and encourage their
each. Bedstead and springs, Hazel, Kentucky. Closing out
Ken Puckett, to Ben Madrey, to
over 75 years old. One
continuing efforts in removing
bookshelves, and Spider bicycle. entire stock of dry goods, ready
Bill
Ed
Sawyer
&
Joe
Henry,
to
Winchester model 97 gun.
our midst this threat to our
from
Pair table lamps. Phone 753ANNUAL
to wear shoes, and notions. At big
One model 1886-caliber 40- Johnnie Greer, to Herb Barnett,
young people and society.
6555.
A20C discounts. Some discounts up to
06 rifle. Lots of old brick, to Joe & Jimmie Beckham, to
Richard E. Walker,
50 per cent.
David Madison, leaving a
A26C
chain link fence, garden
Simmons,
Charlie
USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos.
balance in this deed 17 acres
tools. Other small items
Eugene E. Meadows,
Used Baldwin organs. Used CURTIS MATHLS color T.V.
more or less.
and junk.
Thomas 0. Perkins,
Baldwin grand pianos. -Lonardo Good condition. Phone 436EXCEPTION FURTHER, that
(TI
Wendell W. Green.
Piano Company, across from 2334.
portion conveyed to Charlie King,
A23C
Post Office, Paris,Teel,
SONY HP-L19 compact stereo and that portion conveyed to Fay
nessee.
A20C RCA TELEVISION, black and system, under warranty. Ex- Browning
Catherine
and
white, 23" screen, console cellent condition. Sacrificing. Browning, his wife.
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a day the year
A21C For the purchase price, the
RABBITS:
round... Winter and Summer.
FRYERS
and cabinet. Very good condition. Phone 753-1322.
breeding stock. fteagan's Rab- Phone 753-2471.
purchaser must execute bond,
A23C
Only
16' ALUMINUM fishing boat, with approved securities, bearing
bitry. Phone 753-4011.
A20C
extra wide, contour seats, legal interest from the day of
BALDWIN PIANO:Ilia organs. VACUUM CLEANER, coffee trolling motor, battery, depth sale, until paid, and having the
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo table, metal book shelves. Good finder, 20 H.P. motor and trailer. force and effect of a judgment.
Piano Company, across from condition. Phone 753-6587. A23P A conlplete fishing rig for $750•00. Bidders will be prepared to
A21C comply promplty with these
Phone 753-0638.
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
A20C
(formerly Neal Starks
terms.
Shasta
STARCRAFT
CAMPERS.
Teenagers and Adults
ARMSTRONG'S best Line 014 pry
SIAMESE KITTENS, 8 weeks
& Sons)
travel
and
Falcon,
Golden
nylon whitewall tires.
old, two girls, one boy,' $10.00 Frank Ryan
1
1
00
trailers. Phone 753-6650.
A26P
$2.11
+
$16.60
15"
or
14
775 x
WO S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
each. 202 South 12th, after 5:00 Master
Commissioner
825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27 TWELVE REGISTERED Angus p.m.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nile
Call 753-2342
A21P CALLOWAY Circuit Court
855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43 heifers, weight
400 pounds.
1TC
Armstrong Custom supreme 4
Registered Angus bull, age 4 CHEVROLET IMPALA-1963, two
ply polyester 78 series whitewall years. Phone 436-5618.
Kentucky
A23C door. White with red interior,
INVITATION FOR BIDS
tires.
automatic transmission, motor in Notice is hereby given that the
Please Phone
F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40 + $2.42 CROUCH & Cariady Fruit Stand, good condition. 1971 Honda SL
Fiscal Court of Calloway County,
(..i78 x 14 or 15" - $18.27 + $2.60 Highway, 641 South, Hazel, 125, real good condition. Phone
Your
503 Poplar
Kentucky, and the City of
HOUSE PAINTING-exterior,
H78 x 14 or 15" $19.51 + $2.80 Tennessee. Fresh fruits, and 753-4571 after 6:00 p.m. or see at
SUMMER
HEAT
won't
stop-but
accept
Murray, Kentucky, will
J78 x 14 or 15" - $19.70 + $2.89 vegetables. Tomatoes, 25-cents 1610 Belmont Drive.
A21P bids on Ambulance Service for your air conditioner will, if not interior-city, or farm. Quality
work, reasonably priced. C at
Armstrong's best line of pound. Grapefruit, 10-cents each.
Murray and Calloway County, serviced properly. Call Morris
polyester glass belted whitewall Lettuce,
head. MOBILE HOME Excellent Kentucky, until 9:00 'a.m. on Refrigeration Sales 8,z Service, Painting Contractors. Phone 43725-cents
May'7NC
tires.
May2C 4712.
Cucumbers, 15-cents each. A23C condition. All electric. Fully Tuesday, May 1, 1973. All bids 753-7205.
There will be im all day
F78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 + $2.54
carpeted, except kitchen. 12'x50'. must be in writing and filed with
Phone
work day
aside. F
WILL
DO
window
washing.
G78 x 14 or 15" - S20.89 + $2•73 THREE PIECE nursery set; Phone 753-4555 after 5:00 pin. the Calloway County Court Clerk WILL DO trash and brush
SATURDAY.
-APRIL
fist
Phone
Joe
Allbritten
753-2242
A24P prior to the time and date stated. hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
,11711 it 14 or IS" - $21.98 + $2.96 baby bed with innerspring weekdays.
to clean ap the
after 6:30p.m.
A20C
•
mattress, big bathinette, and
TFC
Each bid must conform to the 753-6130.
NEW
J78 x 14 or 15" - $22.43 + $3.02 chifferobe. Phone 753-7930. A23C HOSPITAL BED, adjustable. specifications set forth or be their
WE MOW lawns or , will do
• PROVIDENCE
L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73 + $3.13
Phone 753-7658.
A2OP equivalent.
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest trimming.
Phone 437-42916. A24P
CEMETERY.
Armstrong's best line of COLLIE PUPPIES. Make good
AMBULANCE SERVICE MUST Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Help Is
polyester steel belted whitewall pets or stock dogs. Male, $15.00. MOBILE HOME, 1966-10'x50'. BE PROVIDED AS FOLLOWS: 13th Street, "Every day you
BRUSH, TRASH and garbage,
Female, 110.00. Mrs. John D. Storm windows, oil furnace, air
tires.
delay lets bugs have their
urgently
needed.
(anything
from residents) hauled 4_
A23C conditioned. Shady Oaks. Phone (a) 24 hours per day, 7 days per way."
F78 x 14 or 15" - $23.13 + $2.68 Calhoon,436-2368.
TFC at lowest prices. Phone
753-7450
753-6331 evenings.
A24P week
or 753-6689. 211 South 11th. A24C
.+Doocessess000pec000r-.06
G78 x 14 or 15" - $24.27 + $2.87
(b) 3 serviceable amublances
111.. Or OW maIs
20'
CARTER
Craft,
70
H.P.
DRESSER, ANTIQUE gold. meeting Federal and State law
H78 x 14 or 15" - $25.58 + $3.10
Pm* Outeaftra ••11. wpoles
FOR All your auto repair needs,
Armstrong Polyester glass Mercury, tandem trailer, sleeps Swivel leather chair, beige. Also must be provided
The Men's Store Outlet
belted wide 70 series with raised two.. Good condition. $950.00. green platform rocker. All in (c)2 persons shall be carried
free pick up and delivery.
901 Coldwater Road
Phone
753-9992.
1TC
good condition. Phone 753Tractor repair in the field.
white letters.
on each ambulance for each
2753.
A20C ambulance call
G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 +$2.86
Trained Subaru mechanic. Free
Pre-F.aster Sale
H70 x 14 or 15" - $23.81 + $3.09 CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25',
estimate. Phone 753-1223. A23C
d Service shall comply with
entire store.
over
Armstrong nylon glass belted and treated fence posts. Murray LUGGAGE TRAILER, one all State and Federal regulations
•
Lumber
Company,
104
Maple wheel. Also 71/2 H. P. boat motor. as they become applicable
wide 60 series with raised white
omp ete ome
FOR ALL your additionsStreet.
A21C Phone 492-8646 before 6:00
letters.
remodeling, residential or
(e) Service
charge
shall
NO SALE, Friday, April 27. Fish
Remodeling
Boy's Knit
G60 x 14 or 15" - $25.53 + $3.18
p.m.
A20C reasonable rates at a maximum
commercial. New or old. Free
Fry Day at the Paris Livestock
ARROWHEAD
CAMPER
Sales,
SPORT
COATS
L.60 x 14 or 15" - $28.44 + $3.66
estimates. Call 753-6123.
fixed by the city and county
TFC
Commission Company.
A26C
Sizes 4-20
Armstrong's best highway Mayfield, Kentucky on the AIR CONDITIONER, one year (f) Ambulance drivers and
OFF
Benton Highway. Travel trailers, old. 72,000 BTU. Perfect contread truck tire, tube type.
possess
attendants shall
the
visit
YOU
CAN
pickup camper, toppers. We also dition. Also refrigerator and
ROY's LOCKSMITH Service.
currently valid American Red
Mediterranean and Bible land
Men's
Knit
rent
campers by the week or range. Phone 753-9912.
650 x 16 -6 ply, $20.93 + $2.58
A2416 Cross standard certifications
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
too. 15 to 22 day tour planned for
PANTS
AIR ((iMPRESSORS
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40 weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489County and City reserve the right
August and will cost around
2303.
A21C
& ServiceFRIGIDAIRE to reject any or all bids.
USED
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $21.67 + $2.80
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
1TC
$700.00 to $950.00. For more inrefrigerator. In good condition
DIX'ELAND COMPRESSOR
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
Custom Built Furniture 6 miles
formation phone or write Dr. Alta
CO.
825 x 20- 10 ply, $54.16 + $6.14 KENTUCKY'S LARGEST and reasonable. Phone 753South of Murray on Hwy. 641
Presson, Route 6, Box 10,
753-31)1
Night
Day
or
while
now
Buy
pistols.
variety
of
900 x 20- 10 ply, $65.43 + $7.33
1611.
A20C
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492A21('
Murray, Ky
WANTED TO RENT
•
;oaranteed1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10 you can still get them at
8837.
TFC
MUSIC
&FOUND
1000 x n-- 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98 reasonable prices. Country Boy FAST RACKING mare, show
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Armstrong's best lug or Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles quality. English saddle, good
COUPLE WITH small child WILL DO painting, interior or Plumbing-electrical-roofing and FOUND: WATCH on court PIANO TUNING and Repair.
traction type truck tire. from Hopkirisville, Junction 117 condition. Also 8 month old Irish
wishes to rent two bedroom exterior. By the job or hour. Free carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or square. Owner may have by Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
Open
until
and
Sundays
4.00
164.
Setter
puppy.
Phone
Valerie
600 x 16 -6 ply, 121.83 + $2.56
house
with carpet, washer and estimates. Phone 437-4534 or 527- 753-7625 nights.
TFC identifying, and paying for ad. craftsman Piano Technician
p.m.
A21C
Spencer 753-3616.
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $22.09 + $2.89
A23C
TFC
April 24C
dryer hook up in city limits. 971.4.
Contact Mr. Workman at Settle
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $23.30 + $3.33
Phone 7534939.
BOULDOZER
WORk:
trucking,
A2OP
A21P
BumWorkman.
Thursday,
SALE,
GARAGE
TABLE,
34-x50",,
P(X)1,
750 x 16
8 ply, $30.18 + $4.12
TUNING-RepairPIANO
825 x 20- 10 ply, $63.89 + $7.25 Friday and Saturday, 19th & per. Like new, $70.00. Phone 753ARPET CLEANING - Profes- also bank gravel, fill dirt and
- (11N'IR
topsoil. Phone Hardin,'354-8138,
A2OP
A21C 6502.
rebtuldfag. Prompt expert ser900 x 20 - 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51 College Farm Road.
sional. Commercial or residential
WANT TO RENT two bedroom
or 354-8161. after 5:00p.m. TFC FOR THE best in pest control vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
1000 x 20 -12 ply, $113.21 4- $10.52
at reasonable prices Free
Dyer,
THREE YEAR old boy mare and house with reasonable rent. stimak. Will forrush references.
-,1000 22,- 12ply, $87.111 + $1L50 TWO
ESTIMATE on spc
ecti iservice and termite control call_ pianos. for sale. Ben W.
.
ccesiorIes included phone Phone 753:5050after 5'100
guperior Exterrninating Corn- Moray, Kentucky Phone 753r all. aTra
- Roby Sales, Highway 68, and two
Phone Handyman,753-5827 Ma- tank installation. Phone 753A23C XC •
TFC
TFc pony, 753-7266
A20C
May 3( 8911.
A23C 753-6455
May 9C Phone 753yenton, Ky.
7850.

*

HOLSTEIN CALVES

*-

I
1

From 1 Week to Weaning Age
* For Further Information
•
• Phone 489-2161 After 5:00 p.m.

SPECIAL
EASTER
FLOWER

Service Offered

Will Do Trash
&
Brush Hauling

A Large Selection

502 N. 4th

Shirley Florist

Reasonable Rates

WANTED"

753-6130

Your Vote for My Dad

Earl Futrell
for Sheriff •
-Teddy Futrell

,2

Eat Your Home

Carry Germs

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL

Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
r Licensed by State of
r Member Chamber of Commerce

EASTER
SPECIAL

1 - 8x10 and
12 Billfold
PHOTOGRAPHS
$595
Choice of Proofs
Babies & Children
to Age 12
Extra

For Appointment

JOE MORRIS
& SONS
Mobile Home
Sales, Inc.
/
1
2 Mi. North of Murray0

753-9636,j;
If You
Miss Your Paper

Love's Studio

Paper Carrier
First
a
• NOTICE • 0
If No Results:
2
Id'
753.91
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
•
Until 6:30 p.m.
753-7278

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceilin Tile

' REE E TI
oug on
753-0961

Pre-Easter Sale
20%

20% OFF

Fashion Mart
808 Chestnut Street
1sT

.0

-41.1111111
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Mitchell Reportedly Accusing
Other Nixon Officials Today

Food Prices Propel Anonymous Letter Alleges Much
Cost Of Living To
Inefficiency At New Facility
Highest In 22 Years

gossip and slander
House counsel John W. Dean others "above and below" him
SOMERSET, Ky.(AP) — An theories on who might have malicious
the anonymous letpermeating
III. Liddy was a lawyer for the were involved in the bugging.
which
pages
three
the
typed
widealleging
anonymous letter
ter.
campaign and is serving a jail The Post quoted a Dean associwas
she
or
he
indications
gave
spread inefficiency and misterm after being convicted in ate as saying Dean himself
One major allegation by the
during the first quarter the behavior at the state's new fa- an insider in Oakwood operFood
WASHINGTON
-(AP)
whatin
orders
followed
only
the bugging conspiracy.
unsigned writer was that the
largest jump since early 1965.
cility for the mentally retarded ations.
to
climbed
levels
record
prices
will
Dean
Mitchell's statement today ever role he played.
"Whoever you are, I think $13.5 million facility was housBoth reports reflected an has stirred wrath and uneasifor the third straight month in
seemed to conflict with a sworn allege in testimony that White
inwith
economy
you
have done a great serv- ing old people and low-level reoverheating
state
and
staff
the
among
ness
of
cost
the
propelling
statement he made in a civil House officials, including chief March.
ice," Farabee told one assem- tardates instead of the higherflation running far above the mental health officials.
highest
its
inof
rate
to
living
sought
Haldeman,
case last Sept. 1, when he said of staff H. R.
The letter, sent to various of- bly jn the Oakwood gymna- functioning children and young
crease in 72 years, the govern- Nixon administration's goals.
he knew of no one higher than to cover up the facts behind the
Administration officials have ficials have, to the governor, sium. "You have brought to our adults it was designed to train.
today.
said
ment
Liddy who was involved in the case, the Post quoted Dean asFarabee said This is "pure
The labor Department's Bu- said they expect food prices to and several newsmen, brought attention how serious it can be
burglary, wiretapping and bug- sociates as saying.
of Labor Statistics said begin tapering off later this a denunciation from mental to not know what you're talking misinformation" and that Oakreau
ging incident.
further health Commissioner Dale Fa- about."
wood would defeat the purpose
Thursday saw these othei the cost of living jumped nine- year and are resisting
But Mitchell said all his prein rabee.
'letup
no
with
But
controls.
Farabee did not limit his re- of a mental retardation prolast
cent
per
one
developments:
of
tenths
fast-paced
"opremained
statements
vious
the White
Farabee felt compelled to marks to an almost point-by- gram if it restricted its custody
—Atty. -Gen. Richard G. month, the sharpest increase spiralling food costs,
erative," particularly his insistHouse may be forced to act be- travel from Frankfort to Some- point rebuttal, but even alluded and treatment to those easiest
disthe
at
1951
he
February
announced
since
Kleindienst
ence that he didn't know about
price ceiling im- rset Thursday to address all to reports that some form of to cope with.
qualified himself last Sunday height of the Korean War in- yond the meat
raid plans in advance.
26.
March
posed
period.
He called "pure balogna"
adminis- flationary'
three shifts of some 550 staff witchcraft is practiced in the
Mitchell. Magruder and Dean from running the
The March figures, however, members at Oakwood, as the institution which now houses contention that hyperactil'
normal
account
into
Taking
investiga-Watergate
tration's
are now engaged in a three-corinfor- seasonal fluctuations, the were gathered before the ad- facility is named, to denounce more than 300 residents in a residents have wrecked thounered argument, carried out tion because it turned up
March increase was eight- ministration's meat ceiling was the anonymous writer as a liar, semi-rural setting.
sands of dollars of furniture.
through public statements and mation about "persons with
put into effect. Also, there was ignoramus and troublemaker.
match"I'm
per
one
great
a
he
cent,
exorcist,"
of
tenths
He said the anonymous comand
personal
had
have
I
whom
news leaks, over which of them
last February's jump which no indication of the effect of the
But officials had numerous said at the conclusion of one 45- plainant has offered no conshould bear blame for planning professional relationships." He ing
consumer
week-long national
minute talk. "I will prosecute, crete evidence on an allegation
didn't elaborate or name those was the biggest increase in 22
the Watergate operation.
boycott of meat.
years.
dismiss, do anything I can to of widespread use of drugs.
involved.
Senate
Sources close to the
The report said the price of
Prices soared for meats and
get after anyone who hurts a
Only once was there wide—Court papers were filed poultry, and supermarket meat bought in grocery stores
Watergate investigation have
patient."
spread laughter — when Fathat
unidentified
Press
an
that
Associated
claiming
told The
prices jumped 3.2 per cent in rose 5.4 per cent unadjusted
The commissioner did not rabee read from the letter.
the Justice Department expects employe of the Nixon campaign March. This is a rate unequal- and 4.8 per cent seasonally adelaborate, but acting director "The night shift allegedly
to see all three of them in- picked up eight cartons of docu- ed since the bureau began com- justed.
Art Trunkfield said six resi- spends their time playing cards
ments, including plans to bug puting grocery prices in 1952.
dicted, along with others.
Although the big increase in
in one cottage had been or engaging in personal sexual
dents
Mitwas
White
Magruder, who
the Watergate, at the
Seasonally adjusted, grocery food prices accounted for about
burned
in the back of their activity with the residents or
chell's second-in-command at House complex before FBI prices were, up 3.1 per cent, two-thirds of the jump in the
necks about theee weeks ago.
other staff members."
after
day
the
on
reportedly
arrived
agents
campaign,
increases
the Nixon
cost of living index,
also an all-time high.
He
the
susaid
were
comburns
commissioner
The
has told federal prosecutors the Watergate burglary.
March prices for meats, for clothing, used cars and rent
perficial and the parties re- mented that "this is a vote of
suddenly
died
Norman
Artell
services
household
that Mitchell and Dean helped
other
and
Lawyer Peter H. Wolf filed poultry and fish were up 6.9 per
sponsible are not known.
mistrust of you as young
plan the Watergate bugging the papers in an attempt to cent unadjusted and 6 per cent also contributed significantly to Thursday about seven p.m. He
there
Trunkfield
confirmed
people."
to
was stricken ill at his home on
and later arranged payoffs
keep his client's identity secret seasonally adjusted. Both were the rise, the government said.
had been speculation about
As for another allegation that
buy silence froin men convicted from the grand jury. Wolf said recerd figures.
The index for non-food com- Hazel Route Two and taken to
withcraft in connection with the residents have been seen outCounty
seasonMurray-Calloway
the
a
at
increased
modities
of the crime. Magruder has his client turned the records
The surge in consumer prices
incident, but that he did not be- side their cottages in the nude,
been unavailable to newsmen, back to the Nixon campaign pushed the government's retail ally adjusted rate of three- Hospital where he expired. His
lieve there was any link.
Farabee reminded his audience
but his lawyer says he intends shortly before the election, and price index up at a seasonally tenths of one per cent in March death was due to a heart attack.
There have been reports that of what he called the dark days
when
voluntarily
..cent
sine
of
testify
The
,
_fix&tentbs
per
and
deceased
.to
was 54 Yuan of
that he believes most of them adjusted-annual rate of SA perwitchcraft followers have at Frankfort State Hospital and
called before the grand jury.
cent for the first quarter of the unadjusted. For the quarter the age and was an employee of the threatened inury or death to
have been destroyed.
School — housed in ancient
For his part, Mitchell told
year, compared to an advance rate was 3.4 per cent, com- Kentucky Highway Depart- staffers as well as residents.
buildings — when as many- as
the
in
cent
per
one
witk
in
1919,
2,
March
pared
Born
njent.
newsmen Thursday that the
of only 3.2 per cent for the final.
to
Farabee
himself
addressed
naked residents in one di200
"nonsense.''
1972.'
of
quarter
is
final
Calloway County he was the son
Magruder report
three months of 1972.
The government said this re- of the late William Albert what he called the viciousness, lapidated room had to be bathToday the New York Times
ed with a ficehose.
The report followed Thurs- Elected the action of the Price Norman and Bertha Jackson
said Mitchell had told friends
(Coolloned from Page I)
Comthe
from
figures
day's
"We have moved so far from
postponed
meetwhich
three
Commission
at
he was present
Norman,
those days at Frankfort that
merce Department on the gross price increases for new cars
Mr. Norman was married to
CHICAGO(AP) — Former Il- ings last year when Magruder Clayton of Murray. They have
(Cootinued from Page 1)
national product. They showed from the fourth quarter of 1972 the former Ernestine Phillips,
Mr. or Mrs. Anonymous has no
linois Gov. Otto Kerner re- and G. Gordon Liddy, later con- performed at various places
goods
all
of
value
market
the
of reference for comframe
occasion.
spring
this
the
later
appear
increases
for
will
on
also
and
present
and
pro1973
conspiracy,
into
were
the
in
who survives, on October 12,
mained free and still drawing victed
and services increased at an for fuel oil and gasoline in the
Sparks has been parison," the commissioner
Dr.
1940.
the salary of a federal judge to- posed plans to bug the opposi- in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
The Toastmistress for the annual rate of 14.3 per cent first quarter.
Other survivors are two associated with Murray State said.
day following his sentencing to tion part, headquarters. But
Authorities indicated they
Ed
Mrs.
be
as
will
sources
evening
quoted
Times
the
daughters, Mrs. Joe I Patricia) since 1948 when he joined the
three years in prison for acto investigate who
Sons, 500 South 7th Street, faculty as an associate will continue
cepting payoffs from horse rac- saying Mitchell insisted he re- Thomas, president of the
sent the letjected the plans at all three Gamma Gamma Chapter.
Murray, and Mrs. Steve professor of education. In 1952 to determine who
ing interests.
mailed in
apparently
ters,
have
will
who
of
members
Chairman
at
present
appointed
was
was
he
Other
Dean
meetings.
Murray
of
Barrow
(Brenda)
Kerner, the first federal apweekend.
last
Somerset
Mrs.
are:
program
Education
meetings,
the
of
a part in
Route Four; two sisters, Mrs. the Department
pellate judge ever convicted of one or more of the
Coincidentally, a television
Willard Ails, Mrs. Jerry Bolls,
a felony, received the sentence Mitchell reportedly said.
Wilma Heath of Lone Oak and and in 1963 he was elected as
news and camera
network
Mrs.
Burton,
Public
toof
AP
Superintendent
Dudley
the
told
Mrs.
State
associate
An
District
U.S.
Murray;
in
of
Mrs. Nellie Carroll
Thursday
just left Oakwood
had
team
Conley,
Jerry
fifth
becarnesthe
Mrs.
priHe
said
Cain,
has
Instruction
Larry
Mitchell
Court. Judge Robert L. Taylor day that
two brothers, Boyce Norman of
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — to make it more convenient for
Murray State on after spending five days there.
of
president
Buster
and
Two
route
Murray
imposed an identical penalty on vately if he had known of the Mrs. Jack Rose and Mrs.
Because of the end of the mili- young men to register for the
The production will be shown
Paris,. Tenn.; one January .0, 1968.
Theodore J. Isaacs, a longtime Watergate plans "he would Kenny Thomas of Murray;
tary draft, 100 county draft draft when they turn 18, which
on NBC's First Tuesday proA.B.
his
Mrs.
earned
Williams,
Sparks
Dr.
it."
Martha
stop
Miss
to
tried
have
Kerner political associate.
Davidson stressed they still grandson, Randy Sons, Murray.
offices
closed
board
being
are
gam in May or June.
Tranat
Chuck
honors
Mrs.
At the White House Thurs- Dennis Stricklin,
Funeral arrangements are degree with
Kerner, 64, and Isaacs, 62,
in Kentucky and their records must do. Those registrars are
sylvania College in Lexington,
call
may
friends
but
incomplete
were convicted by a jury Feb. day, Dean declared that he Coleman, and Mrs. Voris Buck
transferred to 20 new regional being located in high schools,
Churchill Funeral and received his M.A. and Ed.
19 of conspiracy, bribery, mail won't be made a "scapegoat" of Mayfield.
Job Corps centers, certain col- at the Max
offices.
event
the
for
D. degrees from the University
judging
guest
Special
fraud and income tax evasion and warned against
Home.
State Selective Service Direc- leges and Agricultural Stabiliof Kentucky.
involving the transfer of race who is guilty and who isn't un- will be husbands of the sorority
tor Taylor Davidson announced zation and Conservation Service
Dr. Sparks is well known
track stock while Kerner was til all testimony has been members.
the new regional offices Thurs- offices, he said.
first
the
throughout Kentucky for his
ago,
Ronald
years'
Forty-two
Secretary
Press
heard.
governor from 1960 to 1968.
Final rites for Rayburn G.
In addition, he continued, a
day, as just approved by Washactivities in professional
Kerner, who resigned near L. Ziegler expressed surprise chapter of the sorority was
iContinued from Page Ii
(Bill) Adams were held this
the
for
register
can
man
young
ington.
education associations. In 1954
the end of his second term as that Dean had bypassed his of- formed in Abliene, Kansas.
morning at eleven o'clock at the
Those offices will be in Padu- draft at any Selective Service
Two months later the big he was President of the Ken- Ifiliapel of the Blalock-Coleman
governor to accept a seat on fice by issuing the statement There are now approximately
country.
the
in
office
cah,
Hopkinsville,
Madisonville,
guess
Colleges
of
"I
tucky Association
the 7th U.S. Circuit Court of directly to newsmen. Ziegler 10,500 chapters and 250,000
said to himself,
Funeral Home with Elder Tani
Davidson said the major con- turtle
Appeals, also was convicted of testily insisted that the Presi- members of Beta Sigma Phi in Owensboro, Bowling Green,
he's never coming back. I may and Schools. In 1960 he was Porter officiating.
to
where
deciding
in
siderations
Elizabethtown,
Louisville,
Canada,
States,
Kentucky
the
the
of
beer.
President
United
his
scapegoats.
no
seeks
dent
drink
federal
the
before
perjury
well
Serving as pallbearers were
regional offices were ac- as
Today the Washington Post twenty-three countries and Frankfort, Danville, Columbia locate
A voice called from outside Education Association. He is a nephews,
grand jury which indicted him
Merritt Lawson,
where they
and
cessibility
Somerset,
Covington
Lexington,
quoted an associate of Dean as territories.
in December 1971,
the door. "If you touch that beer life member of the Kentucky Johnny Adams, James Adams,
to
expensive
least
the
be
would
London
Morehead, Jackson,
In addition to the banquet,
Despite the conviction and saying that the White House
I won't go home and get the Education Association and Pat Adams, Charles Hoke, and
maintain. One aspect of that,
National Education Association
umbrella.
sentence, Kerner continues to counsel has passed word he is traditional ceremonies will be Hazard, Harlan, Ashland and
Jackie Hoke. Interment was the
he said, was that a secretary
and is a member of the
draw his $42,500 annual salary ready to testify under oath that observed and the highlights of Prestonsburg.
Cemetery with the
Bazzell
the
from
travel
to
have
would
Each
of
Kentucky's 120 couneach chapter will be reviewed.
Fellow ways he owes the American Association of School
while on leave from the bench.
regional office to attend each government so much money the Administrators, Kappa Alpha, arrangements by the Blalockties
still
have
will
its
own
draft
been
has
Parkin
Wally
Mrs.
He may only be removed from
Coleman Funeral Home.
board meeting and
selected to present a special board, Davidson said, but their local county
authorities don't knoie whether Phi Delta Kappa, and Kappa
the office by impeachment or
Adams, age 52, died Wedthe
in
saved
be
would
money
so
records
will
be
kept
on a remessage from the sorority's
to throw him in jail or recognize Lambda Pi.
resignation.
nesday at the Murray-Calloway
office were centrally located.
achis
to
addition
power.
In
foreign
International president, Mrs. gional level.
a
as
him
Along that line, he said,
Because of the reduction in
his County Hospital.
in
complishments
Jack ROSS of Kansas City,
an
serve
to
is
Green
Bowling
he
offices,
said,
the
total numMissouri.
Middle age: When your profession, Dr. Sparks is an
while Harlan
The climax of the evening's ber of employes in the state- eight-county Area
tripping becomes less light and active supporter of community
Bell
Miss Linda Farley, Secretary
and
Harlan
projects. He is a member of
program will be the presen- wide system will drop from 131 will serve just
more fantastic.
in the Foundation Department,
is because the
Rotary and a Director of the
tation of awards to women who as of last March to 110 by June counties. That
"Easter Evangelism" will be Murray State ihOsersity, will have performed special or 30, 91 by Sept. 1 and 70 by Dec. mountains and highway arof Chamber of Cornrnerce. In 1969
U.S. _ Bootee
The
rangement make it difficult to Representatives today is made he was selected as "Man of the
the subject of the sermon by serve as Chairman of the 1973 outstanding duties or services 15.
Rev. W. Edd Glover at the Secretaries Week for the for their chapter during the
Unpaid registrars also are get to Bell and Harlan counties, up of 192 Republicans, 242 Year" by the Murray Chamber
eleven a.m. services on Sunday, Murray Chapter of the National year.
being appointed in each county he explained.
Democrats and one vacany in of Commerce. He served as
April 22, at the North Pleasant Secretaries Association iInt.) it
Illinois which will be filled in a State Chairman of the Easter
Patsy
was
Mrs.
by
announced
Grove
Cumberland
Seal Society in 1970 and 1971.
special election on June 5.
Dyer, Chapter President.
Presbyterian Church.
"The Tony Fontane Story"
Dr. Sparks is married to the
His scripture will be from
Secretaries Week will be
Larrle Clark comes by to say former Lois Odgen Stiles of will be shown at the Memorial
Matthew 28:18-20. Sunday observed April 23 through April
that another flock of Cedar Irvington, Kentucky. They have Baptist Church on Saturday,
School will be held at ten a.m. 28 this year .and Wednesday,
Waxwings decended on the three children,saHarry Jr., April 21, at seven p.m., acand evening worship at 6:30 April 25, has been set aside as
Phillip, and Susan and four cording to C. Alan McCutchen,
bushes in his area.
p.m.
minister of youth of the church.
grandchildren.
Day.
Secretaries
Rev. Glover will conduct
No admission charge will be
The selection of the 1973
Evening Grosbeaks still
sunrise services at six a.m.
made and the public is invited to
The week's activities will
is
it
"Boss
Year"
here
the
of
niade
was
and
around
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a tensified, its bombing in
hanging
Cam- -continued cease-fire violations
Sunday, April 22, at the Liberty begin with a luncheon meeting series of tactical moves, the
on a competitive basis by a attend, the church minister
bodia, as well as carrying out a by the other side in South Viet- late April.
Cumberland
Presbyterian for election of 1973-74 officers at United States has served notice
panel of judges from the said.
two-day raid in Laos, and he nam and Laos."
Church.
The film is the true story of
12:00 noon on Monday, April 23, on Hanoi that the Vietnarr recalled the
Mayfield Chapter of N.S.A. In
threat of "approAs people grow older they
one of the world's greatest
But the foreign ministry in
at the
Triangle Inn. The peace agreement may be in priately
making
the
selection
the
of
vigorous reactions" ho
said the suspension was usually mature both physically "Boss of the Year" the judges singers and it dramatically
Murray Branch, Hopkinsville danger of flying apart.
sued jointly by President Nixon Hanoi
One local
of a premeditated and mentally
evidence
presents Fontane's personal
Federal Savings & Loan
First the Navy suspended and South Vietnam
this considered, in addition to his
calls
businessman
President
blocksea
the
prolong
testimony showing to teenagers
plan to
Association will host a coffee on minesweeping operations in Nguyen Van
acthe
attributes
boss,
a
as
Thieo on April 3.
Besides, only three mines "ripening "
Wednesday, April 25, at 10:00 North Vietnamese waters.
complishments and general and adults alike that the answer
Although these actions were ade.
a.m, to honor the secretaries.
of the tens of thousands in the
Then the chief U.S. delegate intended to be
standing
of the boss in his to life and the hereafter is found
taken seriously. waters had been deactivated by
A lady we have always held a
The Kick Off Coffee for lady There will be a luncheon and to Paris talks on reconstruction U.S. officials
profession
and the community, only in the person of Jesus
for. Mrs. 0.B.
noted privately
the U.S. Navy, the ministry deep respect
golfers of the Murray Country Style Show on Friday, April 27, of. the war-torn country was that there
his support of N.S.A., and his Christ, McCutchen said.
still wao considerSr
Boone,
said.
'Club will be held Wednesday, at 12:00 noon at the Holiday Inn called
Fontane acquired nation-wide
home for
"con- able room for
secretary's support of N.S.A.
diplomacy. At
The Jan. 27 cease-fire agreeApril 25, at nine a.m. at the also in their honor.
success when his hit record,
sultations."
and
her
dedication
to
the
least two trump cards that
A top basketball coach, Kayo
ment calls for removal of the
club.
And finally, Secretary of could be played
"Cold Cold Heart," sold more
elevation of her profession.
"The..SeCretaries Week is a
would be send- mines
Willis.
Hostesses for the -coffee will time
State
William
P
Rogers
told
Serving as judges from the than a million copies. He has
for
ing Henry Kissinger to
professional
•
Hanoi
Recall of Maurice Williams,
"Be Chl officers who are Mrs. secreatries to renew their Hanoi Thursday that the ad- or to Paris for
recorded many outstanding
another round gif
We have Iris in bloom. If this Mayfield Chapter for the
Deputy director of the Agency
Venela Sexton, chairman, Mrs. dedication to the inherent ministration would drop its as- negotiations or
selection of the 1973 "Boss of the albums.
we'll
awhile,
reconvening
lasts
today
the
sun
International Development,
Evelyn Jones, co-chairman, qualities that executivies rate sistance plan unless North Viet- original 12
As guest soloist, Fontane has
-nation Paris peace for
have some Azaleas in bloom Year" were Mrs. Jane Glisson,
Haverstock, highest suggest a spokesman nam lives up the pact signed in conference.
Mrs. Nancy
from the Paris reconstruction
appeared on many national TV
Hubbard,
&
Weisenberger
Null;
yet The two big purples are
by
secretary 4 Mrs. 'Cathryn for the secretaries profession," Paris Jan. 27
talks was annottosd
Mrs. Vickie Price, Hubbard, shows and had his own radio,
opening up fine
North Vietnam mad the ini- Charles W. Bray, the State 1)eGarrott, treasurer, Mrs. a spokesman said.
The three pressure moves
Weisenberger & Null; Mrs. and television show, "The Tony
tial
Woodfin Hutson, and Mrs.
announcement that the pertinent spokesman.
were designed to persuade
Fontane Show." Since SepOne of the Lebanon Cedars Norma Ivy, General Tire &
social
Parker,
Frances
North Vietnam to stop infil- United States had suspended
'The North Vietnamese and
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Rubber Company; and. Mrs. ternber 1957 when Fontane and
Farrfs
Col.
the
is
us
gave
fine.
doing
sweeping
of
mines it placed their friends cannot reasonably
chairman, Mrs. -,-Euldene
Mrs. Walter (Vera i Hutchens trating men and equipment into
Dor_s Sims, West Kentucky his family were injured in an
Robinson and Mrs. Sue Morris, was transferred Friday from South Vietaam and to withdraw in North Vietnamese waters expect to pick and choose as to
automobile accident, they have
RECC.
The Purple Finches and 'the
Medal and Match 'Play tour- the Murray-Calloway County its troops from Cambodia and last May.
those portions of(he agreement-.
The 1972 "Boss'of the Year" used their talents to Work for
all
have
Juncoes
north,
gone
but
nament chairmen.
Confirming the action Thurs- which they wish to observe and
Hospital, to the Baptist Laos.
was Dr.
Ralph Woods, The Lord, according to Gospel
Mrs. Sextfin urges all lady Memorial Hospital, Memphis,.
Rotiers iwknow!edged that day, Jerry W, Friedhettp, the those which they wish to dis- we still have our White Crowned ,psesidtpLEunaritus of. Murray -Films inc„producers _of the
Sparrow. the- TTnifec! Slates had in- I Pentagon spokesman, blamed regard," he said.
golfers of the club to attend. Tenn.
—film to be shown here.
State University.
•

WASHINGTON (API — Former Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell was quoted today as accusing other Nixon campaign
officials of planning the Watergate bugging, and more extensive intelligence operations as
well, over his personal veto.
Mitchell spoke to a reporter
in, the offices of federal prosecutors prior to an appearance
before a federal grand jury. He
confirmed a news account that
he had told friends he attended
three meetings at which plans
to bug the Democrats were proposed, and had rejected the
plans.
"I want to add the plans
were not just to bug somebody," Mitchell said. "They
were for more detailed intelligence. We were not there
just to discuss bugging."
Mitchell's conversation was
cut short as the reporter, Lesley Stahl of CBS, was asked to
leave.
What Mitchell was quoted as
confirming was a report in The
New York Times saying Mitchell told his friends that Jeb
Magruder and G. Gordon Liddy
proposed bugging plans on
three different occasions and
that he vetoed them.
Magruder was Mitchell's second-in-command at the campaign, and has reportedly told
prosecutors that the bugging
operation was planned and approved by Mitchell and White
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5.30 ELECTRIC COM•
PANY
6.00 NEW SHAPES: EDUCATION
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
7:00 SMALL BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
7:30 FRENCH CHEF
8:00 SKYLAB: A New
Horizon: Astronaut Richard
Truly answers questions
froroi students :concerning
the entire Skylab project.
900 HUMANITIES FILM
FORUM: Richard III:
Adapted, directed and produced' by Sir Lawrence Olivier, this is the third of Olivier's cinematic interpretations of Shakespeare.

FRIDAY, APRIL 27
4.00 SESAME STREET
5_00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5.30 ELECTRIC COMPANY.

THURSDAY, APRIL 26
4.00 SESAME STREET
5 - 00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5.30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
600 WINDOW TO THE
CLASSROOM: Images and
Things
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
7:00 SPECIAL! tba I 1
hr)

9:30 TURNING POINTS
10:00 SOUL
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Nashville

Plarr•skrurg

Nashville

WLAC
Ch. 5

WPSD
Ch. 6

KF VS
Ch. 12
Cap.
Girardeau
Paducah

WDXR
Ch. 29

Earth up to 56 days at a time, in
a capsule engineered to study
various Earth sciences. The
Skylab space station is
scheduled for launch from
Florida's Cape Kennedy May
14,• with the first three-man
crew to follow one day later.
U. Cmdr. Truly will be the
capsule communicator, or
CapCom in NASA language,
during this first Skylab flight.
Also that week, KET will
present:
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Skylab is NASA's name for a
three-man team of astronauts
who will stay in orbit around the

Skylab astronaut, William
Schneider, Skylab mission
director, and Dr. Henry Floyd,
program
student
Skylab
director.
The taped interview session
iind film from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) comprise
the 60-minute colorcast.

Friday, April 27

LEXINGTON Ky.—Kentucky
elementary and secondary
school sliedents will star in an
Dour long special at 7 p.m.
Tuesday. April 24, when Kentiucky Educational Television
(KET) broadcasts "Skylab: A
New Horizon."
Over 150 Kentucky students
participated in a question-andanswer session last November
aro KET studios. The questions
wer.e directed at Lieutenant
commander Richard Truly. a
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Asst Hostess
Sue McCoart

For information call:
Hostess
Phone Linda Adams
Phone 753-2370

THIS EMBLEM IS THE
SIGN OF GOOD BUSINESS AND GOOD
FRIENDS.

Friel& Are
A Nice Thing
To Have...

living next door. Carol
Lynley, Julie Newmar,
Mildred Natwick, Fritz
Weaver and Robert Reed are
featured.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"Sail A Crooked Ship"—
Robert Wagner, Dolores
Hart, Carolyn Jones.—Young
man in love with his boss's
daughter decides instead of
scrapping an old liberty ship,
to have it refitted. Innocently
becomes involved with a
gang of crooks who plan on
stealing the ship and sailing
to 13ostan where they plan to
rob a bank.
10:30 p.m.—Late Movie:
Channel 12( 11:30 on Channel
5) "Rogue's
March,"
starring Peter Lawford,
Richard Greene, Leo G.
Carroll and Janice Rule.
Drama
of
adventure,
romance and intrigue in
India, where the Czar's influence sweeps through Asia
like a tidal wave.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 72
Double Feature: "The Blob"
Steve McQueen, Aneta
Corseaut—Two teenagers
after noticing a shooting star
fall to earth come upon a
man howling with pain from
a mass attached to his arm
where the meteorite fell.
Blob continues to grow,
killing many, until the
teenagers+ discover a way to
stop it. Followed by: Movie:
"The Mystery of Marie
Roget"-1942—Maria
Montez,
John
Lite—
Mysteiious disappearance of
actress leads
medical
examiner to uncover murder
and plot to inherit a fortune.

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD, Inc.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

—Joan Sutherland singing the
lead role of Violetta in "La
Traviata," the third program in
the "Who's Afraid of Opera"
series at 7:30 p.m. Sunday,
April 72:
—Glen Gould celebrating
Beethoven's 200th birthday by
performing sever41 of the
composer's works at 8 p.m.
Monday, April 23;
—Sir Laurence Olivier giving
one of the greatest performances of his career as
"Richard III" in the heralded
1947 film at 8 p.m. Tuesday,
APcll 24;
—Margaret Truman recalling
her father's illustrious life as
she and Robert Cromise discuss
"Harry S. Truman" on "Book
Beat" at 7-30 p.m. Wednesday,
April 25; and
Mich.
Arbor,
—Ann
virtual
its
examining
legalization of marijuana in
1972, on "Turing Points" at t30
p.m. Wednesday, April 25.

a
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Friday Highlights

,
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Friday, April
a.m.—Movie: Channel 8
"Operation Amsterdam"—
Peter Finch, Eva Bartok,
Tony Britton, Alexander
Knox. British send a raiding
party into Amsterdam to
persuade the diamond
merchants to give their
for
them
to
stones
safekeeping before the
Germans can get them.
Holiday and a bank vault
almost loses the caper for
them.
1:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"The Trunk" Same as 10:00
p.m. Movie on Thursday.
3:30 .p.m.--Movie: Channel 3
"Insight" No other information available.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 4
"Black Patch" George
Montgomery, Diane
Brewster, Tom Pittman,
Sebastian Cabot. Post Civil
War—Town marshal must
clear himself of murdering
bank robber, husband of girl
he once loved, and hiding
bank loot.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 3
"Soul Train" No other Information available.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5
"Beast of Morocco" William
Sylvester, Diane Clare,
Edward Underdown, Alizia
Gur. Man becomes involved
with an archaeologist and a
beautiful vampire with
whom he becomes obsessed.
Death decision must be made
and
vampire
between
beautiful girl who lives in
archaeologist's home and
has fallen in love with him.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 5,
12. '"I'he Maltese Bippy,"
starring Dan Rowan and
Dick Martin. The actionsuspense romantic comedy
concerns two filmmakers
who find they are involved
with a family of werewolves

Skylab Program To Be Aired On KET Special

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25
4 . 00 SESAME STREET
ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 WINDOW TO THE
CLASSROOM Kentucky
History
6:20 LAW OF THE
LAND: An information series on law for the public.
6- 30 SMALL BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
7:00 EFFICIENT READING: Getting the Main Ideas
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
800 FISH AND WILDLIFE FILM
8.30 BOOK BEAT: Harry
S. Truman
TUESDAY, APRIL 24
9.00 LENOX QUARTET:
4 00 SESAME STREET
5 00 MISTER ROGERS Haydn Opus 20: Quartet in
D Major
NEIGHBORHOOD

MONDAY, APRIL 23
4:00 SESAME STREET
5- 00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
. 5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
600 WINDOW TO THE
CLASSROOM: Ologies and
Isms.
6:30 BUSINESS OF
WRITING PREVIEW
.7 00 FOLK GUITAR III
7 - 30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8 00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK . Myshkin: Based on
Dosteovski's novel "The
. Idiot" and performed by
the meMbers of the Indiana
University School of Music.
9:00 GLENN GOULD
PLAYS BEETHOVEN:
Pianist Gould in a selection
of Beethoven piano classics.
10:00 WALL STREET
WEEK
10 - 30 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
11 00 BLACK JOURNAL

SUNDAY, APRIL 22
700 ZOOM
7_30 tba
800 tba
.8.30 WHO'S AF RAID OF
OPERA
9:00 MASTERPIECE
l'HEAT RE : The Golden
bowl. Maggie attempts to
,change her life style in order
to win her husband back.
1000 FIRING LINE
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BALANCRIG ACT--Croestrig a creek by way of a fallen log are sisters
Emily, 12 (left) and Becky
Humphreys, 14. They are the daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Humphreys
of Murray.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley
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Lady Cliatterly.
HOLLYWOOD ItiP11—
MGM announced it will film
"Lady Chatterly's Lover" from
D.H. Lawrence iNclassic which
was banned in the United States
•
as late as 1959.

Carney signs
HOLLYW001)(1.1P11— Art
'.:arney has signed to star in a
new situation comedy series.
"Up The World!" for ABCTV.

desperately to rid their small
island of opresssion during
World War II.
11:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"Charlie Chan In London"
Warner Oland, Ray Milland,
Mona Barrie—Chan works
with Scotland Yard to catch a
gang of international crooks
after secret war plans.
11:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5
"Because of You" Loretta
Young, Jeff Chandler.
Woman, marries without
telling her husband that she
once served a term in prison.

Saturday, April 21

pursue a notorious bandit
who has kidnapped their
friend, burnt a farm and
kidnapped the farmer's
daughter.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 3
"Rapture" Glenn Langan,
Lorraine Miller, Elsy Albilin,
Eduardo Ciannelli. Sculptor
creates a beautiful statue
inspired by two sisters
which develops into a
triangle affair.
11:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 4
double feature: "Man With
The Synthetic Brain" No
other information available.
Movie:
by:
Followed
"Guillotine" No other information available.
11:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 6
"War Kill" George Montgomery, Eddie Infante, Tom
Drake, Conrad Parham
American officer leads a
band of Philippinos fighting
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Therapy
W hen not oatching the tube Cliff exeraises his paralyzed limbs
1
toward the day w hen he (-an throw away Vie cane. This summer he
hopes to use the apartment sit imming pool for therapy.
Before his heart attack. Arritiette weighed 210 pounds. He left the
L hospital at 120 pounds but now is a fairly robust 147. aiming for
I 131.
Cliff is amazingly good natured about his plight and optimistic
that he oil! regain Ulu.... of his arm and leg.
To break the monotony of siwnding most of his time in a single
room, he bought a color teleYision camera and tape deck. He tapes
shows he enjoys on the tube and replays them at leishre.
He's also telling his life story for the camera, hoping one day to see
it all in book form.
Divorced for IS years. Cliff—who is (i7 years old—has no plans
for remarrying, although he admits romance still appeals to him.
"Let me put it this o ay," N. sass."A hen I had that heart attack I
thought I uotild see niy whole lit.' pass before my fE”.S. HOE it didn't
happen. My life is 'X' rated.-

I

HOLLYWOOD I UP11--- Cliff Arquette is making a courageous
comehack for a senior citizen who suffered a heart attack and a
parafvzing stroke within • two-week period last April. He' is back on "The Hollywood Squares- now in a camorlaged
%%heel chair which is pushed onto a ramp by stagehands before the
show is filmed. ,
"I eould feel the heart attack coming on,- Arquette recalled. "I
was driving on the freeway and prayed I could find a police car. Sure
enough, I saw the cope pulled off to the side of the road and I
stopped right in front of them.The officers jumped from their cruiser in time for Cliff to tell them
he was having a heart attack. Within 10 minutes he was in an
intensiye care. unit of a hospital.
• A few days later he suffered the stroke which left him without the
i use of his left leg and arm. Gradually, his strength returned. At the
moment Cliff is learning to walk again. He uses a cane.
To simplify his life the comedian has moYed from his large home
in the San Francisco valley to a one-room bachelor apartment near
NBC in Burbank.
Two full-time nurses attend Arquette's needs. The day nurse cooks
- his meals and keeps the apirtment shipshape. A male nurse spends
the nights with the comedian who made Charlie Xt eaYer from Mount
classic American homespun philosopher.
olds
!
7 The furn&hed apartment is only four blocks from the studio us here
1 Cliff is driven by the male nurse one evening a week. All five shows
4 are taped from about 6:30 to lel :15 p.m.
Cliff has an electrically operated bed which allows him to raise and
lower himself for Comfort. At the foot of the bed is a color television
set which occupies much of his time.
He has rigged a Rube Goldberg contraption with his cane to turn
I the set off and on without having to get up.

illness

fails
Major
to keep Cliffdown

says, flashing his
"1 base my yy hole career in that room.- Paul
toothy.grin. "I don't want that stuff spread all over the house.
Paul is a passable cook, depending on beef stew or steaks and
salad when he entertains. But recently he's hired a cook for those
evenings o hen he entertains six or eight friends for dinner.
A maid comes in twice a week to clean, a gardener stops by three
timeNa week, and there's a live-in house boy yy hose principal duty is
to ea% for Paul's rink. pet. Harry :Mac Afee. a dandie dinmont dos.
- -The Paul Lynde Show" is filmed at Warner Bros. every }friday
1
eyeninf.
AFIGT% requires Paul to rehearse Monday thrdugh Thursday
noon
: from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. On Fridays. howeyer, he. works from
1 until midnight.
Regular panelist
Ct bile the comedian is not overburdened with work on the series,
more fun—b appearing regularly.
difficult—and
he makes life more
'game show.
. as a panelist on the o aek -Hon)wood Squares!
Lynde has yirtually no hobbies and he collects nothing.
1
liehasn•t been in his swimming pool for almost a year. He uses it
ass backdrop for publicity pictures and magazine layouts.
the
i 4 eikerifis are often spent flying to yarious cities around
country ko oromote his show.
of
, Beeatise!ke gets no excercise Isnde is on a constant diet, a fact
life that driyes hint to the brink. Iff he doesn't oatch his calories Paul
• carv gain 10 or I.; pounds without trying.
Before he gained fame Lynde enjoyed yisiting the beach. Now
.
i sandy little children surround him asking for autographs.
His wardrobe on the show reflects his own taste. He's found a
! Beverly Hills haberdasher which caters to young executives.
Paul's chief pursuit assay front the studio is relaxation. It doesn't
i
• i come to him easily. He lets dow-n best is hen such friends as Jonathan
: A inters and Lirrbert Ciarey stop by with their wives for dinner.
I
i

•

/

By % ER NON Sf:CITT
HOLLYWOOD It I'll—Paul Lynde's stop-and-go grin of ecstasy
and agony are sit much a part of him in private life as they are on his
weekly situation comedy show playing a harried" suburban lawyer.
He is a study in contrasts and unravelled nerves.
Tynde's hillside home once belonged to the late Errol Flynn. a
I man with whom Paul has almost nothing in common.
A. lit hen he moved into the New Orleans-French style home Paul had
it eornpletely renovated, mirstakingly believing he would save money.
In the end it would have cost half as much lo build a new house:
A native °I Mount Vernon. Ohio. and former resident of New
! York. Lynde felt compelled to bidid or buy as high in the hills as
!! possible to obtain a city lights yiew. He succeeded.
The house is built on six separkte levels and each room has a
balcony with an iron railing.
"Many of my friends only visit once," he says with misgivings.
"Thor with acrophobia never come back. They can't stand the
height. •
There is plenty of rooglfor bachelor Lynde. including three
bedrooms. one id which has been transformed into memory lane. It
contains pictures, awards and other memorabilia collected over the

Saturday, April 21
12:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
Party"--Magali
"Murder
Noel, Harry Meyen—A
celebrated fashion designer,
through obsessive hatred for
his calculating wife, becomes
a demented murderer.
2:00 p.m.--Movle: Channel 29
'Two Violent Men"—Alan
Scott, Susy Anderson—A
marshal' is ordered to arrest
his former friend, who is
accused of murder.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 4,
6. The Honey Pot," starring
Susan
Harrison,
Rex
Hayward, Cliff Robertson
and Capucine. A rich, elderly
man (Harrison) calls his
three former mistresses
together to decide which of
them will inherit his estate.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"The Shoot' —Lex Barker,
Marie Versini—Two men

Saturday Highlights
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Lynde's as uptight
offthe show as on
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Phone 436-2403

Lawn Care

Janitorial-Trash Service
Interior -exterior.Painting
Window cleaning-Wall washing

Repair Service

Home & Office
Maintenance

Boyd & Woodward
Maintenance, Inc.

Special sward
HOLLYWOOD IUPD— A
seecial achievement award for
visual effects was voted 'The
Poseidon Adventure- by the
Motion Picture Academy for
scenes of the upside-down ocean
liner in the film.

Award to'Duel'
HOLLYWOOD (UPII—
Universal's "Duel," starring
Dennis Weaver, was awarded
"Grand Prix de Festival" prize
at the Festival de Cinema
Fantastique in Avoriaz, France.:

Debut
HOLLYWOOD RIM —
Country-western singer Marty
Robbins makes his movie debut
in "Guns of a Stranger,"
formerly titled "The Drifter"
which was filmed on location in
Arizona.
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8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
Thursday, April 28
9:00 a.m.—Movie: Channel 8
"Lost Command" Anthony
"The Lively Set" James
Quinn—Group of French
Darren, Pamela Tiffin, Doug
paratroopers headed by a
McClure, Joanie Sommers,
man of peasant stock are
to
France
Marilyn Maxwell Peter
repatriated
Mann. A cocky young race
following the 1954 collapse in
Indo China.
car builder-driver enters
1000 p.m.—Movie: Channel n
college, builds a car for
"The Trunk"—Phil Carey,
millionaire racer, but wrecks
it, before being willing to
Julia Arnall—Attorney's
former mistress and his
accept his professor's and
future brother-in-law's
"Friend" feign her death in
order to jilt his new bride of
assistance and settle down at
two thousand pounds.
achool with his bride.
1:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
Movie:
10:30 p.m.—Late
"Ghost in the Invisible
Channel 12( 11:30 on Channel
Bikini" Same as 10:00 p.m. "
5) "Grounds for Marriage,"
Movie on Wednesday.
starring Van Johnson and
3:30 p.m.--Movie: Channel 3
A
Grayson.
"Kathryn
"Running Wild" William
romantic comedy about a
Campbell, Mamie Van
man who falls in love with
Doren, Kerman Wynn, Jay
his ex-wife.
Merlin, John Saxon. Rookie
member of state highway
patrol masquerades as hard
guy. Takes job in garage to
get evidence against owner,
head of juvenile car thieve,.
gang.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 4
"Not of this Earth" Paul
Birch, Beverly Garland,
Morgan Jones, William
Roerick. City, plagued by •
strange murders, where each
victim's body is drained of
blood, uncovers odd creature
from another planet,forcing
doctor and nurse to aid him
in eerie work.
4:00 p.m.--Movie: Channel 5
"The Kettles in the Ozarks"
Marjorie Main, Arthur
Hunnicutt, Una Merkel, Ted
de C,orsia, Olive Sturgess,
Richard
Sawyer,
Joe
Deacon. While visiting pa's
brother in the Ozarks, ma
manages to round up gang of
bootleggers and gets brotherin-law married to his fiancee
of 20 years.

WSIL
Ch. 3
Harrisburg
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Thursday, April 26
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Richard Garrott
heart surgery.
One Music Row rumor has it
that Playboy Magazine plans to
do an article on Ernest Tubb.
Olene Tubb, the singer's wife,
told this writer about the rumor,
but has no actual knowledge at
press time of the article.
A worry around Nashville is
that the magazine might
misrepresent Tubb and the
country music industry, a
frequent complaint with articles
published in large national
publications whose features are
often written by the magazine's
staff who may have no
knowledge or love for the music
form.
However, Mrs. Tubb feels that
Playboy might give them a good
treatment because of Ernest's
association with songwriter poet Shel Silverstein, who
frequently contributes verse to
the magazine. Ernest's next
MCA Records single was
written by Silverstein.

It is the International Symbol
of Access which tells a handicapped person that the building on which it is displayed is
fully accessible by wheel-'
chair. For a long time our
nation's handicapped have
been unable to enter public
buildings — even houses of
worship. Easter Seals is trying to change this. Won't you
help?
Give to Easter Seals.
March 1 - April 22

This symbol shows we care...

where the couple make their
home. Buck was the best man at
the wedding. The ushers were
Buddy Alan, Buck's son, and
Don Rich, leader of Owens'
Buckaroo band.
Pretty Nebraska singer Diane
Jordon has found a regular
position with Opry regular Stu
Phillips' syndicated television
show. The pretty blonde is
married to Larry Fullam, a
member of Bill Anderson's
show.
At home, Stu's wife Adonna is
expecting their third child any
day now. Phillips' latest Capitol
single is "If Lovin' You Means
Anything."
The Four Guys have informed
this column that they'll be at
Opryland in Nashville this
summer for four daily shows
beginning Easter. They'll also
be working recording sessions
and their regular Grand Ole
Opry spots. Wonder what they'll
do in their spare time?,
One thing they have been
doing is painting their bus blue
and white. Originally, they
meant only to paint the inside,
but Gary Buck remembers that
"things kind of got out of hand."
Guy Richard Garrett, fully
recovered from a recent
collapsed lung, will become a
father in coming months. Wife
Jan left her post as public
relations chief of the Country
Music Association in January to
raise a family.
Fans of old-time pickin' will
be happy to hear that Kirk
McGee of the Sam and Kirk
McGee duo is now at home and
is walking some. Like Hee Haw's
Jackie Phelps and Grandpa
Jones, McGee underwent open-
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Wednesday, April 25

By DARRELL ROWLETT
An entertainment writer
receives many questions„ but
most concern the private lives
of the stars.
One raider in Greeneville,
Tennessee, wrote this column
recently to ask if Capitol
recording star Susan Raye is the
daughter of Hee Haw's Buck
Owens.
True,the two sing together for
the Capitol folks, but they are no
relation. However, Owens does
have an almost paternal interest
in her career.'
Susan's parents are Ray and
Thelma Aird of Eugene, Oregon.
Her parents and two brothers,
John and Scott, have a semitrucking firm and work in real
estate,there.
The 38-year-old songstress
married Buckaroo's drummer
Jerry Wiggan.s almost two years
ago in Bakersfield, California,
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Courtesy

DIAL 753-6363

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT

For Correct

Edna Best, John Halliday
and Cecil Kellaway.
7:30 p.m.—The Going Up Of
David Lev Channels 4, 6
Melvyn Douglas, Claire
Bloom, Topol and Brandon
Cruz star in an original
drama special which focuses
on a small boy's search for
information to ease his
mother's grief. The special
was filmed on location in
Israel to coincide with that
nation's 25th anniversary.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"First Men on the Moon"—
Lionel Jeffries, Edward
Judd, Martha Hyer—Three
astronauts returning from
moon with manuscript of
previous discovery, track
down aged discoverer who
tells story 'of first landing.
Based on H.G. Wells novel.
10:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel n
"Ghost in the
Invisible
Bikini"—Deborah Walley
Tommy Kirk, Basel Rathbone—Man in his coffin
receives a visit from a long
dead sweetheart who offers
him a chance to enter heaven
if he performs one good deed.
10:30 p.m.—Late Movie:
Channel 12 ( 11:30 on Channel
51 "Night Into Morning,"
starring Ray Milland.
A
happily married man suddenly finds himself the focal
point Of an unforgettable
tragedy. John Hodiak and
Nancy; Davis are featured.

Keys F. Keel
held Office Manager
Tommy Murphey .. . Field Representative
Anita McCallon
Secretary

PHONE 753-560i

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

305 NORTH 4th STET

MURRAY OFFICE

Why pay extra for your operating expenses when
you can get a LOW COST BUDGETED
OPERATING LOAN from P.C.A. and pay cash.
They set up all you need for the year, but you only
pay interest on your outstanding balance. I say
that's the way to SAVE.

Wednesday, Apill 25
9:00 a.m.—Movie: Channel 8
"Omar Khayyam" Cornel
Wilde,
Debra
Paget,
Raymond Massey, Michale
Rennie, Sebastian Cabot,
John Derek. Ilth century
Persia:—Band of fanatics,
the assassins, plot to set up
their own shah. Amid the
intrigue and treachery is
Omar Khaygam, adventurer,
poet, astronomrer and man
of action.
1:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"Panic "Same as 10:00 p.m.
Movie on Tuesday.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 3
"Congo Crossing" George
Nader, Virginia Mayo, Peter
Lorre, Michael Pate, Rex
Ingram, Kathryn Givney,
Maurice Doner, George
Ramsey. In West African
colony, mecca for thieves
and murderers with no extradition laws, American
engineer journeys up jungle
river to determine its altered
course, making country part
of the Belgian Congo.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 4
"Tarzan and the Green
Goddess" Herman "Bruce
Bennett" Brix, Ula Holt.
Tarzan, in quest of the
legendary "Green Goddess,"
an ancient Mayan relic
containing priceless secret
formula—menance to
humanity if acquired by
unscrupulous friends.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5
"Duel at Silver Creek."
Audie
Murphy, Faith
Domergue. The Silver Kid
teams up with the Marshall
of Silver City and together
they rid the town of a band of
murdering claim jumpers.
8:30
p.m.—Movie:
"Intermezzo" Channels 3, 8. —
Ingrid Bergman and Leslie
Howard star in the story of a
married concert violinist
who becomes infatuated with
a young pianist. Also starring

Wednesday Highlights
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Creatur•
Feature

Susan Raye Unrelated To Buck Owens,
Playboy May Feature Ernest Tubb

Inside Country Music,-

-sal

, for remarrying. although he admits romance still appeals to him.
-Let me Put it this %%ay.- he says. -% hen I had that heart attack I
thought I nould see my ‘4.1e life pass before my eyes. But it didn't
happen. My life is 'V rated.'

.

8, "Three On A Couch"—
Jerry Lewis and Janet Leigh
star in a hilarious tale of a
ane-woman man who tries
doing a three-woman job.
James Best and Mary Ann
Mobley are also featured.
10:30 p.m.--Movie: Channel 3
"Blue Angel" May Britt,
-• Curt Jurgens, Theordore
Bikel,
John
Banner.
Degeneration. of a middleaged German school teacher
who fails in love with a cheap
nightclub singer.
10:36 p.m.--Movie: Channel 6
"The Intruders"—Edmond
O'Brien, Don Murray, Anne
Francis, John Saxon, Edward Andrews. A half-breed
Indian comes into town from
the plains with the idea of
becoming a lawman, and
though he dies attempting to
corral the Jesse James—Cole
Younger gang, his death
gives the town sheriff the
spark needed to launch an all
out attack on the gang.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"Nightmare in the Sun''—
John Derek, Aldo Ray, Ursula Andress—Unscrupulous
sheriff, knowing wealthy
weak-willed rancher has
murdered his young wife,
deliberately tries to convict
innocent hitch-hiker of
crime.

Two Boys (Chris Valentine and Dennis Hines) "Follow the
North Star" to freedom on the ABC Afterschool Special, Wednesday, May 2 at 4 p.m. on Channel 3.
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ANOUK AIMEE stars as a woman who yearns for her native France and her young son, in "Model
Shop" Tuesday, April 24, (starting at 10:30 p.m. CST,on "The CBS Late Movie" in color on the cits
Television Network.

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Sandy Duncan joins Robert Young With the Young in song,
dance and play, evoking the innocence and wonder of childhood,
Sunday, May Oat 8 p.m. on Channel 3.

Sunday, April 22
1:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5
"Horse Feathers" Marx
Brothers.
Marx
Four
Brothers turn collegiate,
college
with
Groucho
president.
5:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 8
"Buster Keaton Story"
Donald O'Connor, Ann Blyth,
Rhonda Fleming, Peter
Lorre. True-life story of one
of the great comics of the
silent screen. His climb
upward and his fall are faithfully recorded.
7:06 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
"World Without Sun"—
Jacques-Yves Cousteau—
Scientific aspects of underwater life in photographs
taken 80 feet below the
surface, and the men who
live a month at a time,
resurfacing.
without
Academy Award—Beat
Deocumentary of the Year.
7:30 p.m.—Mystery Movie:
Channel 4,6. "Her Ramsey,"
starring Richard Boone in
the title role of a rnidweseern
lawman. As the new Deputy
Chief of Police, Ramsey attempts to solve his first
applied
using
crime
laboratory techniques rather
than his reputed fastgun
approach.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 3,

Sunday Highlights
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10:30 p.m. — Movie ; Channel 12
( 10 ;30 p.m. on channel 5)
"Bedevilled," starring Anne
Baxter and Steve Forrest.
The story revolves around a
young American student for
the clergy who,during a brief
stopover in Paris, comes to
the aid of a cabaret singer
by a
being menaced
gangster.

10:00 p.m. — Mevie: Channel
29, "Everything's Ducky" —
Mickey Rooney, Buddy
Hackett, Joanie Sommers Brash young sailor and his
side-kick stationed at rocket
site, meet a talking duck who
is smarter than they.

eventually lekd to her
downfall.
8:00 p.m. — Movid: Channel 29
"War Italian! Style" -Buster Keaton, Martha Hyer,
Fred Clark-Two U. S.
soldiers deliberately permitted to escape by German
female spy with what were to
have been fake plans for the
Allied invasion of Italy, get
way with real plans, but no
one will believe them.
Dubbed in English.
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DOG'S BEST FRIEND--Chad Everett is hostaarrator of "It
Takes a Lot of Love," an hourlong special look at the exto
traordinary relationship between animal lovers and their pets,
on
the
CST),
p.m.
00
(7:00-8:
3,
y.
May
he rebroadcast Thursda
CRS Television Network. Everett, star of "Medical Center" on
the Network, is seen here with his own pet, Gus.a 7-year-old
mixed Great Dane and Labrador retriever.
•

a
mistaken for guests at
party.
swank
Channel 5
4:00 p.m. — Movie:
e
"Ghost in the Invisibl
Bikini" — Deborah Walley,
,
Tommy Kirk, Aron Kincaid
Basel Rathbone, Harvey
Lembeck. Man in his coffin
long
receives a visit from a
offers
who
art
sweethe
dead
heaven
hiro a chance to enter deed.
if he performs one good
s
8:00 p.m. — Movie; Channel
3,8 "The Bliss of. Mrs.
Blosson" Shirley MacLaine
stars as a bored housewife
who enlivens her days by
installing her lover in the
attic for three years. Also
AtRichard
starring
tenborough and James
Booth.
8:00 p.m. — Movie: Channels
4,6 part one of "The Loves of
Isadore," staring Vanessa
Redgrave, James Fox and
The
Robards.
Jason
biography of American
dancer Isadore Duncan
(Miss Redgrave) traces her
tumultuous career and the
world famous exploits that
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Monday,April 23
9:00 a.m. — Movie: Channel 8
"A Man Could Get Killed" —
James „ Garner, Melina
Marcouri, Tony Francisosa,
Sandra Dee, Robert Coate,
Roland Culver, Duulccie
Gray, Cecil Parker. An
American banker, on a
confidentail mission is
uspected by everyone of
being,a secret U. S. or British
agent.
1:30 p.m. —Movie,: Channel 29
"Nightmare in the Sun"
Same as the 1630 Movie on
Sunday.
3:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 4
Abbot &
"In Society"
Costello. Two plumbers and a
girl taxicab driver are

Monday Highlights
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Late Show Tonite & Sat. 740 p.m.
"VOICES OF DESIRE P(
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Ca "
Barbieri says that Argentinians in general are sad
and contemplative. So are
people from Paraguay. Bolivia
and Chile. the last less so. More
cheer ad vitality, he says. are
found among the people of Colombia.. Venezuela, Brazil and
Cuba When he sees happy
people. Barbieri says. he just
becomes sadder. He envies happy people
When he plays his saxophone.
as he did at the Newport Jazz
Festilial. Barbieri's music
sounds joyful. Maybe he feels
that. tan. he says. but only for
the moments he is playing ,But
he'd like to write music' for
more movies "That is an exciting experience And I love to
play with an orchestra. with
lots of bass behind That is exciting

Tuesday Highlights

A sound track record album
has been released
Barbieri is eager to get to
Argentina — he was born in
Rosario — because he wants to
get together a group of tango
playing musicians and play a
combination of avant-garde
jazz and tango He says he
dbesn't want to try to teach
tango to North American jazz
Musielans, he wants to widen
the horizon of South American
tango players.
'There are a lot of old-fashioned tangos that nobody plays
any more. I'd like to take them
out and bring them back to life
so that people will understand
they can still be played. They're
Sot just corny.
"I'd like to structure music
in a way to become a total
sound of Latin Third World

And I'd like to record in Buenos
Aires so this music can be
heard outside of South Amen/
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That instrument, which looks
like an accordion, is necessary
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chelle called her husband. But
he looked about 20, Bertolucci
thought, and he rejected Barbieri and got someone else
Bowever. he had Barbieri write
a couple of tunes for the film.
Bertolucci, played one of Barbieri's jazz' recordings while
writing "LaSt Tango in Parisand decided.to ask Barbieri to
write the Mask'for the picture
The recordj which included a
tango, was ''The Third World."
a phrase Barbieri likes, by
which he means the common
interests of Asia. Africa and
Latin America As an Argentinian, he considers himself
mart of that.:
• The Bardieris saw the film,
.then four hours long, before it
was cut and edited, in June 1972
in Rome. Then they returned to
New York where Barbieri
played _during July at the Newport Jazz Itestival/New York.
.Hewrote the four tangos for the
film in New York. Then back to
Rome to pot music with film,
compose some more and record
in August and September. Oliver Ntlson arrived from Hollywood to arrange and conduct
Musicia;were hard to find
since it w Ivacation time but
some werelbrought from other
countriels. Three bandoneon

0
®00001r
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By MARY CAMPBELL
AP Newsleatures Writer
AP) —
NEW YORK
"Gat° Barbieri. 37-year-old
jazz tenor saxophonist who
wrote the music for the film,
''Last Tango in Paris." is "depressed • •
The reason. Barbieri explains, is that difficulties with
the company he records for
have delayed his departure for
his native Argentina and he has
been sitting around his New
York apartment for two or
three months, doing nothing
and not playing. But, he adds,
he usually is depressed anyway.
The vast amount of talk and
publicity about "Last Tango in
Paris,- which may bring Barbieri some fame, doesn't further depress him, however, and
neither does it cheer him. He
expected the film to be noticed
but not to the extent that it has
been The public feels it must
go to look and listen, he says, to
be up on what's going on,
whether one enjoys it or not
Barbieri's wife of 13 years.
Michelle, worked as a script
girl for Bernardo Bertolucei on
"Before the Revolution" in
Parma, Italy. When Bertolucci
mentioned that he needed a 30year-old man for a scent' Mi-
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